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One hex = 450 kilometers

One combat round = 5 minutes

1.2 Game Scale

You can also use a computer to manage the
maps and counters. Vassal and Taebl come to
mind as free tools for multi-player gaming.
Additionally, I have written a program called
the DAT Builder. It is a unit designer for
creating your own custom damage allocation
templates.

There are some optional components that can really improve the gaming
experience. Most game stores carry large black hex maps suitable for space
battles. Placing a large sheet of plexi-glass over the map protects it from
accidental spills, lays the map flat, and makes for a great surface for rolling
dice, moving space ship miniatures, or using grease pencils or dry erase
markers.

This game embraces the desktop printing concept. Permission is granted to
print any of the support files; such as design sheets, damage allocation
templates, fleet control sheets, maps, unit counters, and box miniatures for
your personal use. You will also need a pair of ten sided dice, a six sided
die, and writing supplies.

1.1 Game Components

The Tactical Command system revolves around the design and combat
mechanics of the DAT (damage allocation table.) The combat engine is
pretty flexible. You can easily use the DAT to model units such as land
juggernauts, naval vessels, factory complexes, and other structures.

TCOM can be played as a stand alone game or as a combat engine for
strategic or role playing games. For example, Cluster War uses TCOM for
combat. In many ways, Tactical Command can be thought of as a game
design toolkit for space ship combat.

The first and second editions of TCOM were part of a space opera setting.
Third edition moved to a verbose hard sci-fi feel. The fourth edition hacks
out the fluff to get you to the core of the game in as few pages as possible.

Welcome to Tactical Command 4 Edition, a game of gritty tactical spaceship
combat.

1.0 Introduction

Some die rolls can be modified due to the toughness of the combat teams or
perhaps due to the skill of an officer. Whether you roll one or several dice,
modifiers are added only to the final value rolled and not to each die.

The last die roll used in the rules is the 1d100 or percentage roll. The simple
way to generate this number is to grab two ten-sided dice and call one of
them the tens die. Usually, the dice will be different colors making it easy to
tell them apart. Some 1d10 are numbered 00 to 90 to make the tens die
even more obvious. These rolls are typically used for attack rolls. Zeros are
treated a little differently, a roll of 0 and 3 would be 3%, a roll of 3 and 0
would be 30%, and a roll of 0 and 0 would be 100%.

The 1d10 is a ten sided die numbered 0 to 9. Rolling a zero is usually
treated as a ten. For example, 2d10 is the code for throwing two ten-sided
dice and adding the results together. Rolling a 0 and a 9 would be read as a
19. In TCOM, this roll is used to determine the point of impact on the DAT.
The average value for 2d10 is 11 which is the middle row of the damage
allocation template no matter which angle you attack from.

A 1d6 is your typical board game die with one to six pips. It is handy for
randomly determining directions on a hex grid map.

There are four common dice throws in Tactical Command: 1d6, 1d10, 2d10,
and 1d100. This is a short code that indicates the number of dice and the
number of sides on those dice to be rolled.

1.3 Dice Conventions

This scale represents starships capable of a base acceleration of 1G
(10 meters per second.). It is possible to design faster ships, but at a cost.
The standard engine technology of the setting uses field-effect engines that
provide thrust like a rocket. Fuel consumption is not a normal part of the
tactical game, but it is available as an optional and strategic detail.
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Placing the units on map is usually defined by scenario. During deployment,
there are advantages and disadvantages to going first, second, or third
depending on the number of players. Going first allows you to achieve ideal
starting position and can shape how the enemy reacts to your units. Going

Both players should agree as to which scenario they are going to play and
any special rules they wish to use. If not playing a pre-generated scenario,
both players must agree on the objectives of the current game, its force
composition, initial deployment zones and speeds and victory conditions. If
the battle is part of a larger campaign, it is the Game Master's job to set up
the scenario.

2.1 Playing the Game

Unless specified by scenario, a battle is over when one side has
completely disengaged or is destroyed. Actual victory is determined by
the construction point values of the ships destroyed or driven off. Bonus
points can be earned by achieving mission objectives such as destroying
a convoy or protecting a colony. It is possible for a battle to end in a
draw.

Determine if there is a winner. Otherwise, repeat movement and
combat rounds.

The high roll (plus any possible modifiers for a commander) decides if
they want to move first or last when there is a tie. Sections 2.0, 3.0,
and 4.0 cover initiative, movement, and combat respectively.

Play one round of battle using the rules for initiative, movement,
and combat.

The high roll (plus any modifiers for a flag officer) decides if they want to
deploy first or last. When a player deploys their units, they have to
place all their units on the map except those that are held in reserve (as
determined by scenario.) If there are no reserves, this step can be
skipped on subsequent rounds.

Deploy units.

This will determine the victory conditions, what technologies are
available, which forces can be used, and where the units can be placed.
If TCOM is being used as part of a strategic game, the larger game can
act as a scenario generator for Tactical Command. See the section 7.0
for more information.

Select a scenario.

2.0 Game Overview

In this example, unit D is
not tailing anyone, but it is
being tailed by unit A this
puts units B and D at the
same level in the hierarchy.
If you have a circular
situation with the head of
the chain being tailed by the
end of the chain, roll
initiative to break the
deadlock. The highest roll
wins and can choose to
move first or last.

Initiative has a hierarchical resolution to it. If unit A is tailing unit B and unit
B is tailing unit C. Move unit C first, then unit B, and finally unit A.

The last rule of initiative is tie breaking. If two or more units are not
predictable and they do not have an advantage over each other, you can
break the tie with a die roll. Roll 1d10 and add any modifiers (racial ability,
technological bonus, Command skills, etc.), the high roll wins initiative and
can choose to go first or second. To avoid a lot of die rolling, the tie breaker
is rolled only once per round as needed.

The rule of advantage is also known as the dogfight rule. If you are chasing
another unit and your forward arc is bearing on the enemy’s rear arc, you
have the advantage and can better react to them. Tailing is only effective
out to standard weapons range (eight hexes.)

The rule of predictability states that all immobile, drifting, orbital, or other
fixed bodies (like planets) move first even if their ‘move’ is to just sit in
place.

The game uses three simple rules in order of decreasing precedence:
predictability, advantage, and tie breaking.

2.2 Initiative

The hexagonal grid that overlays the map helps to regulate movement,
determine weapon ranges, set firing arcs, and figure out angles of attack on
the DAT. In TCOM, hex faces are numbered from 1 to 6. The first face
points toward the top of the map.

later in the deployment phase allows you to fine tune your unit placement
for maximum effect.
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A typical scatter diagram used for 'warping in' from the top or bottom
of the map, roll 2d10 to determine the drift from the target hex.

Below, ships A, B, and C are in low orbit while ships D and E are in free
flight. Even though C looks like it is tailing D, C has a lower initiative since it
is in orbit and is more predictable. Similarly, while E is not tailing C it is still
ranked higher in initiative than the orbiting unit C.

Repeat steps one to four until the battle is over.

If the battle is finished and it was part of a campaign game, apply all
effects of the battle to the surviving fleets. Note any experience gained
by crews and officers, current ammunition, and ship status (such as field
capable repairs and shipyard only repairs.)

Special actions like damage control or carrier operations are performed.
Victory conditions are checked to see if they have been met.

4- Resolution Phase

1. All ships select targets and allocate what weapons they will fire.
Boarding party attacks are considered weapons and need to be
allocated when possible.
2. Resolve any point defense battery attacks against missiles, fighters, or
boarding parties.
3. All surviving weapons fire is resolved and the damage allocated.
4. Damage is applied against shields (if any) and then the DAT.
5. Resolve any surviving boarding party attacks.
6. Damage is recorded and any destroyed units are removed from play.

3- Combat Phase

Vector movement has some mandatory and some voluntary elements
unlike typical board and war games. Orbital or drifting units will
continue along their indicated paths. Active units will continue to move
along their vector unless changed by terrain or player action.

2- Movement phase

When not specified by scenario, reinforcing units will arrive along logical
paths of travel. If only a general direction or side of a map is specified,
units tend to scatter by a few hexes. Select an entry point (a single hex)
and roll 2d10. A roll of 11 means the unit arrived on target. Rolling less
than 10 causes a unit to drift to the left and rolling higher than 12 causes a
unit to drift to the right. Left or right is relative to the unit’s direction of
travel and the hex that it intended to enter in.

Any units that are scheduled to appear - do so now. However, they do not
move during the movement phase. Reinforcements are placed in a
deployment zone that is specified by the scenario. Their current vector
and facing are also determined by the scenario.

1- Reinforcement phase

Tactical Command is played in a series of turns or combat rounds.

2.3 Turn Sequence
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Don’t think of the thrust
as moving your ship, but
instead the thrust is
moving the marker which
indicates where your ship
will go. Move the marker
one hex forward and
you’re increasing your
speed. Move it one hex
back and you’re braking.
Move the mark one hex to
the left or right of your
current vector and you
are turning.

Let’s do that in game terms. Start with a counter or miniature that
represents the ship, then two hexes in front of it place a CV marker. This
marker is the ship’s current vector. If nothing is done, the ship will simply
coast to the marker at the end of the round. After the ship moves, you
reposition the marker two hexes in the same direction. You can do this each
round, until you smack into a planet or leave the battle.

1. Add thrust to your current vector (CV).
2. Move the ship to its displaced position.
(Current position + CV + ½ thrust)
3. Update future position marker
(Displacement position + CV + Thrust.)

Movement is a simple sequence of events:

The vector marker represents where you are going to go if you do nothing
but coast. You don’t need to keep track of a vector if you’re in a parking
orbit, docked with a base, or your vector is zero. To change the position of
your vector marker, just apply thrust. Your facing will determine if your
vector increases, decreases, or changes direction.

3.1 Vector Movement

In Tactical Command, the primary movement system is called vector
movement. Each ship has a line of movement and every round that ship will
move along that path. A ship uses rockets or other technology to change
where that line of movement is pointing. You can accelerate to make the
vector longer, brake to make it shorter, or turn sideways to change its
direction.

3.0 Movement Systems

Ship A is facing direction 2 and executes a 1G burn. Due to displacement,
the ship only moves one extra hex in direction 2 (the blue line). Here's a bit
of shorthand, let's use -> to mean 'hexes in direction'.

In the first example, ship A's green line, the current vector, is two hexes in
direction 2 and one hex in direction 3. If nothing changes, it will keep
moving in that direction every round.

In all of the vector movement examples, green lines indicate the current
vector, red lines indicate thrust, blue lines indicate the actual path traveled,
and magenta lines the vector for next turn (green and red lines added
together.)

What if you want to do a fractional burn? The hex size does place some
limits on accuracy. When you perform a half G burn, add one hex to your
vector marker but do not add a hex of movement for that acceleration. That
applies to something like a 1.5 G burn as well; you would gain 3 hexes of
velocity, but round down so you would only physically move one hex in
response to that burn.

This ratio is easy, a 2G burn will change your vector by four hexes, and you
will move two hexes on that round. A 3G burn will change your velocity by
six hexes, and during acceleration that round your ship will only move three
hexes.

When applying a change in vector, your initial ship movement is your current
vector plus half of your vector change (rounded down.) If you thrust at 1G,
your vector marker will move two hexes in the direction you’re facing. But
on the round that you apply thrust, your ship will only move one hex in the
direction that it is facing. This is called displacement and it represents the
fact that acceleration is not instantaneous.

3.2 Acceleration, Braking, and Turning

When things get complicated with lots of units on the map, some players like
to actually draw vector lines on the map using either temporary paper hex
maps, grease pencils on a plexi-glass sheet, or online via shared tools like
Vassal or web based whiteboards.

Important concept: The hex grid does not regulate the movement of your
ship as it does with most war games. Instead, the hexes regulate the
placement of your vector marker. So, you can burn/brake in any one of the
six directions, but your ship actually travels a path from its current position
to the location of the vector marker. The ship retains its hex facing for
weapon arcs and angle of attack.
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Ship C is on the same vector as Ship B. The player wants to execute a major
change in its path. Facing direction 5 and doing a 2G burn changes the
vector by four hexes to two->4 and one->3.

Ship B has the same vector as Ship A (four->2 and one->3.) It wants to do
a wide around, so it changes facing to direction 4 and does a 1G burn.
While you could describe the ship's new vector as four->2 plus one->3 plus
two->4. If you count it out you see that you can simplify it as two->2 and
three->3. Both describe the same ending position.

1. Add thrust (red) to your current vector (CV).
(two->2 and one->3 plus two->2)
2. Move the ship to its displaced position (blue).
(Current position + three->2 and one->3)
3. Update future position marker (magenta).
(Displacement + four->2 and one ->3)

Ship A's new vector is indicated by the purple line. How is this determined?
You add the old vector plus the thrust (counting out from Ship A's starting
position to the end of the red vector line). The new vector is now four->2
and one->3.

Ship D wants to accelerate and point some weapons at ship C. It remains
facing direction 2, accelerates by one G, and then at the end of the move it
rotates to direction 5. Yes, you can fly backwards in space.

Ship B needs to
decelerate rapidly. It
rotates three hex faces
and thrusts at 1G in
order to execute a
braking maneuver. The
net result is that its
vector is decreased
from four hexes per turn in direction 2 to two hexes per turn. But due to
displacement, it moves three hexes this turn. Next turn its velocity would
drop to zero, but due to displacement the ship would move one hex in
direction 5.

Ship A, executing a
wide turn, rotates to
direction 3 and burns
one thrust. The first
blue line indicates its
new path. On the next
round, it turns to
direction 4 and burns
again. A full circle will
take several turns.

The details covering maneuver thruster design and placement are in the
design section of the rules.

Given the time scale of tactical combat, any undamaged ship can execute
multiple turns on any axis. This enables a unit to turn at will for thrusting,
bringing weapons to bear, and flipping or rolling to protect damaged
components. They can turn before thrusting and turn again after they are
done. A unit with damaged maneuver thrusters can only execute one
maneuver either before or after the thrust. A crippled unit with no working
maneuver thrusters can't change facing and must coast or accelerate away,
if it has a working engine.

3.3 Maneuvering
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Gravity is an important element in vector movement. The gravity well of a
large planet or moon is where all the interesting things in a solar system are
located. Gravity allows for orbits, drop zones, and high speed turns. It can
also be a hazard to navigation and result in the destruction of units or throw
them into difficult tactical situations.

It is possible for a ship in motion to feel the pull of gravity from multiple
hexes. The basic gravity rule is that you apply the average values of all the
gravity and non-gravity hexes to determine the strength and direction the
ship is pulled. If the forces are evenly split between two hexes, choose the
hex that is closest to the center of the gravity source. When averaging
thrust values, round up or down to the nearest whole hex of thrust.

A planetary map differs from the standard deep space map in several ways.
The most obvious feature is the planet itself. Planets are impassible and
destroy any space craft not capable of landing on its surface. Gravity hexes
add extra thrust to a unit. And, orbital rings regulate movement for units
that want to drift along in a predictable circuit. Gravity hexes are marked
with a small arrow. The arrow indicates the direction in which gravity will
pull a unit when it is not in orbit. To feel the pull of gravity, your ship has to
pass through one or more gravity hexes on the previous round. This pull is a
function of time and strength. A short exposure to light gravity will have no
effect on your ship while a long exposure to strong gravity will certainly pull
you off course. A single gravity arrow is equivalent to a single hex of thrust
when not in orbit. If a gravity hex has multiple arrows, it is treated as two
or more hexes of thrust.

A lot of space ship action happens around planets and that means gravity.
There are two scenarios that need to be handled; cutting through a gravity
well and entering/breaking orbit.

3.5 Gravity

Can you can roll and flip at the same time? Sure, but this is effectively the
same thing as a complicated turn from a game mechanics perspective.

In space, you’re capable of performing actions like rolling or flipping a ship.
Both actions invert the ship. In a roll maneuver, the ship keeps its current
facing and rolls over on its back. In a flip, the ship noses up or down and
stops in an inverted position and is now facing the opposite direction.
Inverted units swap their left and right sides for weapons fire and damage
allocation purposes.

3.4 Rolling and Flipping Ships

In the example on the next page, ship A moved through two gravity hexes
last round out of four hexes traveled. Rounding up, we get one hex of
gravity applied to the ship. All the hexes point in direction three. The
captain decides to rotate to direction six and burn one hex of thrust (a half
G) in order to cancel out the effects of gravity. The net result is that ship A
continues moving in direction one. There is no displacement for the burn.
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Ship C appears to only have entered one
gravity hex last round, exactly splitting two
hexes usually avoids the terrain type unless
both hexes have the same terrain effect (i.e.
the space between two gravity hexes still has
gravity or the space between two asteroid
fields is also filled with asteroids.) Based on
the direction of the arrows, gravity add on->4
to its current vector. If ship C does not do
some serious acceleration, it will burn up in
the atmosphere next round or impact the
surface.

Ship B is in orbit. For the purposes of this
example, the orbital velocity is five hexes per
round. When in orbit, a ship or space station
ignores the gravity hexes and follows the
appropriate ring and changes vector and
facing to match the next orbital hex they’re
going to enter. Ship B decides to break orbit
and turns to direction one and executes a 2 G
burn (due to displacement, only two hexes
are moved.) Since the ship was in orbit last
round, it uses its orbital velocity plus the burn
to determine its new position. The one
gravity hex that it does pass through will have
a negligible effect on the vector next round
since 1/7 rounded down is zero hexes of
movement applied due to gravity.
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On a hex grid, an equidistant orbit looks like a big hexagon. At TCOM's
scale, the solution is to use a 12 sided orbital ring. This means some corners
of the orbital ring is a 30 degree turn. When a unit enters one of the

Once a vessel is in orbit, it does not need to perform vector movement in
order to maintain that orbit. This is true even thought there are gravity
hexes in that orbit’s hex ring. The orbit is considered stable and units are
subject to the restrictions of orbital movement.

Ship B is coming in from a different direction. It can establish a retrograde
orbit in ring 18 since it was moving at a speed of four hexes per round. The
future position of both units will now be determined by the orbital hex ring
that it is now in and the direction of its orbit.

For this example, ship A ends the turn in hex ring 17. It has a vector of five
and its path is in line with the planet’s orbital ring. After thrusting to counter
the pull of the gravity hexes it travelled through, it can enter a normal orbit
with a orbital velocity of five hexes per round.

Orbital velocity varies with the planet’s mass and the altitude of the orbit.
For a terrestrial world like Earth, the orbital velocity for orbits 15, 16, and 17
work out to five hexes per round. Orbits 18-28 have an orbital velocity of
four hexes every round. Geostationary orbit, way out at hex ring 94, has an
orbital velocity of two hexes per round. To match an orbit with an orbital
velocity of less than one hex per round, a ship would still need functional
drives and maneuver thrusters so it could apply the fractional amount of
thrust required.

Planets and large moons have hex rings around them indicating various
orbits. The first white hex ring above the atmosphere is low orbit and is the
closest a ship can fly by a planet without landing, crashing, or burning up in
the atmosphere. Higher orbits are considered safer although debris rings
and dust rings around some planets are possible.

Units in orbit are required to move as the orbital time track indicates. Their
movement is further limited to the orbital path they are in, but they can still
rotate, roll, and flip over. Additionally, units in orbit gain the ability to shift
orbit, land, or they may apply normal thrust and break orbit. Ships breaking
orbit have a starting velocity equal to their orbital velocity.

For a ship to enter orbit, it must change its vector to match orbital velocity
and declare that it is entering orbit. Orbits can be clockwise or
counterclockwise (retrograde) depending on the ship’s vector when it enters
orbit. When a ship is in orbit, is has special movement options and
restrictions that apply.

3.6 Entering Orbit

Orbiting units are considered predictable unless they are breaking orbit on
that combat round. Orbiting unit can also shift orbit. A fractional amount of
thrust is used to speed up and enter a higher orbit or slows down (if turned
around) to move down to a lower orbit. For a space craft to land on a
terrestrial world, it needs one or more levels of streamlining technology.
Ship D wants to perform a shift orbit maneuver. It is currently in a clockwise
orbit, so it can accelerate and move up to hex ring 16. Due to the direction
it is facing, it could not slow down and shift to hex ring 14 unless it was
preparing to land and capable of surviving atmospheric reentry.

‘corners’ of the hex ring, it auto rotates to face the next hex that it will enter.
Its 'orbital vector' shifts 30 degrees so it can match the new heading. It is
important to know that when a ship wants to enter or exit orbit at the
corners. In the above example, ship C is coming into the corner at a 60
degree angle. Even with the braking for gravity, the angle is not right for
going into orbit.
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To establish a towing link in combat, the two units must match speed and
direction (their vectors) for one round while they are in the same hex. If the
towing ship does not have maglocks or a tractor beam, mooring lines must
be secured. To attach these lines, the two ships have to match course and
speed for three combat rounds. Hostile units can not be towed unless they

3.9 Towing

Sending asteroids to slam into a planet (orbital bombardment) is considered
a ramming attack. Asteroids are given a hull value that represents the
amount of damage they can inflict and that the defenders must ablate. Due
to their great size and predictable flight path, they are an automatic hit. The
best way to defeat such an attack is to pull the asteroid off course by towing
it.

The forces involved in ramming are titanic and almost always result in the
destruction of the smaller object. Ramming is considered an attack, the
actual resolution of the attack is handled in the combat section (4.7
Ramming Revisited.)

At the slowest speeds, you're closing at over 5,000 miles per hour.
However, space is big and anything with sufficient thrust can avoid a ram
attempt. Large or 'stationary' objects like moons, planets, and crippled ships
can still become the target of a ramming attempt. To ram an object that fills
the whole hex, just plot a vector through that hex. To ram a crippled ship or
orbital unit that can't evade, you have to be in the same place at the same
time and not merely have intersecting vectors. The easiest way to
determine this is to plot an intercept vector that ends in the same hex as the
target and declare that you are ramming it.

3.8 Ramming

On the bizarre chance that a commander would direct a whole task force or
squadron into some hostile terrain like an asteroid field, the effect on each
unit must be rolled independently. The biggest drawback to grouping ships
is that the task force is limited to the thrust ratings and maneuver capability
of the slowest unit in the group. Failure to do so will cause the formation to
split.

Any number of ships may be placed in the same hex. If they have the same
vector, they can operate as a single unit for movement purposes. Using a
task force marker can simplify fleet movement. Smaller formations such as
fighter and gunboat groups can be represented on a single DAT. When
doing so, they can synchronize their shields and point defense to fight as a
dispersed war ship.

3.7 Task Forces

Gunboats and fighters have limited towing capacity due to their smaller
engines. The only things they are designed to tow are ejected pilots, drifting
space marines, and rescue pods. Gunboats can be designed with maglocks
so they can haul other units, but their ability to maneuver in combat is
limited until they detach whatever they’re towing (a free action in most
cases.)

Total the mass of the two (or more) units in order to derive a new set of
movement ratings as per the ship design rules.

are crippled and incapable of attacking. Enemy boarding parties can attack
mechanical links like docking arms and towing lines.
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Unless specifically stated as part of the weapon write up, no single weapon
can fire more than once per combat round. When this happens, that
weapon will have a specific ROF (rate of fire) assigned to it. ROFs of 1/2 or
1/3 indicate that a weapon can only fire once every other round or every
third round after it has fired the first time. The weapon must then recharge,
reload, or cool down as determined by the weapon’s description.

A player can fire one or more weapons on any of his ships that are not
crippled; he may chose to fire all, some or none of the available weapons.
Weapons are normally broken up into distinct batteries and firing arcs. As
long as a specific weapon has power, a functional control system,
ammunition (if needed), and a valid target within range and firing arc, it can
attack. Each individual weapon system (one or more components as
determined at design time) can select its own target valid target. Some
weapon systems, such as mines and fire and forget missiles, are simply
deployed and they seek their own target when launched.

When two combatants are in the same hex, they gain a +20% target bonus
with their ship-to-ship weapons. This bonus does not apply to point defense
and boarding party attacks. This can make 'knife fighting' very dangerous to
both sides. Also, they can potentially bring more weapons to bear. If either
one of the combatants enters or leaves the hex by the end of the round,
they have traveled through the hex. Their direction of travel determines

There are three standard firing arcs in Tactical Command. All aspect
weapons like point defense batteries, missiles, or weapons in turrets can
engage targets in a 360 degree arc. Most beam weapons and torpedoes can
fire in a 120 degree arc. Fixed weapons (most fighters, spinal beams, and
large gauss cannons) are limited to a single hex row. In Tactical Command,
if a firing arc cuts through or includes a hex, any unit in that hex can be
targeted. If the edge of the firing arc runs along the line in between two
map hexes, only the hex included in the firing arc is counted.

Firing Arcs

The most common issue will be opportunity fire. If one player says that
they’re going to open fire at range five during movement rather than firing at
range zero, the target player has the option to fire as well or may choose to
fire later at the risk of loosing weapons and other components.

There is a price for this flexibility, since a target ship can be damaged in the
middle of a round, its movement ratings and its ability to perform actions can
be diminished due to combat damage. Players will sometimes need to
amend their orders based on the current capabilities of their ship. Players
that decide to use advanced combat should be prepared to apply some
common sense to resolve issues.

Pivot
Fire/Opportunity Fire
Burn and Move
Fire/Opportunity Fire during the move
Final Pivot
Final Fire / Opportunity Fire.

While having distinct movement and combat phases eases game play
significantly, it is not the most realistic of settings. As an optional rule,
players can agree to allow combat before, during, or after movement. The
are several advantages to doing that; better engagement range, more
opportunities to fire weapons in different firing arcs, and the ability to
damage the enemy before they can fire upon you. The advanced turn
sequence becomes:

Basic combat is considered simultaneous in Tactical Command and happens
after all movement for a given round. Each player declares attacks for all of
his active combat units, rolls to hit, and applies any damage to the enemy’s
forces. If there is any doubt as to who needs to declare weapon/target
allocation first, the player that won initiative declares last. Simultaneous fire
means that even a lowly corvette gets a chance to shoot before it is
vaporized. This also means that a player cannot "plink" a target to death. A
player must allocate their firepower and take their chances with over or
under allocating firepower. There are only a few occasions where this
fairness in combat rule is overridden; such as when tactical surprise is
involved, a fighter is killed by point defense, or a ship takes damage due to
movement.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Advanced Combat (optional rule)

4.0 Combat
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If the players disagree on how a combat pass should be resolved, defer to
the side that won the initiative roll and continue playing. The intention of
the game is to play and not quibble over the rules.

The coarseness of hexes and fixed length of rounds can create some
interesting challenges in basic combat. Two units can cross paths, but end
up several hexes away by the end of the round. This can be frustrating for a
player that has short range weapons or limited arcs. In a situation where
there are passing engagements, the players can declare their weapons fire at
shorter ranges and against appropriate facings depending on that situation.
If you’re using the advanced combat rule, you can not ‘save’ your shots for
later. You take them when they happen, otherwise you might be stuck with
an inferior position later. Boarding parties can not use this fly-by rule. They
need to be in the same hex as the target unless the have technology that
allows them to strike at a greater range.

When determining the angle of attack in same hex dogfights where none of
the combatants leave the hex, the ship with the winning initiative determines
if they’re flying to the left, right or over-running the enemy. This determines
which weapons the winner can bring to bear. If the loser does not want that
side to face the enemy, they have to roll their ship out of harm’s way. There
is only one attack phase since there is no fly-by aft attack/return fire.

After the first half of the combat pass, the cruiser can fire any aft and
right/aft weapons at any surviving fighters that exit the hex. The advantage
of an over-run attack is that the attacker can bring both of its side weapons
to bear. Of course, the defender has that return fire capability as well.

For example, a flight of fighters fly right over a needle shaped cruiser in a
head on engagement. This round they have the initiative and the player
decides to pass to the right side of the cruiser. This has the effect of limiting
which weapons the cruiser can bring to bear and allows the fighters to strike
the forward/right side of the cruiser which is easier to hit than a frontal
attack. The fighters have no aft weapons, so they fire everything in the first
half of the combat pass. The cruiser can fire its point defense weapons and
any forward and forward/right side weapons at the fighters as well as any all
aspect weapons like missiles.

The combatants are able to bring forward, aft, and side arcs to bear
depending on their relationship to each other. The unit with the initiative
advantage decides if they are going to pass to the left, right, or over run the
other combatant. Attacks to the left or right will limit out of arc weapons
and allow for off center (relative to the angle of attack) attacks.

which weapons and angles of attack can be used. The fly-by is broken up
into two groups of attacks: incoming and outgoing.

60%
60%
50%
40%
40%
40%
30%

Anti-ship torpedo
Boarding Parties
Standard Missile
Gunboat/Fighter
Shuttle/Ramship
Armored Missile
Smart Missile

__________________

.

Heavier/slower missiles with a larger warhead
EVA Troops jumping from one ship to the enemy
Baseline PD target
Unshielded units at range zero
Armored transport for space marines
Has passive defenses
Has evasion and ECM

Notes

Normally, missiles can't intercept other missiles. But, it is not impossible for
such systems to be developed as part of a campaign game.

Can regular direct-fire weapons be used as point defense? Yes, they have
the usual limited firing arcs and may burn ammo as usual. A weapon fired
as point defense can't be used for regular attacks in the same round.

For example, you have three point defense batteries and three incoming
anti-ship missiles. The defender decides to assign one PDB to each missile.
Rolling 01, 73, and 59, you intercept missiles one and three, while the
second missile gets through and executes a normal attack. If you have more
PDBs, you could have assigned additional batteries to provide greater
coverage. Like weapons fire, you allocate point defense batteries first and
then roll to hit, not allocate one and roll, allocate another and roll, etc. Point
defense normally has a range of zero and can't be allocated to defend other
units unless they are in the same hex. Point defense has no effect on
plasma weapons, energy beams, or gauss cannon shells (which are harder to
kill and detect.)

The intercept percentage represents a combination of armor, speed, and
target size. Shielded fighters, gunboats, and shuttles are normally immune
to point defense batteries, but they can be targeted with regular weapons
during the weapons fire phase in order to drop their shielding.

Intercept

Target

Point Defense Intercept Table:

Each point defense battery gets to fire once per round in an attempt to
destroy missiles, incoming fighters at range zero, or incoming boarding
parties.

4.1 Point Defense
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1 hex

4 hexes

Close

Short

16 hexes specialized weapons like minesweeper gear and
missile lock-on for ships

32 hexes space artillery, exotic weapons

Extreme

most starship weapons & missile lock-on for fighters

fighter scale direct-fire weapons such as beams

dispersed (shotgun/mauler) and secondary weapons

point defense, tractor beams,
and suicide weapons

Long

Standard 8 hexes

0 hexes

Point
Blank

Weapons Ranges:

Fighters do not have the movement capabilities of missiles, but they make
up for it in re-usability and flexibility. Fighters and gunboats can in turn
carry their own missiles, but their size limits them to XO (external ordinance)
racks or small magazines. They can be rearmed during a battle by returning
to their own or a friendly carrier/tender (see section 4.11.)

Missiles also get their initial velocity from the ship that launches them but
they can quickly change to any facing and start thrusting immediately. Their
high thrust ratings give them a large engagement envelope, until they run
out of fuel. When a missile closes in on a target, there’s just enough time
for point defense to have a shot at intercepting them.

Mines have very little or no movement capability and are simply kicked away
from the mine layer or are given an additional vector by a mine launcher.
They can still be an effective force multiplier for stationary locations or
drifting units.

Missiles, mines, fighters, and gun boats are classed as launched weapons
rather than direct-fire weapons. The main distinction is that the current
vector of the ship becomes the initial vector of the launched device or unit.

Beam weapons, energy torpedoes, and gauss cannons are considered directfire weapons. You point them at the enemy (along with the assistance of
fire control computers) and fire away.

When normal weapons fire is resolved, the player has the option to use all,
some, or none of their weapon systems. This allows a player to be selective
in the deployment of mine, manage weapon recharge/cool-downs times, or
conserve ammunition. Weapons can fire past friendly and enemy ships in
order to strike more distant targets. Space is huge and ships are pretty
small compared to the size of a map hex.

4.2 Weapons Fire

2. Modify the base accuracy by any positive or negative modifiers for ECM,
battle computers, officer or crew skills, range zero, terrain factors, etc.

1. Determine the base accuracy. The standard base accuracy is 50%. That
means a roll of 50 or less is needed on percentile dice (1d100) in order to
score a hit (subject to damage results applied to the DAT.) Sometimes, the
difference between offensive and defensive weapons systems is so great that
it is reasonable for a GM to assign a different base accuracy for either or
both sides. For example, if everyone is using the Hard War option, you
would need a 99 or less roll to hit.

Unless datalinked together, all attacks are resolved individually. The order
that they are declared in is the order that they are resolved in.

Combat Resolution

Reality can sometimes get in the way of a good dice fest. Players that are
familiar with war games or role playing games are used to combat being a
hit or miss proposition. The reality of modern space combat and hard sci-fi
is that fire control systems are very good and unless you have high mobility
and enough distance to allow for light speed lag time, it is almost impossible
to miss with a laser. It’s also very difficult to avoid a missile or other object
that has more maneuverability and thrust than the target. The Hard War is a
rule where the base accuracy is set at 99%. A roll of 01 to 99 hits and only
a 00 (100 on 1d100) is a miss. Nearly every shot will be a hit and the ship’s
cross section on the DAT becomes a deciding factor in weapon accuracy.

The Hard War (optional rule)

Units are defined by the DAT which lists all the components that make up a
ship and its offensive and defensive capabilities. Each unit fires separately
(unless they are datalinked into a larger group) until all ships on both sides
have had the opportunity to fire. Any ship destroyed during movement due
to hostile terrain does not get to fire at the end of the round. A ship must
have a functioning weapon system in order to attack. A functional weapon is
defined as an undamaged weapon and requires an undamaged
bridge/control space, an undamaged power component, and ammunition (if
required.)

4.3 Scoring Hits

Most attacks at range 0 have a +20% bonus to hit. Point defense, which
already operates at point blank range, does not get this targeting bonus.
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5. Any damage that gets through the defenses in step four is normally
applied to the DAT. Roll 2d10 and check for an impact point based on the
angle of the attack. On the typical DAT, the '11' column runs through the
center of the DAT while 2 and 20 represent shots that have missed their
mark on all but the largest targets. If an attack comes in from the corner of
a hexagon, the attacker gets to choose which facing to use. Certain
defenses only come into play if the target is directly struck by weapons fire.
Subtract damage due to any physical coatings such as ice, space monster
slime, ablative layer, or a thermal shield as applicable. The remaining
damage is applied directly to the impacted components or individual units if
the target is a flight of small craft.

A special note about fighters and gunboats flying in close formation: When
fighters and gunboats are represented as a formation on a single DAT, they
get to add their shield ratings (if any) together. For example, a flight of six
gunboats with three point shields could take 18 points of damage before the
shield generators on all the GBs are knocked off line. However, once those
shields are gone, they will start dieing like flies since it only takes a single
point of damage to destroy a fighter or gunboat.

4. Determine the angle of attack of the shooter to the target. This will
determine which side of the DAT to use since some defensive technologies
are directional. Subtract damage from defense shields and fields facing the
attack. If all the area defenses are overcome and there is excess damage,
roll against the DAT to see if the target was hit.

3. Roll percentile dice (1d100). A roll of 1% (01) is always a hit and a roll of
100% (00) is always a miss regardless of accuracy modifiers. If the roll is
less than or equal to the base accuracy, the attack is on target and can
potentially damage the target. Large targets like shield bubbles, units that
completely fill a DAT sheet, or a city-sized target are going to get hit. It’s
possible to score a near miss or partial hit on a smaller or more dispersed
target.

Data links are communication and targeting systems designed to network
two or more units together. This link allows units to share a battle
computer. This bonus is not cumulative, only the best of the modifiers is
used. All linked attacks use one roll to hit. Crew grade bonuses are figured
on a ship by ship basis. Using an equipped data link is not mandatory. They
can be ignored during the weapons fire phase if you want to make separate
attacks rolls (with a loss of any shared bonuses.) Data links are integrated
into the control spaces of most combat units.

Data Link Technology

Target A is out of range out of beam weapon range, but the four missiles
could lock on and fire. Target B is in the York's forward arc. The 2-pt
beams and the four missiles can fire at it. Target C is in the York's sweet
spot where the forward and right rear arcs overlap. The York's 2-pt beams,
one 1-pt beam, and the four missiles can fire at it. Target D is in the York's
right rear arc. A 1-pt beam and four missiles can attack it. Of course, if the
York fires its forward beams at Target B, it could not fire the same battery at
target C.

For example, the York (indicated by the triangle) can fire at different
targets with its weapons; two 2 pt beams - forward arc, two 1 pt beams
- left and right rear arcs, & four missile launchers which are all aspect
weapons.
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The normal distribution of damage points for an explosion is three hexes
wide, but that depends on the amount of damage inflicted. Look up the
amount of damage that gets through all defenses and apply that to the left,
center, and right columns.

Explode: Missiles, torpedoes, and gauss cannon shells are explosive attacks.
Explosive attacks are not as wide as sweeps, but they can possibly reach
deeper into the hull. The attack spreads out from the point of impact after
striking the hull.

Scatter: Flak shells, cluster munitions, and rapid fire/pulse weapons are
examples of scattering attacks. Scattering attacks strike like a hailstorm.
Every single point of damage gets its own point of impact roll on the DAT.
Scattering attacks provide better odds that at least some damage will hit a
narrow target or that you'll get multiple hits on a flight of fighters and
gunboats.

Drill: Armor piercing weapons, energy lances, or x-ray lasers are considered
drilling attacks. Drilling attacks punch straight into the target at the point of
impact. These attacks are likely to waste firepower on small targets by
either blowing through the unit or narrowly missing it entirely.

Optional rule: To speed up game play and save a die roll, players can declare
'high' or 'low' for the sweep before rolling for the point of impact.

Sweep: Beam weapons, energy whips, and raking weapons fire are
examples of sweeping attacks. Sweeping attacks can cover a large area, but
do not dig deep. If the attack does more than one point of damage, roll a
1d10 to see if the damage either walks up or down the DAT from the point
of impact. If the roll is five or less, move each consecutive point of damage
down the DAT. On a six or higher, the attack sweeps up from the point of
impact.

There are four major weapon profiles:

Damage is applied based on angle of attack and the point of impact rolled on
the DAT. If it is only a single point of damage that gets past the defenses,
apply the point of damage to the impacted component as indicated in the
section 4.5 Damaging Components. When larger amounts of damage get
past the defenses, the characteristics of the weapon come into play. Each
attack that gets through should be rolled separately. For example, if two 4
point beams hit a target with three points of shields. The first hit is reduced
to 1 point of damage and is treated as a one point beam hit and a separate
4 point beam hit rather than a single 5 point beam hit.

4.4 Resolving Damage

Left
0
0
1
1
1
2
2
2
3
3
3
4

Center
1
2
1
2
3
2
3
4
3
4
5
4

Right
0
0
1
1
1
2
2
2
3
3
3
4
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In the following example, the Salem has been ambushed by an enemy
cruiser. The attacker has declared that he is opening fire with the cruiser’s
particle beams (two 8 pt beams) and four fire lance torpedoes (3 pt torps +
armor piercing warheads.) The attacker rolls 1d100 for each attack: 28, 01,
17, 50, 73, and 98. Bad news for the Salem, with a base accuracy of 50%,
the both beams and two of the energy torpedoes are on target.

Damage
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

The attacking player rolls for the direction of sweep (1-5 for lower, 6-10 for
higher.) He rolls a 1 and the beam sweeps to columns 14, 13, and 12. The
first two columns cleanly miss the Salem, but the last two points catch the
Salem on the nose. One shield generator takes another point of damage
and it is downgraded from disabled to damaged. One point is also taken off
of its forward beam array and that component is now offline. The first torp
(10) also catches the Salem in the front. Because it is an armor-piercing
attack the damage runs in a straight line, the beam component takes three
points of damage and goes from offline, to damaged, and then destroyed.
The Salem's forward beam firepower has been cut in half. If that column is
hit again, the exposed missile launcher would start taking damage.

First off, weapons are resolved in the order that they are declared. So,
sixteen points from the beam weapons slam into the Salem's twelve point
shields. All six shield generators burn out (they absorb two points of
damage each.) So, four points of beam damage gets through as well as the
two torps. The attacker rolls 2d10 three times to determine the points of
impact (15, 10, and 8 are rolled.) The enemy cruiser was directly in front of
the Salem, so the top number scale is used. The point of impact for the
beam (15) actually begins with missing the smaller Salem, but beam is a
sweeping weapon.

If the fire lance torpedo had been a standard torp, the damage would have
spread out to the adjacent components and damaging, but not destroying
them. The third torp (8) narrowly misses the Salem.
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Sweeping (blue) and drilling attacks
(green) have simple methods for
generating their damage patterns,
but explosions (magenta) vary
depending on the amount of damage
that got through. This example
shows a five point beam that sweeps
higher, a five point armor piercing
attack, and a five point explosion.
The fort is buried in rock that offers
three points of armor. The sweep
disables a point defense battery,
nicks some armor and takes a hanger
bay off line. All of the shield
generators are marks as off line
(after absorbing their rated amounts
of damage.) The armor piercing
attack inflicts three points on the
rock and destroys it. Two points
pass on and damage the missile
launcher. The five point explosion
does three points center and one to
the left and right. This destroys part
of the beam array and takes a
second beam weapon offline as well
as another hanger bay. Fighters or
gunboats in a hanger are not
destroyed until the hanger is. But, if
a hanger is disabled or damaged, it
cannot launch or retrieve fighters
and gunboats. Since there are
adjacent hangers, the trapped units
could be transferred to an
undamaged hanger bay (assuming
that there is space available.)
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In this example, a five point
sweep rolled 'low' and missed the
hull. If it had rolled 'high', four
points of damage would have
swept over two beam and two
shield components. The
penetrating attack hit, but can
only inflict three points of damage
before blowing through. The
missile strike was a near miss, and
since it did not contact, it failed to
explode. If it was declared as a
proximity armed warhead (a
feature available to some missile
warheads), it could have inflicted
a few points on the previously
destroyed engine component.
Proximity warheads detonate like
normal warheads, but if they
detect a miss condition they'll
explode in an attempt to inflict
some damage. A miss condition is
defined as no component in front,
but a component is detected to
the forward left or right (relative
to the warhead.) Since the
explosion blast pattern is not
changed, only warheads that have
a yield of three or more points in
damage are effective.
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Magazines are designed to contain an explosion and channel the blast away
from the interior of the hull. So, while a magazine explosion will not cripple
a ship, it will destroy the surplus ammunition and force any systems that
depend on that magazine (mine launchers, gauss cannons, and missile

Solid components like armor plating, rock, or bolt-on shields are treated
differently from complex components like a beam weapon. They do not
have offline or damaged conditions. These components simply soak up
damage like a sponge until they are destroyed or break away.

Small craft weapons can't be marked as integrated or fragile since a single
point of damage will cripple or destroy the entire unit anyway.

Some components can be bought as integrated or fragile. Integrated
systems are dependent on all of the components of a given system working
together. For example, a ten point spinal beam weapon could be designated
as a set of integrated components. If any of those ten beam components
are off line the whole weapon is off line. Components can also be
designated as fragile, either as part of a cost cutting measure, technological
limitation, or due to a flaw in a research program. Fragile parts are
damaged or destroyed if they take even a single hit.

Combat units are knocked off-line when all of their control spaces are
disabled. Essentially, they are ‘out of control’ until a bridge component or
other control space is repaired. If all the control spaces are damaged or
destroyed, that unit is mission killed. Larger units require multiple control
spaces. When the number of control spaces drops below that minimum, the
ship is crippled. It can maneuver and use point defense, but it can't use its
weapons.

Battle damage may alter a unit’s ability to fire its weapons, launch fighters,
or maneuver. Each internal component will only degrade the ship by what it
contributes, unless it is an integrated system that requires all of its
components in order to function. This means that a normal eight point beam
battery can be reduced to a seven point battery, or when a single missile
launcher is taken offline, it does not affect any of the other launchers.

Most components can take several points of damage before being destroyed.
The first point of damage will usually knock that component offline and
prevent it from operating until repaired by a damage control team.
Additional points will damage or destroy that component. Destroyed
components are wrecked and shattered but they are not vaporized.
Obliterating components and changing the basic structure of the ship (with
regards to the DAT) only happens during collisions.

4.5 Damaging Components

Normally, as long as there is even one functioning power system, a ship can
fire weapons and perform other actions. Once the last power system is
taken offline, the ship is dead in space and coasts. Big power drawing items
such as spinal gauss cannons, jump gates, and ion storm grade weapons
may have specific power requirements which are included in the system
write up.

Heim-Dröscher field propulsion drives and reaction drives (rockets) loose
maneuver and thrust ratings as the respective components are taken offline
or destroyed.

Naval units will continue to coast without motive power. A ship traveling at
high speed can take up to several rounds to come to a complete stop.
Naval units are capable bleeding off speed by turning since water offers
additional resistance. Once a damaged ship comes to rest, it can not change
its hex facing, but may still continue to fight with whatever weapons are left
as long as auxiliary power is available.

Due to critical hits or combat damage, it is possible for a unit to lose its
engines. Ground based units simply grind to a halt when they lose motive
power. Wheeled vehicles traveling on rails or a smooth surface will
coast/slide to a stop.

Damage to Drives

XO racks, maglocks, and other 'hull-less' external systems are not normally
considered a component for damage purposes. When a ship or other full
size unit is damaged, it is possible to render an external system off-line. In
the example below, the ship has taken enough damage that the yellow cargo
bay is destroyed. The right maglock is considered offline until the destroyed
cargo bay is replaced.

launchers) to use their internal magazine until that component is replaced. A
lost magazine can also have a major impact on carrier operations.
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Drive systems fail next round, no turning, acceleration, or
controlled deceleration.
Power systems fail next round, no energy weapons or gauss
weapons except for PDBs.
Shield generators go offline, shield rating of zero next round. Any
undamaged shield generators will reactivate the round after next.
Main computer is offline for next round. This is the same as no
drives and no weapon power, but a unit with an aux bridge (CIC,
HQ, flag bridge, etc.) will continue to function normally. A second
DIS hit on the same round that rolls this result would take out both
sets of controls.

Coolant Leak, a random component (but nothing solid) is filled with
toxic gas and the component is taken off-line.
Fire: Level 1, one random component takes two hits.
Fire: Level 2, one random component takes 2 hits plus an adjacent
component takes a single point of damage.
Fire: Level 3, one random component takes 2 hits plus two
adjacent components take a single point of damage each.

Units with combustible atmospheres will continue to burn until the fire is
stopped by a damage control team. For each combat round that a fire burns
unchecked, that component takes one additional point of damage. If the
component is destroyed by fire, it has a 5% chance of spreading next round.
Roll for each adjacent component, but destroyed components can't catch
fire.

76 -100

26 – 50
51 – 75

01 – 25

Thermal Weapons:

76 -100

51 – 75

26 – 50

01 – 25

Disabling Charges:

Random power system or drive component takes two hits.
Hull Breach, random external component (on the outside edge)
takes two hits.
Superstructure hit, one random internal component takes two hits
of damage.
Structural Collapse/Fracture, one random component takes two
hits plus three adjacent components (if present) take one point of
damage each.

Tactical Command is designed to be a flexible system and this is far from an
exhaustive list of special weapon effects that can be created as part of a
campaign. Cluster War allows for the creation of new technologies and the
possibility exists that other strategic games that use Tactical Command as its
combat engine will feature new tables.

Randomly selecting components is half art and half science. Due to the
many possible configurations of ships, bases, and other units, no single
method is perfect. One technique is to use 'worm hole' scatter where you
roll for facing (1d6), distance from center (1d6-1 or 1d10-1 depending on
the size of the hull), and a final 1d6 or 1d10 for distance that is off the main
axis. Alternately, you can roll 1d100 and count down each column of
components. If a random location hits empty space, re-roll. A previously
damaged or destroyed component does count as a valid location.

76 -100

51 – 75

01 – 25
26 – 50

Gravitic and Vibration effects:

81 -100

41 – 80

01 – 20
21 – 40

Some advanced weapon systems can damage a target even when the
shields are still up or score additional damage to defenseless units. Their
write-up includes an activation percentage. The default is 5% per point of
damage that the weapon battery is capable of inflicting. When these
weapons hit a target, roll for the activation of the effect. A hit is defined at
contact with the shields or contact with the hull. If the special effect is
triggered, roll 1d100 and consult the appropriate table. Special effect
weapons are usually associated with heavy blasts that can overwhelm a
shield or highly focused attacks that can temporarily breach them.

One random component space takes two points of damage.
Random crew quarters or barracks space takes two hits of
damage.
Explosion amidships, one random component is destroyed plus
one adjacent component takes a point of damage.
Explosive chain reaction, one random component is destroyed plus
four random adjacent components (if present) take one point of
damage each.

Meson, Tachyon, and Phantom Weapons:

4.6 Special Weapon Effects
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For simplicity’s sake, even destroyed components are considered to have
mass unless they were sheared off prior to the ram attack.

Damage calculation is different from weapons fire. You’re essentially
slamming into a brick wall at over 5,000 kilometers per hour. Damage is
based on the mass of the smaller unit, the relative velocity, and if the ram is
a direct hit or a glancing blow on the DAT. Light fighters have a mass of 1,
heavy fighters and small gunboats have a mass of 2, and large gunboats
have a mass of 3. The mass of a star ship or base is determined by the
components it is built from. Average components have a mass of 3 while
fragile units have a mass of 1 or 2 depending on how much damage they
can take. Dense parts like advanced armor have a mass equal to the
number of damage points they can absorb.

Gaming system tip: if you roll for the point of impact beforehand, you might
be able skip the damage calculation due to a near miss or partial hit.

Roll against base accuracy to determine if a ram is successful. There is no
point blank range bonus. If the rammer misses, they’ll have to make
another pass. You can’t attempt a ram attack at the bottom of the round
and then try to declare another ram on the same target at the beginning of
the next round. Of course, if the pilot ejects or the crew abandons a vehicle
before it hits the target, there’ll be no one onboard to control the vessel after
a miss.

Let’s recap the requirements for ramming. One, you have to have a
functional ramming vessel that truly intercepts the target. This usually
means that they have to end the combat round in the same hex, but it is
possible for two ships to cross paths and be in the same hex at the same
time. The rammer has to have at least one functional control space and at
least one functional maneuver thruster. Without those minimum
requirements, accurate ramming is not possible. Two, there has to be some
motion involved either in the rammer or the target. Two ships side by side
with the same velocity might grind together, but they’re not ramming each
other until one accelerates and crashes into the other. Three, the rammer
has to be at least as maneuverable as the target. Battleships rarely ram
fighters, while suicidal fighters might consider ramming a high value target.

Ramming is probably the most complicated combat action that you can
perform in Tactical Command. You’ve got to figure in movement, combat,
alternate damage methods, and the side effects of the attack.

4.7 Ramming Revisited (optional rule)

For example, the York is rammed by a Vermin striker. Here is the blow by
blow of the damage resolution. The York was moving in direction 1 at a
velocity of 4, the striker was heading in direction 3 at a velocity of 6 hexes
per round. Applying both vectors to the hex that the collision occurred in,
we can count out the number of hexes and determine that the impact
velocity was 10 hexes per round.

The actual damage each row takes depends on a number of factors.
Plowing through the enemy’s antenna array is going to hurt less than trying
to drive through his reactor core. Based on the point of impact, compare the
total mass for each hex row in the target and the rammer. Use the lower
mass total and multiply that by the relative velocity to determine the damage
that hex row takes (after shields) for both units. This is done row by row.

A complex ram happens when larger multi-hex units collide. First, determine
shield absorption if any. Shields (as opposed to the generators) can only
absorb damage, they do not add to a rammer’s attack. For example, a near
miss that does no damage would cause the shields to merge and separate,
but they would not burn out. The amount of damage absorbed is divided by
the number of hex rows that are impacting. For example, a three hex wide
corvette rams a battle cruiser in the side and it’s a direct hit. If the corvette
had functional shields at the time and those shields absorbed six points of
damage, each hex row would take two less points of damage. If it was just
a single row that impacted the BC, the damage applied to the single row
would be reduced by six points. Similarly, if the BC had twelve points of
shields, it would have reduced the damage that it had taken by four points
per row or twelve points for a single hex row strike.

Multiply the relative velocity by the mass of the smaller unit to determine the
total damage inflicted to both units. There are two types of ram damage
allocation, simple and complex. A simple ram is when a single hex fighter,
gunboat, or single hex wide ship rams or is rammed head on. Since all the
damage is concentrated into a single hex, it is treated like a normal drill
attack with the exception that both parties take the calculated damage.

The next thing you need to determine is the relative speed of the impact. If
the relative speed is zero, then no damage is done. To determine relative
velocity, start with the hex that the ram takes place in and apply the vectors
of the rammer and the target as separate points relative to the collision hex.
You can then count the number of hexes between those two projected
points to determine the relative velocity of the impact. If two ships are both
heading in direction two, they would have less impact energy than if they
were hitting head on.
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Some components are designated as armor. They are ablative in nature and
are capable of absorbing damage before destruction. Armor can not be
repaired by damage control teams, since armor is progressively damaged
and not disabled. Burned out shield generators, however, are considered
disabled and can be repaired if there is no further damage.

Most ship components can take three points of damage: The first point
disables the component, the second damages it seriously, and the third point
destroys it. Extra crew members can be formed into damage control teams
with the ability to convert disabled components into functioning parts.
Within the scope of tactical combat, they do not have the time to repair
damaged components or replace destroyed ones.

4.8 Damage Control

Tandem hull vessels can literally be ripped into two separate vessels and so
on. Functional sections (those with control spaces and power systems) will
need to be re-centered on the DAT to reflect their new center of mass. Due
to structural damage and the new center of mass, catastrophic damage
never improves a ship’s performance or maneuverability.

Finally, ramming damage is catastrophic damage. It can shear off large
sections of the units involved. These components are not just wrecked; they
are physically crushed and torn apart. Weapons can be severed from their
power supplies. Control spaces disconnected from movement systems, etc.

If you get smacked by a small ship traveling 32,400 kph, it’s going to impart
some of its movement to your ship and probably spin you around like a top.
The York has a total mass of 90 versus the now destroyed striker’s mass of
24. Roughly a third of the striker’s velocity (24/90) is added to the York’s
(two hexes in direction three.) If the rammer hits the ship on hex row 11,
add 1d6 maneuver points of roll. If the impact is to the left or right of hex
row 11, add 1d10 maneuver points of rotation. Ideally, this should be
rotational velocity since no braking thrust has been applied to stop the roll or
rotation.

The striker rolls 2d10 for the point of impact and gets a nine. The ramming
vessel is only three hexes wide and is coming in from direction six. This
strikes hex rows 8, 9, and 10. In those hex rows the York has component
masses of 6, 9, and 12 respectively. The striker has component masses of 6,
12 and 6. The lower values are used, so row 8 on the York and row 12 on
the front of the striker both take 60 (6x10) points of damage, row 9 on the
York and row 11 on the front of the striker both take 90 points of damage,
and row 10 on the York and row 10 on the front of the striker both take 60
points of damage. This destroys the striker and cripples the York.

When damage control is not enough, repair bays allow for field repairs after
a battle. Given enough time and supplies, they can be used to repair any
damaged component. Similarly, shipyard bays can replace destroyed
components, if the resources are available. See section 6.1 Campaigns for
more info.

For example, the York is hit with a molecular agitation beam and it suffers a
critical hit; a level 2 fire spontaneously starts in a random component and
one adjacent component. With no previous damage applied, the starting
hex takes two points and is damaged (not repairable in combat) and the
adjacent hex takes one point of damage (disabled.) If the player only has
one available DC team, he needs to decide where to send them. If the DC
puts out the fire in the first hex, the component is only damaged and not
destroyed. The fire won’t spread and the component can be repaired after
the battle. The down side is that the second hex will continue to burn and
become damaged rather than disabled. If the player assigns the DC team to
the second hex, they can put out the fire and the round after that repair the
disabled component, but the first hex will ‘burn to the ground’ and risk
spreading the fire.

The damage control game mechanic is pretty simple. On the combat round
after any disabling damage is inflicted, a damage control team (if available)
can be assigned to restore that device/ component. In the case of a fire, a
DC team can spend one round to put out the fire and on subsequent rounds
repair any disabled components that the fire may have caused.

Disabled integrated components can be repaired. A stage two FTL drive is
an example of such a device and if any part of the drive is disabled,
damaged, or destroyed, the whole system will not function.

Since fragile components are either damaged or destroyed with a single hit,
they can not be repaired by damage control teams during combat.
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In order to avoid the splattered bug effect, ships using vector movement
need to be traveling in the same direction and speed. Even if you’re off by
one hex in velocity, the troopers will be coming in at a dangerously high
speed. Assault shuttles have a thrust rating that allows them to partially
negate this problem by either closing the gap or negating part of the vector.

Smaller than gunboats and fighters, assault shuttles come in a variety of
designs and capabilities. They can range from disposable frames designed
for rapid transport on up to armored shuttles that can grapple the enemy
hull and hang around in case the combat team needs to retreat or return
after a hit and run mission. The basic assault shuttle uses chemical
rockets and has a fuel/thrust rating of four hexes. This enables a boarding
party to jump between ships that are flying parallel or compensate for
differences in velocity between two ships at point blank range. Ramships
have a fuel/thrust rating of eight hexes (up to 4 Gs of acceleration or
braking), but they’re not designed to return after launch. They can be
recovered after the battle along with any marines that have survived.

Assault Shuttles and Ramships:

The number of boarding party attacks that a ship can mount is limited by the
number of available combat teams, as well as the number of functional sally
points (large air locks built into the barracks) and assault bays. Most
unassisted boarding party attacks can only happen at range zero. This is
dangerous for the attacking ship and the marines involved in the raid. The
attacking ship is exposed to point blank fire from the target unit. The
marines are exposed to deadly point defense batteries.

A standard battalion is divided into ten combat teams. So, a gunboat can
carry one combat team per barracks space since they’re 1/10th scale units.

Boarding party actions are always conducted at the end of the round after all
other weapons fire is resolved. If the target is a glowing wreck, the marines
can abort their attack. Boarding parties and assault shuttles can not
penetrate shields. That’s another reason why they are normally performed
at the end of the round. If the advanced combat rules are being used,
boarding actions can happen after normal weapons fire.

Boarding party combat is almost a game within the game. The damage
allocation template becomes the battlefield and a boarding party action can
range from a simple hit and run mission to a multi-turn raging battle for
control of the ship. Marines can place charges, attack the crew, and attempt
to capture key control centers. Gunboats and fighters are too small and agile
for boarding party combat.

4.9 Boarding Party Combat

Certain components and targets (rock, armor, space monsters and some
robotic vessels) are considered solid and immune to internal attack.
However, a determined combat team with EVA capability could hang on the
outside of such a vessel and try to chew their way into the center by
destroying one component at a time. EVA capable boarding parties can
attack external components in a similar manner to hit and run attacks
against internal components.

In the case of the UNMC York, its three barracks are large enough to place a
single defender in every hull space (3x Barracks = 30 combat teams, and the
York has 30 hull spaces.) Taking on a loaded troop transport in hand to hand
combat is not easy.

Each occupied component of a ship that is attacked by boarders may be
defended by one or more defensive teams (ship’s crew or actual combat
teams.) Most locations can only hold three teams (for example, one crew
and two militia units.) Components designed to house more personnel, like
crew quarters and barracks, can hold up to ten teams. Destroyed
components are impassible to teams that can not function in a vacuum.

Troop deployment on a ship varies from player to player. Some players
choose to scatter troops throughout the ship or base. This can allow the
defenders to repulse boarders quickly. But, it comes with the risk that a
combat team can be killed by ship-to-ship weapons fire before combat.
Other players prefer to ‘stack’ combat teams in strategic locations such as
the bridge or engineering. When you need to track assault team locations, a
simple dot on the DAT will suffice. If you have mixed troops, use small
marks such as circles or letters.

The attack rating of a team reflects the equipment, weapon capabilities,
skills, and natural weapons/ armor of the marines. The defense rating of a
ship component is primarily based on the kind of crew present, if any. Racial
abilities and disadvantages can make alien races fierce combatants or soft
targets. Some technologies such as internal booby traps, anti-personnel
weapon turrets, or security stations can increase the defense capability of a
ship during hit and run attacks. The individual write-ups for any relevant
technology or racial ability will describe the actual benefit or penalty that
applies.
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0
2
3
4
4
6
7
2
1
1
1

Crew Members
Militia
Infantry
Marine Infantry
Space Marines
Light PA
Heavy PA
Mech. Infantry
Tank Crew
Missile Crew
Artillery Crew

0
1
2
2
3
3
5
1
1
1
1

DR

no external BP attacks
no external BP attacks
Assault Bay
Assault Bay
EVA or Assault Bay
EVA or Assault Bay
EVA or Assault Bay
no external BP attacks
no external BP attacks
no external BP attacks
no external BP attacks

Deployment

.

Once a component is captured; the boarders can stay, move to an adjacent
location, or return to their ship. When moving to a new location or returning
to their ship, the boarding party can place charges or use small arms to
attack the component. This attack inflicts one point of damage. Or, the

If the marines actually reach a component that is not destroyed, they have
to fight for possession of it, if it is occupied. If they lose, they're dead or
crippled. If they win, they 'own' the component and thus deny the enemy
use of it. If this is the last functioning control space (bridge, command post,
HQ, or CIC), they have captured the target.

Combat teams that survive the point defense fire will land a random external
component. If the boarding party lands on a previously destroyed component,
they have the option of returning (if capable) or staying put and moving next
turn to an adjacent component.

External attacks via assault bays or EVA are vulnerable to point defense fire.
During the boarding party attack phase, unused point defense batteries can
fire on external boarding parties. Point defense batteries are still limited to
only one intercept roll per combat round. Boarders riding in assault shuttles
have a better chance at survival. Multiple PDBs can fire at the same target,
but all attacks must be declared prior to rolling.

Crew members, militia, mechanized infantry, and vehicle crews units are not
equipped or trained to conduct external boarding party actions, but they can
man defensive positions inside the ship.

Natural weapons, special abilities, psionic ability, or anti-hijacking
equipment can increase the attack/defense ratings of the crew and troops.

AR

Troop Type

Each type of crew or combat team has an attack rating (AR) and a defense
rating (DR). Most of them also have some form of deployment limit.
Mechanized infantry and vehicle crews have limited combat capability
without their heavy equipment.

It is not uncommon for a contested component to have multiple defenders.
When that happens, the attacker must beat both defenders. Example; space
marines (AR 4) try to take the bridge of an enemy ship. Besides the crew
(DR 0), the bridge also has a unit of Marine Infantry (DR 2). The rolls are 4,
4, and 6. So, the attackers have an 8 (4+4), the crew a 4 (4+0), and the
infantry has an 8 (6+2). The attackers defeated the crew, but got repulsed
by the infantry. If the defending ship did not have another functional control
space manned by the normal crew, it should be degraded to a 'green' crew
since basically the marine infantry combat team is now in command of the
ship. Multiple attackers can pair off against multiple defenders. The attacker
selects which teams attack which defenders.

Combat boils down to a contested die roll. High roll wins the battle. The
attacker rolls 1d10 and adds his attack rating. The defender rolls 1d10 and
adds their defense rating. If the two modified rolls result in a tie, the
attacker is repulsed without casualties. Repulsed marines either return to
their vessel or to the adjacent component that they came from. If the
retreating forces can not retreat (their ship was destroyed, non-EVA units
trying to retreat to a destroyed component exposed to vacuum), they are
destroyed since they had their backs to a wall.

Abandoned components can be re-taken by either side. The attacker can
land more troops next round or the defender can re-organize crew and
troops to reclaim the abandoned component, if they also have control of an
adjacent component. In other words, the defenders can't automatically skip
past the boarding party to re-take an abandoned component.

boarders can plant incendiary devices and start a fire in that component.
Unprotected (non-EVA) units that try to pass through or stay in a burning
component are subject to an AR 0 ‘attack’ by the fire. Combat for the
location to be moved into is resolved next round. While staying in a burning
component sounds insane, it also prevents damage control teams from
stopping the fire.
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A ship sized mine launcher can hold 50 mini-mines, or five spaces of larger
mines. A magazine attached to a launcher can hold 100 mini-mines or ten
spaces of large mines. Each launcher on a ship can deploy one smart mine
or a cluster of 10 mini-mines each combat round. Any XO racks on a smart
mine are assumed to be preloaded with ordinance before battle. They can
not be reloaded during combat. As normal, the missiles or other weapon
ammunition has to be paid for in advance.

Smart mines are built like a fighter. Instead of a cockpit, these mines use an
AI controller. The controller has active and passive sensors as well as ship
identification gear, it can even be ordered to hail and warn off intruders.
Typically, such a module can carry up to six XO racks or other external
hardware. A large smart mine has an additional fighter sized component and
can support up to eight XO racks. Adding these components can give a mine
additional flexibility; beams, shields, missile launchers, drives (essentially
robotic fighters), long range sensors, and snare field generators can all add
mission specific functionality to a large mine. Smart mines have a weapon
range of four hexes. Mini-mines and smart mines can also lock-on missiles
out to a range of eight hexes, just like fighters.

Mini-mines are just specialized missiles. Their small size means that a ship
can carry hundreds of them, but this small size also limits their functionality.
They are too dumb to make tactical decisions beyond do or do not attack. A
cluster of mini mines will swarm a single fighter as well as an enemy ship
unless given specific orders. These orders are set at the time of launch.
The default order is ‘engage all enemy units’. Due to their limited AI and
sensor capabilities, they can only accept simple orders such as ‘engage
enemy fighters’. When there are two or more legitimate targets, mini-mines
will target them at random.

Mines come in many shapes and sizes, but they can be placed into three
categories: Mini-mines, smart mines (an AI controller + external weapons),
and large smart mines (an AI controller + small craft components + any
external weapons.)

Minefields are special weapons that players can use to defend locations in
space. Due to the vastness of deep space, the trick is to place mines where
the enemy needs or wants to go. In space, these ‘choke points’ are usually
colonies, installations, or other stationary points of interest such as ruins and
derelicts. Races which use alternate FTL drives that rely on map features,
such as wormholes, warp lines, jump gates, etc. also offer opportunities for
mine laying strategies.

4.10 Minefields and Minesweeping

Minesweeping vessels can also use their normal weapons to fire on mines.
But, since most mines will fire their missiles at normal ship-to-ship weapon
range, usually weapons fire is reserved for large beam or cannon mines.

Minesweepers have specialized weapons suites capable of detecting and
targeting mines more efficiently. Minesweeper gear uses dedicated sensors
and weapons to deliver precise firepower out to a maximum of 16 hexes.
Minesweeping gear fires during normal combat and like all weapons it must
be allocated prior to rolling to hit. Minesweeping gear is essentially a longrange weapon that does zero points of damage to ships and one point to
mines. Minesweepers can not engage targets moving under their own
power, only drifting or stationary mines can be zeroed in and fired at. Drive
equipped mines should be treated as fighters and shot down with normal
weapons or point defense.

Most mines are all aspect weapons since they make heavy use of missile
technology. Mines equipped with directional weapons such as beams or
gauss cannons pivot like a fighters. Large smart mines equipped with a drive
system act as robotic fighters and follow all the normal rules for fighter
movement. Previously deployed mines are usually part of a fixed or orbital
minefield as defined by scenario. Each unshielded mine (individual smart
mine or a cluster of 10 mini mines) requires 1 point of damage to destroy.

Mini-mines activate on the combat round after they are launched. Inactive
mines can not fire. Mines with AI controllers are immediately active. Smart
mines are laid during the movement phase and may attack targets during
the combat phase.

Mines are by default not stealthy units. Their orders are written down
secretly, but their location is well known. Such mines act as a deterrent and
speed bump for invaders. Additional construction points can be spent to
camouflage a mine or make it stealthy. Hidden mines are not placed on the
map until revealed or detected. Their locations and orders are secretly
written down during game setup.

Mine launchers can vary in their launching capability as well. The most basic
models roll mines out the back of the ship and those mines have the same
velocity as the minelayer. So, for a ship to lay a stationary mine field, they
have to constantly start and stop movement. More advanced versions of
mine launchers have the ability to kick out mines and slow them down to the
point that they do not drift. The more braking power applied to the mine,
the faster the minelayer can move and still lay a static minefield. One side
effect of mine velocity is that kicking out a few mines will provide cheap
escorts for a coasting vessel or an orbital unit.
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However, that doesn’t make for an exciting game, so Tactical Command has
a default probability of 1% for each hex traveled through. If you get hit by a
rock, use the following table to determine the results of the impact. Roll
1d100 roll for each intercept. The faster you’re going the greater the
potential for a serious whack and the more difficult it is to dodge those ship
killers. So, add 1 to the asteroid intercept die roll for every hex in your path.

Hangers allow a ship to launch, recover, and rearm friendly fighters and
gunboats. Tenders use tractor beams, maglocks, or beam rider systems to
haul fighters and gunboats around. These external links allow for the launch
and recovery of fighters and gunboats, but they provide no abilities for
reaming those units during combat.

Terrain can have different game effects. Some terrain can be lethal if ran
into and it needs to be avoided. Other forms of terrain are considered
hazards and are dangerous for the unlucky or the unprotected. Several
types of terrain can also degrade the accuracy of weapons or block line of
sight completely. When the line of sight between two hexes is evenly split,
the terrain in the adjacent hex is not considered, unless the terrain is present
in both hexes such as an ice ring or dust cloud.

Terrain represents those items that inhabit deep space, but are not usually
considered targets or combatants; items like planets, moons, asteroids,
comets, radiation zones, dust clouds, ring debris fields, stars, wormholes,
and black holes.

5.0 Terrain

Carriers require 4 rounds to rearm any fighter or gunboat. Multiple fighters
and gunboats can rearm from a hanger bay at the same time as long as the
capacity of the hanger bay (10 fighter sized hull spaces) is not exceeded. A
magazine must be adjacent to a hanger space or a cluster of hanger bays for
it to rearm fighters during combat. If the carrier assigns damage control
teams to the hanger bay, they can repair disabled shield generators on
gunboats while they are being rearmed.

For example, the frigate Krotean is hiding behind a large asteroid on the map
and decides to accelerate by two Gs so that it can get within weapons range
of the enemy this turn. The 2G burn gives it a velocity of four and it moves
two hexes due to displacement this round. For the purpose of this scenario,
the whole map is one big asteroid field so the player has to roll for each hex.
As luck would have it, the player rolls 01 for the second hex of movement,
the Krotean has an asteroid intercept. The player rolls 1d100 again and
adds 4 due to the ship’s current velocity. The player rolls a 92 + 4 = 96, a
giant rock. The Captain decides to fire two of his secondary guns as point
defense (1pt gauss cannons intended to kill fighters at range. Or, in this
case, pesky rocks too big for point defense.) The rocks are treated as antiship torpedoes and the base intercept chance is 60%. Rolling a 34 and a 56,
both shells hit and shatter the rock. A bit of overkill, but better than taking a
ten point hit on the shields or risk a roll on the DAT.

01-15 Smack! Cheap thrill, but no effect on the hull.
16-55 Small rock (1 point attack), roll on the DAT.
This can be intercepted by point defense.
56-85 Large rock (3 pt drill attack), roll on the DAT.
This can be intercepted by point defense.
86-95 Huge rock (5pt drill), roll on the DAT.
This rock is too large for point defense to destroy.
Direct fire weapons can be used.
96-99 Giant rock (10 pt drill), roll on the DAT.
This rock is too large for point defense to destroy.
Direct fire weapons can be used.
100+ Ship killer (30 pt explosion), roll on the DAT using (2d6+4)
Direct fire weapons can be used.

Asteroid Intercept Table

Asteroid fields are large expanses of open space punctuated by rocky debris.
In the Sol system, Ceres is the only asteroid that would fill two hexes on the
map. Vesta, Pallas, and Hygiea would each fill a hex. And, there are about
two dozen asteroids that would partially fill a hex. The remainder of the
Asteroid Belt is a hard vacuum with a couple of chunks that might catch you
by surprise. The odds of getting hit by an uncharted rock are very small.

Ships with hangers are carriers while ships with external links are called
tenders. Since hangers are ship or base components, they are factored into
the crew quarters requirement during ship design. Tenders that service a
number of gunboats that do not have their own crew quarters must have
crew quarters available to house these surplus crews. One crew component
is required for every ten gunboats.

A carrier will usually enter a battle with its fighters and gunboats already
launched. In a surprise situation (as defined by scenario), carriers may have
to launch fighters during combat. They are capable of launching or recovering
two fighters or one gunboat per hanger space per combat round.

5.1 Asteroid Fields

4.11 Carrier Operations
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There are dust clouds of substance out there, but they are the result of local
collisions or moons ground to dust due to tidal forces. When dust clouds are
encountered, they’re usually a short lived event (in astronomical terms.)
Like the gas and dust of a comet’s coma, each hex of dust reduces the
accuracy by 10 per hex. Some dust clouds may contain larger rocks and
debris, these hexes are treated the same as asteroid hexes.

The nebulae that you see in Hollywood are pure fiction. There are no
immense clouds of ionized gas and dust crackling with energy and ringing
with the sound of thunder.

The first thing that most people think of is the glorious and colorful nebula.
The problem is that a nebula is really just a hard vacuum with impurities. It
is only when a nebula is viewed through millions or billions of kilometers do
they appear to have any substance.

5.3 Dust Clouds

For example, a ship is five hexes distant from the target and the line of fire
includes the comet’s body. Without a spotter, neither one has line of sight.
If the attacker has a spotter, he could fire missiles or gauss cannons at the
target, but not beams. For a normal game the base accuracy would be
reduced to 1% due to the dust and gas in the coma.

In game terms, the hex that contains the comet’s body is treated as an
asteroid hex for collision purposes and the coma is dense enough to block
line of sight. Since it is not solid like a planet, projectiles such as gauss
cannon shells and missiles can move through it, but the firing unit would
need to have a friendly unit provide a data link for the shooter. The density
and turbulence of the coma in the body hex is sufficient to disrupt most
energy weapons. Each hex of distance between the attacker and the
defender that is filled with some part of the comet subtracts 10 from the
accuracy.

Gravitational anomalies relate to hyper-massive objects, strange rifts in
space, or perhaps alien booby traps/artifacts. While anything really massive
is beyond the scale of Tactical Command, there is the possibility of combat
action on the edges of such an engine of destruction. There are two types
of GAs that might appear in TCOM, either a tactical or strategic object.

The body of most comets is very small, usually one to ten kilometers in size,
but due to the tail and the coma (the head of the comet) their effects are
much larger and can extend for millions of kilometers. The average coma
extends for another 10 to 20 hexes in radius depending on the size of the
comet and its distance from the sun. The radius is determined by scenario.
The tail points away from the sun and is as wide as the coma. It gradually
widens, but the effect is barely noticeable at the game scale that Tactical
Command is played at.

Small bits of debris rain in from space and the area around the hyper
mass is charged with small bursts of random energy. Treat all hexes
on the map as level 1 radiation.
Same as above, but there is 10% chance each round that a large
chunk of debris falls in and releases an energy burst that temporarily
blinds all weapons facing the hyper mass for that round.
A steady stream of dust and material from a near-by star results in a
radiation zone. Treat the hex as a level 2 radiation zone.

16-50

51-70

71-90

91-100 Same as above, but there is 20% chance each round that a large
chunk of debris falls in and releases an energy burst that temporarily
blinds all weapons facing the hyper mass for that round.

The area around the hyper mass is relatively safe for star ships and
other vehicles. EVA boarding parties will receive unhealthy doses of
radiation and will die after the battle if exposed and no medical
stations are available to treat them.

01-15

Hyper Mass Hazard Table

A more conventional hyper mass of several solar masses is something that
most ships will not get close to in a tactical sense. Besides the intense
gravity field, the primary hazard lies in being near a hyper mass that has a
lot of matter falling into it. Random bursts of x-rays or perhaps a continuous
radiation zone may be present. If not defined by scenario, roll once at the
start of the battle to determine the nature of the hazard.

A tactical GA would be like an industrial black hole. It occupies a single hex
and can be used for energy production, scientific research, garbage disposal/
orbital clean up, or as a communication relay. Anything within the same hex
will get sucked into oblivion. The GA completely blocks line of sight by
sucking in projectiles and turning energy beams into bendy straws. The GA
will have a sharp gravitational gradient defined by several rings of powerful
gravity hexes. Traveling too near will get you sucked in due to the gravity
hexes. It's possible to enter into orbit around such an object or use it for
powerful sling shot maneuvers

5.4 Gravitational Anomalies

5.2 Comets and Tails
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Altitude (km)

281.5
450
900
1350
1800
2250
2700
35871
376800

Orbit

15
15
16
17
18
19
20
94
851

5.00006 (low orbit)
4.81593
4.66756
4.53210
4.40779
4.29317
4.18705
1.95827 (geo-sync)
0.64894 (lunar, L4, L5)

Hexes/Round

Orbital velocity varies dramatically with the planet’s mass and the altitude of
the object from the planet’s surface. Using Earth as an example, it has a
radius of 14 hexes and low orbit is part of orbital ring 15.

Given the distance scale of 450 km per hex, most moons will not be seen on
the same map as the planet. For example, lunar orbit (also L4 and L5) is
approximately 851 hexes above the Earth’s surface. At that distance, Luna’s
orbital velocity is only 0.65 hexes per combat round. For simplicity’s sake,
whenever a moon or planet is a major feature on a map, the map is usually
centered on the moon or planet and it is treated as a fixed location.

Weapons can't fire through planets although they can fire at units on the
surface that is facing them. Ground bases have similar firing arcs to
starships, unless that ground base shoots out of a corner instead of a hex
face. Due to the limitations of the hex grid and the planet, 360 firing arcs
have limited engagement zones of roughly 180 degrees.

Any celestial body large enough to hold an atmosphere will have an
additional ring of hexes around it. Flying into the surface/atmosphere hex
ring of a planet will destroy any ship or small craft that is not designed for
atmospheric re-entry at hypersonic speeds. The ship design rules cover the
costs for atmospheric streamlining.

Planet and moons are the most common terrain encountered by players. As
a terrain type, planets and moons vary in size from a few hexes in diameter
on up to gas giants.

5.5 Planets and Moons

Ground bases that shoot out of a corner have modified arcs.

Ground bases that shoot out of a hex side use normal arcs.
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Only certain starship/base components have heavy radiation shielding by
default: all control spaces, living quarters, barracks, and drive components
are considered shielded. Functional 360 degree shield generators can
protect a ship or gunboat, but that protection is lost when the shield goes off
line due to damage. Unshielded small craft that enter level 2 or higher
radiation zones have their crews destroyed or incapacitated. Partial shields
and snap shields provide limited defense against weapons and are not
designed to stop environmental radiation. Level 2 radiation effectively stops
most boarding party combat or damage control actions since they can only
happen in a shielded area.

Level 4 radiation blinds ships sensors, and kills or incapacitates any crew
member not in a safe shelter. Datalinks automatically fail.

Level 3 radiation will kill or incapacitate any small craft crew that is not
inside of a ship or base. Subtract 40 from the base accuracy. Datalinks
automatically fail.

Level 2 radiation will kill or incapacitate any small craft crew that is not
inside of a ship or base. Subtract 20 from the base accuracy. Datalinks
automatically fail.

Any ship that traverses a wormhole retains their vector when they come out
the other side. Depending on the GM’s campaign setting, it is possible to set
minimum and maximum transition speed due to resistance, turbulence,
exposure limits, technological limitations, or a minimum speed required to
escape the gravity well on the other side of the wormhole.

Hollywood wormholes are the most colorful and erratic members of the
wormhole family. They usually appear as a powerful vortex of light, are
difficult to traverse, and may be cyclical in nature. This type of wormhole is
rated for how violent it is. Level one wormholes are mild. Unprotected craft
like shuttles, fighters, or gunboats can travel through them without serious
harm. On the other hand, a level four wormhole is fatal to any crew
member that is not in a shielded starship. Hollywood wormholes map to the
same values and effects as radiation zones and their surrounding hexes are
treated as gravity hexes due to the vortex they create. Depending on the
severity of the radiation, ships may come through sensor blind.

If a wormhole can be stabilized with exotic matter, you can create a
traversable wormhole. They are fairly common in science fiction settings
and offer the ability for travel from one star system to the next without the
need for faster than light drive technology. These wormholes are considered
strategic since they form choke points that can be defended. Sometimes
special transition gear or large gates are needed in order to use them.

Schwarzschild wormholes or Einstein-Rosen bridges are created through the
power of a black hole. They are not stable, so you can't send objects
through one. What makes them interesting is that you can theoretically
send information through a wormhole. Sending data through a wormhole is
significantly cheaper and faster than flying a spaceship to some far corner of
a space empire. A wormhole communication network may form the
backbone of a dispersed space empire. A typical scenario would have an
orbiting communications ship or base stationed at this kind of wormhole.

5.8 Wormholes

Typically found around gas giants and black holes, ring debris fields are
usually composed of ice or rocky fragments. Debris hexes are treated as
dense asteroid fields and the chance of an intercept rises to 5% per hex
traveled. To put a known ice ring in perspective, if Saturn’s atmosphere
filled hex column 01, there would be a 15 hex gap between Saturn and the
beginning of the inner rings which would then fill up the remainder of the
map from hex column 17 on over.

Radiation zones are a fairly common hazard in space; remnants of a supernova, encounters near a star, even some gas giants can have sizable zones
of radiation that surround them. The crews of ships suffer most from
radiation, but ship electronics can also be seriously affected by a radiation
zone. These zones are ranked by level:

Level 1 radiation subtracts 10 from accuracy. Datalinks automatically fail.

5.7 Debris Fields

5.6 Radiation Zones
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While Tactical Command can be played as is on a scenario by scenario basis,
it can also be part of a much larger campaign. Cluster War is a campaign
system designed specifically for use with TCOM. Campaign systems provide
a back drop for combat scenarios in the form of economics, geography, and
R&D. They give the player something to fight for. Other strategic space
games and role playing games can also be used as campaign systems.

6.1 Campaigns

In a game universe with gravity drives based on Heim Quantum Theory,
ships with a functional second stage drive can transition anytime they have
straight line velocity of 30,000 meters per second or more. This equates to a
game velocity of 20 hexes per combat round. It takes a ship with a 1G drive
ten rounds to reach the minimum velocity. A warship with a 2G drive can
get up to speed within five rounds. A ship with a 3G drive can do it in just
over three combat rounds. Second stage transition moves the ship out of
normal space and disengages it from combat. Remember, there’s a
difference between velocity and hexes moved due to displacement.

Escaping from a battle depends on a number of factors. Can the enemy
chase you? Is there a functional faster than light drive? Can you lose the
enemy in a geographical feature or by meeting up with a superior force?
Most of these options will be covered by the scenario definition.

Sometimes, an individual such as a prominent scientist or ambassador may
be the target. The scenario author can assign a CP value that the attacker
gains for capturing or killing the target while the defender may gain a CP
reward for protecting the person.

Scenarios can impose additional conditions. It’s possible that a unit will have
a higher CP value to reflect its strategic importance. This can be in the form
of cargo or a colony that is important to the economic development of the
empire.

Space is vast, and as a general rule battles are fought over resources and
choke points such as colony worlds or wormholes. The side that is left
standing holds that territory and is considered the winner. Deep space
battles do happen from time to time when hostile fleets are intercepted. In
those scenarios, the side that destroys the most CP worth of ships and cargo
is the victor. Construction points are the lifeblood of an empire and losing
significant amounts of ships and cargo in battle is to lose in the war of
attrition.

6.0 Victory Conditions

Research and development can have significant impact on unit construction.
As R&D projects succeed, new systems and components will become
available. These items are normally added to that race's list of things they
can build. Cluster War uses an open ended technology tree. This gives the
players lots of options to explore, including those that I haven’t thought of
yet. When new systems and technologies become available, it is the job of
the GM to determine the costs, how they can be implemented during ship
design, and if any new house rules for that campaign need to be applied.
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-10 to accuracy, no reduction to unit cost. Crew is fearless, but
does not gain experience. It is possible to upgrade the crew via
research & development. Some cultures gain a morale bonus by
not using a live crew.

Artificial

Veteran

These combat trained crews are cool under fire and add 10 to their
accuracy. Their level of expertise is usually the result of surviving
several battles in a campaign game and they can’t be bought
straight from the shipyard as a veteran unit. For skirmish
scenarios, veteran crews add 10% to the unit cost.

Typically, starship crews are trained to the best of their ability and this allows
them to use the base accuracy as indicated in the combat rules. It is
possible for a unit to have superior and inferior crews and pilots. Perhaps
the ship is manned by robots, or it is a penal unit manned by criminals, or
the crew has been wiped out and boarding party personnel are at the
controls. Inferior crews may be assigned to a ship as part of a scenario such
as recovery of a captured ship. Or, it could happen as a result of a cost
cutting efforts made in a campaign game. Ship crew grades are determined
as follows:

6.3 Graded Crews & Officers (optional)

The standard CP cost to repair a component is one half the CP it would cost
to build a new one. Total the repair costs and then round up to the nearest
whole number. For example, a ship has three damaged beam generators
which originally cost 3 CP each. [We’ll assume the ship had no applicable
system multipliers like stealth.] The repair cost would be 3 x 1.5 = 4.5 CP,
which rounds up to 5 CP. If the beam generators were destroyed and not
just damaged, it would take 3 x 3 = 9 CP to replace the damaged units at a
shipyard.

A captain or base commander uses this skill as a negative
modifier to decrease the enemy’s accuracy.
A talent is an exceptional skill or ability that an officer may be
able to use in the course of a game. (Examples include
engineering, medicine, hand-to-hand combat, psionics, etc.)

Defense
Talent

A fleet can only have one Admiral, a task force only one Commander, a ship
only one Captain at a time. For Admirals to affect strategy die rolls, they
need command and control facilities such as a flag bridge or headquarters
component.

A captain or base commander uses this skill as a modifier to
increase the accuracy of their attacks.

Attack

Admiral and generals can use their strategy skill to affect the
starting conditions of a scenario.

Strategy

The task force commanders use the command skill to modify
initiative rolls and improve morale checks.

Your rank affects your assignments and which skills you can
use.

Rank

Command

Purpose

Ratings

Each officer has six ratings: rank, strategy, command, attack, defense, and
possibility a talent. As officers progress in their careers, they can gain in
each of these areas. In rare circumstances, these values can go down.

Officers are not part of the ship design system. They are treated as ground
units and purchased through facilities such as a Headquarters base. These
officers represent exceptional individuals within the normal officer corps.
The Tactical Command rules are concerned with the application of officer
abilities and not the creation of graded officers. Check out the Cluster War
rules on how to add officers to your campaigns.

-10 to accuracy, -10% to unit cost, at least one battalion of troops
to provide security is required. This also applies to press gang
crews. Crew quality can only improve with combat experience.

Convicts

Repair bays allow for field repairs to offline and damaged components. They
can not repair destroyed components. Their primary job is to restore burntout shield generators, repair combat damage, and salvage components.
Each repair bay team can repair four damaged components per day or they
can remove one destroyed component and replace it with an identical
salvaged component. The parts have to match. You can't replace a
destroyed beam with a missile launcher or even replace one beam with a
beam of a different technology base or design.

Repair bays require construction points in order to repair battle damage.
Usually these points are pulled from a cargo bay, but they could be supplied
by support freighter or a nearby colony world. Repair bays also have the
ability to upgrade software and re-tune hardware as needed. Repair bays
can be used to repair damage on other ships, as long as both vessels stay
together for the duration of the repairs. If two ships start a battle in repair
mode, they are considered predictable until they separate and start evasive
maneuvering.

-10 to accuracy, -5% to unit cost, can be bought back up to
regular if the cost is repaid and time is set aside for training.

Green

6.2 Repair Bays
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No change to base accuracy, normal unit costs apply.

Regular

Prior to any battle that might involve ground units, the GM should create a
colony sheet and add the appropriate units and targets: cities, resources,
ground bases, naval and ground forces, etc. These assets may also be
determined by scenario. Key items to remember are that ground bases have
a limited field of fire. It takes several bases to cover all approaches to a

Colonies and such are not built on a point system like ships and bases.
Normally, they are established and developed over the course of a strategic
game or defined as part of a scenario. Colony data sheets represent the
locations of ground-based forces and potential targets that exist on a given
world. They help to establish firing arcs for ground bases. Within the time
scale of TCOM, ground units are effectively stationary.

6.4 Colony Setup

For example, sub leader Talon (rank 2, command 3) is in the CIC and grand
leader Eater of Enemies (rank 5, command 5) is on the bridge. Even though
Eater of Enemies out ranks Talon, he can not apply his command skill to the
task force since he is assigned to the bridge and not the CIC. On Eater's
sister ship, the Pain of Living, leader Red Claw (rank 4, command 2) is in the
CIC. There can only be one commander to a task force, Red Claw out ranks
Talon even if he is not as good of a task force commander, only Red Claw’s
command skill is applied to any initiative rolls. If the Pain of Living were
destroyed in combat, Talon can assume command and apply his command
skill.

The effects of command skills are covered in the initiative rules, and the
effect of attack and defense skills are covered in the combat resolution
section. While multiple officers can be present, their skills are not
cumulative and the ranking officer on station is the only one that can apply
their skills to a roll.

When Admirals match wits, the one that can out fox the other has an
advantage. They can pick the battlefield, arrange for reinforcements or
other strategic advantages, or possibly put the enemy at a disadvantage. In
a campaign game, this battle of wits is simulated with a 1d100 roll plus any
points in the admiral's strategy rating plus any points that may have been
gained through intelligence operations. The high roll has gained an
advantage. The larger the difference between the two rolls, the greater the
advantage. Since fleet actions happen at the strategic level, the GM will
determine the actual effects based on the die roll.

For Commanders to affect initiative die rolls, they need command and control
facilities such as a combat information center. Captains are stationed at a
bridge or command post component and affect improve the accuracy (and
defense) of their ship or base only.

Ground units on airless worlds and moons gain little protection from their
environment. Orbit to surface fire is at -10 to the attack roll due to ground
clutter (natural and artificial.) Surface to orbit weapons fire has no penalty,
but orbital fire capability is required.

Units attacking from space are restricted to short range unless they’re aiming
at city sized targets. Any cities that are attacked are automatic hits. But,
they get to apply any defenses they may have such as shields, armor, or
point defense. Ground bases and units still require an attack roll to hit.

Ground units such as tanks and infantry have a range of zero and do not
gain an attack bonus for point blank range. When they’re equipped with
short ranged ground to orbit weapons, their line of sight is still blocked by
the planet beneath them.

The colony map’s planetary surface is treated as a ring just inside of the
lowest orbital path. While not 100% accurate, it is consistent within the
scope of the game and it makes it easier to regulate the placement of
resources, conduct landing operations, and simulate the bulk of the planet.

6.5 Ground Combat

It is possible for some cities to have passive defenses; shield generators,
environmental domes, or even underground construction. The amount of
protection these habitats offer is determined by scenario. As a guideline,
environmental domes provide 1 to 3 points of ablative armor. Subterranean
colonies (usually found on the worst kinds of worlds where colonies are
expensive to set up) gain 5 to 20 points of armor in the form of thick rock.
Shield generators for a city do not have a DAT, they just provide a point
value that is used to protect the city's CP value.

Cities are just as vulnerable to orbital attack as ground bases and units. As
part of a scenario's victory conditions or as part of a strategic game, the
enemy may want to target your production capabilities. For each point of CP
production (before multipliers due to technologies or facilities) that a colony
has, it has one point in city structures. Cities can be grouped into units of 10
or more points. For example, the Ionis colony generates 120 CP for the
empire. This could be broken down into twelve 10 point cities on the colony
DAT or perhaps one 60 point city and two 30 point cities. There are
advantages and disadvantages to bunching up cities or dispersing them.
Large cities are easier to protect since you can concentrate defenses. But,
having many small towns also offers the prospect that at least some of them
will survive a hit and run raid by a genocidal opponent.

planet. Bases in orbit are placed in the appropriate orbital track. Orbital
bases fight like normal spacecraft, but follow the rules for orbital movement.
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Drop capable units can move from a low orbit hex to an adjacent surface or
atmosphere hex. They have a maximum speed of one hex per turn. They
tend to be very vulnerable to enemy fire during this move. Most drop troops
can not effectively return fire while airborne. Atmospheric capable starships
that are willing to brave entry into the atmosphere can drop units quickly, if
they are willing to accept the risk of being shot down. Dropped units can
not fight until the round after they are dropped. Non-drop capable units can
only be deployed from landers. Landing craft must spend three rounds

Some units are capable of special movement actions while staying in the
same surface hex. Burrowing units can flee the surface by digging and
submarines can move between the surface and deep water. Subterranean
units can only be engaged by other sub surface units or special weapons.
Submerged units can only be engaged by other submerged units or surface
units with special weapons (such as an anti-submarine destroyer.)

Atmospheric fighters (to distinguish them from space fighters and gunboats)
can only operate in the surface and atmosphere hexes. They have a default
speed of one hex per turn. Atmospheric fighters can not enter orbit, if they
are dropped from an orbiting carrier, they can’t return until ferried back to
space. For ground troops and wet navy units, the battle in space will be long
over by the time most of them can travel from one surface hex to the next.

Fighters and gunboats may operate from orbital and surface bases on
planets if they are streamlined. Planets block line of sight for fighters and
gunboats just like they do for bases and ships. When launching from inside
a normal atmosphere, star fighters require one round to move from the
surface hex to the nearest low orbit hex and vice versa. Their max speed is
one hex per combat round unless they have purchased additional levels of
streamlining technology. Once in low orbit, they can leave the planet and
move on the standard hex map or move to any other orbital ring.

Jovian atmospheres are very thick. The units that spacecraft will likely be
engaged with include space fighters/gunboats, aircraft squadrons, floating
bases, or floating industrial centers. Most of the time, these targets receive
only the atmosphere modifiers for defense. Actual surface targets are very
deep and are usually out of effective range. Ground units at such depths
can only be engaged by other ground troops and in-atmosphere units such
as gunboats and fighters.

Ground units on terrestrial worlds gain a little more protection due to the
atmosphere and weather effects. Orbit to surface fire is at a -15 to the
attack roll. Surface to orbit fire (when possible) is at a -5. Planets with
additional atmosphere hexes obscure targets like a comet (-10 from the
attack roll per hex that the attacker has to shoot through.)

under possible ground fire. One round moving from the orbital hex to the
surface hex, one round as they rapidly deploy troops and vehicles, and a
final round as they transit back to orbit. If a lander is destroyed during the
first or second round of its flight, all troops on board are also lost.
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The map is fixed. Any unit that moves off the sides of the map must
immediately rejoin the battle. If a unit is permanently damaged and
drifts off the map, they have escaped the battle and can not rejoin.

Each player secretly writes down their fleet speed (values from 5 to 10
being average), facing, and starting vector

Units are not allowed to start out cloaked or hidden. Similarly, any
stealth ships start out as being detected.

House rules:

Using a standard 450 km hex map, one player sets up on the North or
top edge of the map and the other player on the South edge. Long
range sensors have detected the fleets as they closed so there is no
surprise and all fighters and gunboats can be launched as desired.

Each side gets 1,500 CP of ships, fighters and gunboats. Each is allowed
to use second generation technology. (Higher or lower CP amounts and
tech levels can be used as agreed upon by the players.) Fighters and
STL gunboats can not exceed the hanger and towing capacity.

Setup:

Diplomatic action has failed and it has come down to war. Both star
nations have reasoned that a first strike against the enemy is required.
Surprisingly enough, both fleets meet in deep space and realize that they
dare not let the enemy get past. They both left their home worlds
effectively defenseless.

Introduction:

7.1 The Last Stand

Scenarios follow a general format of introduction, setup, house rules (if any),
victory conditions, plus any included maps or DATs. As a general rule, each
side starts out with an equivalent amount of CP in which to design or buy a
fleet. In a campaign game, the forces are determined by the GM as a result
of strategic fleet movements, patrols, and the orders that they were given.
Often times, these forces will be unbalanced and the weaker player has to
decide between inflicting damage on the enemy, surrender, or running to
fight another day.

While Tactical Command is intended to be used with a full-blown campaign
game, it can stand on its own for pick up battles, tournaments, scenarios, or
as part of a mini-campaign.

7.0 Scenarios

A unit is defined as a ship, base, gunboat, fighter, smart mine, or
ground-based battalion. The CP cost refers to the base cost of the
unit and not ammunition.

Enemy unit destroyed, full CP cost
Enemy unit escapes, half CP cost
Friendly unit breaks through, half CP cost (if optional rule is used)

Victory point calculation:

The game ends when one side has no units on the map (due to escape
or destruction.) The side with the most victory points is the winner.

Victory conditions:

Optional rule: FTL capable units that exit off the enemy's edge of the
map earn victory points based on their ability to attack enemy colonies
and shipping. Both players must agree to this rule before the game
begins. This radically changes the basic scenario from a grudge match
to an armed fly by which might only last a few combat rounds. To
increase the length of the scenario, start each fleet at speed zero.
Fighters and STL gunboats only count towards victory if they leave with
an appropriate carrier or tender.

Northern units exiting the North edge have escaped and can not rejoin
the battle. The damage inflicted on them still counts for victory points.
The same applies for Southern units exiting the South edge of the map.
Units that move off the top or bottom into enemy territory are
considered destroyed.
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Each
Each
Each
Each
Each
Each

side
side
side
side
side
side

gets
gets
gets
gets
gets
gets

250 CP of units.
500 CP of units.
750 CP of units.
1,000 CP of units.
1,500 CP of units.
2,000 CP of units.

2. The running battle, the first player sets up in the south east corner of the
map facing north with a starting vector of 12 + 1d6 hexes per round. The
second player sets up in the south west corner of the map facing north with
a starting vector of 12 + 1d6 hexes per round.

1. Head on combat pass, the first player sets up on the south central edge of
the map facing north with a starting vector of 12 + 1d6 hexes per round.
The second player sets up on the north central edge of the map facing south
with a starting vector of 12 + 1d6 hexes per round.

3. Escort Freighters: Three medium freighters (1 bridge, 3 crew quarters, 3
gravity drives, 3 second stage drives, and 20 cargo bays) each with 1G of
thrust start with your fleet. Earn 3 VPs for each cargo space that makes it
off the map. Roll a die. Odd, the freighters have to leave via the player's
starting deployment zone. Even, they have to leave via the enemy’s
deployment zone. If the target deployment zone is part of the standing start
(deployment option #6), the freighters just have to survive the battle.

2. Capture: +50 VPs for each ship captured. Crippled ships (including those
that drifted off the map due to damage) are considered captured if there are
no active enemy units left on the map.

Deployment: (roll 1d6 or pick)

Mission: (roll 1d10 or pick)

Each player secretly rolls and records their mission objectives. Some
missions are not as secretive as others are.

By default, the map is fixed. For the running battle and pursuit settings, the
map floats so that the majority of the units stay on the map. Any unit that is
moved off the map must immediately try to rejoin the battle. If a unit is
permanently crippled and drifts off the map, they have escaped the battle.

Missions:

1. Search and Destroy: +20 VPs for each ship destroyed.

Human
Oolab
The Dominators
Vermin
Jural
Lhok’tar Legacy
Machines
Amoeboids
Metavores
Pirates/Raiders, any race, but nothing heavier than a DDL (35 hull)

6. The standing start, the first player sets up in the center of the map with a
starting vector of zero hexes per round, but they can choose any facing.
The second player sets up on the north central edge of the map facing south
with a starting vector of 2d6-2 hexes per round. If there is a planet in the
middle of the map, the first player can start in orbit or sitting on the planet.
Roll 1d6 to determine which side of the planet they are on.

5. The spiral, the first player sets up in the south east corner of the map
facing north with a starting vector of 12 + 1d6 hexes per round. The second
player sets up in the northwest corner of the map facing south with a
starting vector of 12 + 1d6 hexes per round.

4. The field of battle, the first player sets up on the south central edge of the
map facing north with a starting vector of 2d6-2 (zero to ten) hexes per
round. The second player sets up on the north central edge of the map
facing south with a starting vector of 2d6-2 hexes per round.

3. Pursuit, the first player sets up in the center of the map facing north with
a starting vector of 12 + 1d6 hexes per round. The second player sets up on
the south central edge of the map facing north with a starting vector equal
to the first player’s vector. If there is a planet present, roll a die. Odd, both
sides deploy on the east side of the map, otherwise use the west side.

Duplicate races are allowed, due to internal power struggle or civil war.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Race: (roll 1d10 or pick)

CP can be used to purchase ships, gunboats, fighters, and ammo at the
listed values.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Construction Points: (roll 1d6 or pick)

Each side is allowed to use 2nd gen technology. Fighters and other
small craft can not exceed the hanger and towing capacity of the fleet.

Setup:

When two forces meet, chaos reigns as each strives to achieve its goals.

Introduction:

7.2 Random Scenario Generator
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There can be only one colony at the center of the map. If both sides have a
colony mission, the colony is neutral. Only the surviving player at the end of
the game earns the mission VPs.

10. Destroy Colony: There is a 200 point facility at the center of the map.
The player receives 100 VPs for destroying the colony. Roll 1d6 to determine
the size of the terrain. On a 1 or 2, the facility is on a one hex asteroid. On
a 3 or 4, the facility is on a small moon (roll 1d6 for facing.) On a 5 or 6, the
facility is on a planet (roll 1d6 for facing.)

9. Defend Colony: There is a 200 point facility at the center of the map. The
player receives one VP for each point of the facility that survives to the end
of the game. Roll 1d6 to determine the size of the terrain. On a 1 or 2, the
facility is on a one hex asteroid. On a 3 or 4, the facility is on a small moon
(roll 1d6 for facing.) On a 5 or 6, the facility is on a planet (roll 1d6 for
facing.)

8. Recover Data: There is a spy on a random enemy ship or gunboat. You
must close to range one or less so the spy can transmit the data. The player
ship that carries the spy data off the map (player's startup position) earns 25
VPs. The player can earn a bonus 25 VP if they capture the ship and thus
recover the spy.

7. Recover Artifact: Secure an object floating in the middle of the map via
maglocks or tractor beams. Earn +50 VPs for taking it off the map via the
player's deployment zone. If the player's fleet has no maglocks or tractor
beams, it takes 4 rounds to load it into a cargo bay, assault bay, or hanger.
If the player's fleet has none of those, the only way to secure the artifact is
to remove all enemy units from the map. The artifact is indestructible, so
the enemy can not just blow up the prize.

6. Deep Raid: Exit via the enemy’s deployment zone. Earn +10 VP for each
ship or gunboat that makes it off the board under its own power. Cripples
drifting off the map do not count. If the enemy is stationary, roll for the exit
zone in the same manner as the retreat mission.

5. Destroy the Flagship: +50 VPs for destroying the enemy's largest vessel
(use CP cost to break ties in size.)

4. Retreat: Earn +10 VP for each ship or FTL gunboat that makes it off the
board under its own power. Cripples drifting off the map do not count. Roll
1d6 to determine the retreat zone. A 1 is north central. A 2 is the north
east corner. A 3 is the south east corner, and so on.
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Ships, bases, small craft, smart mines, and ground based battalions are all
considered units. The CP cost refers to the base cost of the unit and not
ammunition.

Victory point calculation is determined by adding up the CP cost of destroyed
and crippled enemy units, half the CP cost for enemy units that escape, plus
any mission bonus.

The game ends when one side has no units on the map due to escape,
destruction, or crippling of all the units. The side with the most victory points
is the winner.

Victory conditions:

Player ship and bases designs are only limited by the templates they have
researched and the components they have access to. It is possible for a
player to have artifact or alien components that they can use, but they can
not build. Normally, these limits are established during player setup or as
defined by the scenario.

The time required to build a ship is determined as follows: Hull
Spaces/Shipyard Bays = Construction Time (in months, rounded to the
nearest week). Hull spaces are the number of component modules used to
create a unit. The number of shipyard bays is limited by the shipyard design
and the amount that the player allocates each month.

Any number of ship hulls may be constructed during a game turn, limited
only by the player's economy, shipyard capacity, and available technology.

Ship construction must take place in an appropriate shipyard (or growth vat
for biotech races.) If the appropriate shipyard is not available then the
construction can not begin. There are a few exceptions; assemblers and
breeders can convert resources and materials directly into new units. At the
start of a campaign, only von Neumann devices and space monsters have
this capability.

This simplicity can be achieved because the special costs of some systems
are factored into the cost of the component. For example, meson beam
projectors (when discovered) would appear as a new component along with
its CP cost, capabilities, and any restrictions on its use. Capabilities that
affect the whole ship are dealt with as a positive or negative multiplier.
Cloaking or stealth would be examples of a positive modifier. Wild, planet
bound, or shoddy construction would be examples of a negative modifier. All
total ship costs are rounded to the nearest whole construction point.

To determine the cost of a unit is a simple three-step process. One, total
the costs of all the components. Two, apply any ship-wide multipliers.
Three, add ammunition, troops, and other equipment.

All players in the strategic game will begin with a list of components and
templates that they can build starships, bases, and other units with. As
players develop new technologies, conduct trade, or discover artifacts, the
list of components will grow in number and capability. So, while a first
generation and second generation cruiser may be of the same size, the
second gen vessel will have a better class of weapons, armor, shields, and
other gear.

8.0 The Design Process

The following table provides a basis from which to start designing ships. The
class names are pulled from the Terran naval traditions and are included as a
convenient way of identifying units. Players should feel free to call their
ships by whatever names they desire.

While the players can create a nearly unlimited number of configurations, the
combat system can influence which ones are more efficient. Combat vessels
tend be needle shaped and maneuvering to get a side attack on the enemy
is important. Units that are easily out flanked will usually have a more oval
or round shape and a wider range of weapon arcs. Defensive systems like
ECM, point defense, armor, and shielding become important for bulkier
designs.
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Mvr
.1
.2
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Crew
--1
1
1
1
2
2
2
3
3
3
4
4
4
5
5
5
6
6
6
7
7
7
8
Super Freighter

Super Carrier (SCV)

Heavy Carrier (CVH)
Large Freighter

Carrier (CV)

Medium Freighter
Light Carrier (CVL)
Strike Carrier (CVS)
Attack Carrier (CVA)

Maneuver (Mvr) determines how many maneuver thruster
points are required to earn a maneuver rating of one.
Advanced thrusters can have more than one thrust point, so
the number of thruster components can vary widely. To gain
a maneuver rating of two, twice as many thruster points
would be required and so on for higher maneuver ratings.

Fighters have special drive components with specific G ratings.
Gunboats require twice as many fighter drives to achieve the
same G rating due to their larger size.

Drive represents the number of drive components needed to
achieve one G of thrust. Civilian vessels such as freighters are
free to use half the drives required to create an under
powered half G ship. The drive number also indicates the
minimum size of the second stage drive needed for FTL
transition. Unlike maneuver drives, you do not need to buy
multiple FTL drives for better performance. But, you can not
buy less than the minimum number, if you want to be able to
go into FTL space.

Redundant controls are a good insurance policy for large units.

Control indicates the minimum number of required control
spaces such as bridges, flag bridges, combat information
centers, or command posts.

Escort Carrier (CVE)

Small craft hulls are built at a one tenth scale to starship hull
spaces. While they use less space and materials, they can
pack starship grade weapons at the expense of comfort and
endurance. Their small size makes them relatively fragile
targets. These units have their own construction
requirements.
Total Hull represents a given range for the final hull size.
External components such as XO Racks and maglocks do not
count against the hull space total.

Smallest starship.

Notes
No shields

Crew indicates the minimum number of crew quarters needed to staff the vessel. Crew
quarter components also provide long term life support capabilities. Small craft without
crew quarters are only capable of short missions and the crew has to spend the time in
their environment suits. Ground bases at a colony do not require crew quarters unless
the base is located in a hostile environment or a remote location. In a high tech society,
a trip of several hundred of kilometers is not considered an unreasonable commute.
On the colony DAT, bases must be within two hexes (900 km) of a city.

Total Hull Control Drive
.2 - .5
.1
.1
.6 - 1.0
.1
.2
6 - 10
1
1
11 - 15
1
1
18 - 20
1
2
21 - 25
1
2
26 - 30
1
3
31 - 35
1
3
36 - 40
1
4
Light Cruiser (CL)
41 - 45
1
4
Heavy Cruiser (CA)
46 - 50
1
5
Battlecruiser (BC)
51 - 55
2
5
Dreadnought (DN)
56 - 60
2
6
Pocket Battleship (PBB)
61 - 65
2
6
Super Dreadnought (SDN) 66 - 70
2
7
Battleship (BB)
71 - 75
2
7
76 - 80
2
8
Titan (TTN)
81 - 85
2
8
Monitor (MTR)
86 - 90
2
9
Super Titan (STN)
91 - 95
2
9
Monolith (MON)
96 -100
2
10
101 -105
3
10
Megalith (MEG)
106 -110
3
11
Battle Moon (BTM)
111 -115
3
11
Planetoid (PLT)
116 -120
3
12

Ship Hull Type/Name
Fighters (ftr)
Gunboats (GB)
Free Trader
Corvette (CT)
Frigate (FF)
Escort (ES)
Destroyer (DD)
Destroyer Leader (DDL)

8.1 Generic Unit Requirements and Equipment
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CP
3

1

1.5

2

5

10

1

1

3

6

3

2

6

6

Components
Agro Station

Armor (ablative)

Armor (ablative)

Armor (ablative)

Armor,
Regenerating

Armor, Resistant

Artificial
Intelligence

Assault Bays

Barracks

Beam Weapons
(turret)

Beam Weapons

Beam Weapons
(fixed)

Beam Weapons
(spinal mount)

Beam Weapons,
EMP

3

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

4

3

2

1

0

Gen
0

Description

Ablative armor is designed to absorb enemy weapons fire. Zero gen armor stops two points of damage before it is destroyed. (As
with most DAT icons, the first few points of damage are check boxes and the final point of damage which destroys the component is
marked by crossing out the icon itself.) +
Ablative armor is designed to absorb enemy weapons fire. First gen armor stops three points of damage before it is destroyed. +

Ablative armor is designed to absorb enemy weapons fire. Second gen armor stops four points of damage before it is destroyed. +

Four point armor that slowly regenerates after a battle. The rate of repair depends on a number of campaign factors such as
technology base. The default regeneration rate is one point per component each month. +
Super dense armor that can not be destroyed by conventional weapons. Even one point of resistant armor is effectively immune to
beams and scatter weapons. Explosive and drill attacks have some ability to penetrate due to shock and heat transfer. Default rating
is one. +
Artificial Intelligence modules are computer control systems or organic brains used for mines, autonomous combat vehicles (drone
fighters), and robotic starships. Besides the control systems, they contain all the sensors and fire control systems that a bridge or
cockpit component would have. AIs can be pretty clever, but they are not sentient unless the Sentient system multiplier is applied.
Assault bays are quick deployment hangers for ground troops with drop capability. Infantry, marines, and powered armor combat
teams can launch boarding party attacks from this location. The bay holds various assault shuttles and EVA frames that are included
in the cost of the bay.
Barracks are used to house troops for security duty or transportation. One barracks component will hold one battalion. If the
battalion has significant equipment requirements (power armor, mechanized infantry or vehicles) a cargo bay is also required.
Barracks have airlocks for rapid troop deployment.
Standard ship to ship beam weapon with a 360 firing arc. The red ring indicates that this is a ranged offensive weapon.

This version of the standard beam weapon has a 120 degree arc of fire and can be oriented in one of six directions at design time.
The red arc indicates that this is a ranged offensive weapon.
Usually reserved for agile units such as fighters and gunboats, the fixed beam weapon can only fire down a single hex row
determined at design time. The red arc indicates that this is a ranged offensive weapon.
Specialized version of the standard beam capable of firing out to a range of 16 hexes. Due to the additional power requirements and
focusing gear, this component can not be reduced to small craft scale. +
This advanced beam weapon is enhanced with a powerful electro-magnetic pulse designed to knock out electronics and/or the
neurons of biological targets. Every point of damage inflicted converts into a 5% chance of causing a roll on the Disable critical hit
chart. The purple arc indicates that this is a special effects weapon and can cause critical hits.

AR
AR
AX
AX

AI

AB

BK

BM
BM
BM
BX
BX

Agro stations can be used to extend the endurance of long duration flights by reducing supply costs. One hundred twenty agro
station hull spaces is equivalent to one agricultural facility. They can also be used to improve the habitability of remote bases in
hostile environments. +

AR

Icon
AS
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0

0

1

1

3

1

10

1

1

.5

.5

1

1.5

2

Cargo Bay

Cockpit

Combat
Information Center
(CIC)
Command Post

Comm. Center

Crew Quarters

Docking Arm

Drive, Conventional

Drive,
Fighter I

Drive,
Fighter II

Drive,
Fighter III

Drive,
Fighter IV

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

Bridge

3

6

Beam Weapons,
Radiation

Cargo bays are more than an empty space in the belly of a ship or base. They offer storage in a climate-controlled environment,
loading/ unloading facilities, and resource allocation for repair bays, shipyard bays, and light industry. Cargo bays hold 20 CP of
materials and goods.
Cockpits are specialized control spaces for fighter sized units. They provide basic sensors, navigation, fire control, communications,
and life support. Combat cockpits have a last resort ejection system that jettisons the entire cabin. Shuttle cockpits can handle
several crew positions and up to eight man sized passengers. Additional passengers can be held with the use of a crew quarters hull
space.
Combat information centers are command and control systems for task force commanders. A CIC is required if a graded officer
wants to apply his or her command skill. In an emergency, a CIC can be used as a ship’s bridge so this component is also counted
as a control space. +
Command posts provide sensors, communication, and fire control for ground bases. While they do not have any navigation
capability, they do provide additional communication channels to local ground forces. +
Communication centers are an essential part of an empire's infrastructure. They allow the relay of messages between colonies,
message couriers, and shipping. Communication centers are also part of an empire's trade network. Depending on the campaign,
they allow for wormhole or FTL communications. +
Crew quarters encompass bunks, dining, life support, and recreational facilities for the crew of a ship, base, or bunker. Crew quarters
are required equipment for long haul missions beyond the solar system. They can also be used for hauling passengers on civilian
vessels.
An external docking arm that allows for a ship to easily tow fighters, gunboats, or cargo pods. For a dock to be successful, both units
need to be on an identical flight path in the same hex for one combat round. Undocked units retain the vector of the tender or tug
after launch.
Conventional drives represent air breathing engines used to power wet navy vessels, large main battle tanks, and over-sized aircraft.
Conventional drives require additional fuel tanks for extended operation.
A compact drive (0.5 G) that is used to power small craft such as fighters and gunboats. Because gunboats are twice as large as
fighters, they require twice as many fighter drives to get the same G rating.
A compact drive (1.0 G) that is used to power small craft such as fighters and gunboats. Because gunboats are twice as large as
fighters, they require twice as many fighter drives to get the same G rating.
A compact drive (1.5 G) that is used to power small craft such as fighters and gunboats. Because gunboats are twice as large as
fighters, they require twice as many fighter drives to get the same G rating.
A compact drive (2.0 G) that is used to power small craft such as fighters and gunboats. Because gunboats are twice as large as
fighters, they require twice as many fighter drives to get the same G rating.

BR
CB

CK

CP
CC

CQ

DA

CD
FD
FD
FD
FD

CI

Bridges are an essential part of ships, orbital bases, and gunboats. They provide basic sensors, navigation, communication, and fire
control capabilities. A bridge is a control space, if a ship loses all of its control spaces, it is crippled.

BX
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This advanced beam weapon is highly radioactive and charged with penetrating particles. Every point of damage inflicted converts
into a 5% chance of causing a roll on the Meson critical hit chart.
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Drive, Gravity

Drive, Power

Drive, Second
Stage (FTL)

Drive, Skip

Drive, Torch

ECM Pod

Energy Torpedo
(turret)

Energy Torpedo

Energy Torpedo
(fixed)

Energy Torpedo,
Plasma

Energy Torpedo,
Gravitic

Energy Torpedo,
Hellfire

Flag Bridge

Fuel Tank

0

0

3

3

2

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

Power drives are used by large (gunboat or starship scale) ground and naval units. They provide motive power as well as the ability
to operate all onboard systems such as weapons and sensors. This would be the typical power system for a nuclear submarine.
Second stage drives are used to designate a variety of faster than light drive technologies available in the game universe. For game
settings that use Heim Quantum Theory as their technological base, a second stage drive can not engage until a vessel reaches a
minimum translation speed.
A skip drive is an alternate drive tech that utilizes higher dimensions to jump a ship around the map. The skip drive benefits from
integrating FTL and real space movement into a single component. See appendix on space movement for more information on
alternate drive types.
Torch drives represent chemical and nuclear reaction drives used by some zero generation races. They’re cheaper than gravity
drives, but they require fuel tanks and expend a lot of fuel when they perform thrust maneuvers with the main engines. This limits
their tactical flexibility.
ECM pods employ active jamming, chaff, and flares in order to spoof enemy missile and anti-ship torpedoes only. This makes them a
cost effective alternate to point defense pods, but they have no offensive capability.
Energy torpedoes are a cross between beams and missiles. They fire like beams and can not be intercepted, but they damage
targets in an explosive pattern like missiles.
The standard energy torpedo has a 120 degree firing arc.

The fixed energy torpedo is more economical, but its limited firing arc is a tactical problem for larger vessels.

Plasma energy torpedoes are similar to normal torps but they do not use the explosive damage pattern. Instead, roll for the point of
impact like a beam weapon. The plasma damage then flows along the exterior of the hull inflicting one point of damage to each
component touched.
The gravitic shockwave torpedo does normal torp/explosive damage. In addition, every point that is inflicted creates a cumulative 5%
chance for a Gravitic weapons critical hit. The purple arc indicates that this is a special effects weapon.
The thermal effects of the hellfire torpedo can cause spontaneous fires and explosion to break out when this weapon strikes. In
addition to normal damage, every point that is inflicted creates a cumulative 5% chance for a Heat critical hit.
Flag bridges are command and control centers for graded officers that need to control fleet activity. Its advanced communication
features allow the commander to coordinate the deployment of multiple task forces and keep abreast of the battle as it progresses.
They are counted as a control space. +
Fuel tanks are required for the operation of conventional drives and torch drives. Each holds 20 points of fuel. For conventional
drives, this represents 200 hours of operation. In the case of torch drives, one point of fuel will supply one torch drive component with
fuel for one burn.

GD

PD
SD

SK

TD

EP
TP

TP

TP
TX

TX
TX
FB

FL
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Gravity drives provide motive power for starships. Depending on the hull size of the vessel, it will need progressively more gravity
drive components in order to improve its acceleration rating. Gravity drives also contain power generation systems that power the
ship.
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Gauss Cannon
(turret)

Gauss Cannon

Gauss Cannon
(fixed)

Gauss Cannon,
Multi-Mode

Hand to Hand,
Energy

Hand to Hand,
Melee

Hand to Hand,
Teeth

Hanger

Headquarters

Light Industry

Long Range
Scanners

Magazine

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Gauss cannons are an alternative to missile launchers. They have firing arc limitations like beams and require ammunition like
missiles. Their shells are armored to withstand point defense weapons. Gauss cannons carry 10 rounds internally and can feed from
adjacent magazines. @
Fixed gauss cannons trade flexibility for range. Standard weapons have a range of eight hexes while fixed GCs have a range of 16
hexes. Their shells are armored to withstand point defense weapons. Gauss cannons carry 10 rounds internally and can feed from
adjacent magazines. @ +
The multi-mode gauss cannon (also known as the flak cannon) is capable of firing bursts of shells in explosive or scatter patterns.
Gauss cannons carry 10 rounds internally and can feed from adjacent magazines. @
Hand to hand energy weapons are range zero attacks such as a plasma torch. They are usually mounted on mecha (robot-like
mechanical forms) and some space monsters. They are designed for close quarters combat with a 360 degree attack radius. They
use the sweep damage profile. *
Hand to hand weapons, claws, and long spines that are made of metal, crystal, or bone are melee weapons. They are breakable and
only effective at range zero. They have a 360 degree attack radius. Damage is applied to a specific spot and uses the drill damage
profile. *
Hand to hand teeth covers close quarters melee weapons that have a limited arc such as teeth, tusks, ramming spikes, etc. This icon
also covers rear mounted weapons such as tails and tail mounted spikes. In the notes, just write down the specific firing arc for a
rear attack. *
Hangers are specialized launch and maintenance facilities for gunboats and fighters. Each hanger can house up to 10 hull spaces of
fighters or gunboats. This can be from 2-5 fighters, a single gunboat, or a combination of each. Adjacent hangers can share spaces
so that 3 hangers could hold 4 size seven gunboats. +
Headquarters are the ground base equivalents of a flag bridge. They have all the functions of a command post and can serve as a
control space in an emergency. HQs also provide administrative capabilities for strategic functions such as troop and officer training.
+
Light industry covers a range of machinery that can be programmed to manufacture common goods. A cluster of forty LI
components can function as a factory and produce missiles, vehicles, and similar items. They require a steady supply of CP from a
colony or cargo bay cache in order to produce items. +
Long-range sensors enhance the basic sensor package that comes with a bridge, cockpit, or command post component. Basic LRS
can sweep a solar system. Advanced versions can peer into neighboring sections of space. Sensor information is still limited by light
speed lag, necessitating combat patrols.
Magazines are specially compartmentalized storehouses for missiles, gauss cannon shells, or mini-mines. Each magazine can hold
100 salvos in relative safety. One salvo can range from a single mine or missile to thousands of flechettes. Each salvo is considered
a single shot for combat purposes. Multiple missile launchers, gauss cannons or mine dispensers, can access the same magazine if
they are adjacent to it on the DAT. Gunboat sized magazines also contain 100 salvos, but they do this by sacrificing most of the
armor plating and safety features of their starship sized cousins. This is a moot point since any damage that will destroy the
magazine will have destroyed the fighter or gunboat.
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Gauss cannons are an alternative to missile launchers. They have firing arc limitations like beams and require ammunition like
missiles. Their shells are armored to withstand point defense weapons. Gauss cannons carry 10 rounds internally and can feed from
adjacent magazines. @
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Maglock

Medical Center

Mine Launcher

Mine Layer
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Mining Station

Missile Launcher

Missile Launcher,
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Point Defense Pod

Power System

Psionic Amplifier
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Medical centers are advanced sick bay and surgical facilities. They can perform a number of functions depending on the owning
race's medical technology. Within the scope of the campaign game, they can also repair crew casualties. One hundred twenty
medical center hull spaces is equivalent to one planetary medical center. +
Mine launchers are capable of deploying mines in a 120 degree rear arc. They also have mine recovery equipment, but this is not a
combat capability. Enemy mines can not be recovered unless the Identify Friend or Foe (IFF) codes are known. A launcher can
apply up to two hexes of reverse velocity to a mine if desired. The launcher has built in storage capacity for 5 spaces of smart mines
or 50 conventional mines. @!
Mine layers are passive ordinance launching systems. A mine layer rolls the mine out the back of the ship. This gives the mine the
same velocity as the ship. They also have mine recovery equipment, but this is not a combat capability. Enemy mines can not be
recovered unless the IFF codes are known. They have the same storage as a mine launcher. @!
Mine sweepers are long ranged cousins of the point defense battery. While the PDB is designed for close range high velocity
intercepts, the minesweeper attempts to detect and destroy mines out to 16 hexes away (well beyond the range of most mines.) It is
too slow to be used for other defensive work and its 'sniper' weapons are too weak to harm an enemy starship or base.
Mining stations are large bays devoted to extracting ore, processing it and storing the processed material in cargo bays. They are
frequently used by resource hungry races in primitive strip mining operations. They can inflict significant environmental damage to a
planet given time. +
Missile launchers come in a variety of shapes and capabilities. The standard launcher is either a breech loading tube design or uses
a rotary drum design that holds 10 salvos. Either design can tap into adjacent magazines for more rounds of continuous fire. @
The advanced launcher is capable of firing in barrage mode. This allows it to fire off up to ten missiles/salvos at the same time. The
additional firepower comes at a price. The additional equipment needed means that there is no auto-loader and it can only be
reloaded in between battles. @
Point defense batteries are a cluster of small weapon turrets firing lasers, particle beams, or light gauss cannons. These automated
weapon systems attempt to intercept incoming missiles, boarding parties, or fighters. Their limited firepower makes them ineffective
versus starships.
External point defense pods are similar to XO racks, but they employ a small turret and a low power weapon system. While point
defense guns can not hurt a starship, they’re pretty effective against missiles, boarding parties, ground troops, and other fighters.
Their small size makes them more expensive than internal point defense weapons.
Power systems provide self contained energy for ground bases and buildings. It can also be used for orbital or deep space bases
that do not need a station keeping ability. Exotic facilities such as floating cities or bases in a gas giant’s atmosphere would require a
gravity drive.
Psionic amplifiers allow groups and individuals to expand their psionic power to the point that it can impact ship to ship combat. The
color of the arc determines the type of psi power. Gray is for cloaking and stealth, green is for active defense, blue is for shielding,
white is for close range combat and red is for ranged combat.
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Maglocks are an external docking collar and electro-magnetic grapnel designed to tow fighters, gunboats, and cargo pods. They are
different from docking arms in that they have a strength rating that can be used to compensate for differences in velocity between the
ship and the object that it is docking with. Both components still need to be in the same hex, but their velocities do not need to be
perfect. Default rating is 1.
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Technically free armor, but limited in availability and usage. See the base design section for more information. +

Science stations are self-contained laboratories designed for research and development as well as processing data from long range
sensors and survey crews. Forty science stations equal one R&D laboratory. +
Shield generators are field generators that are designed to absorb and deflect incoming attacks. This usually results in them burning
out. The basic shield generator can absorb two points of damage and then burns out (it takes a point of damage and is disabled.)
Some campaigns do not allow shields as a starting technology and/or limit their deployment.
Improved shield generator that can absorb three points of damage before burning out.

Improved shield generator that can absorb four points of damage before burning out.

Advanced shield generators cover a wide range of specialty devices that are tuned to be resistant versus a specific attack (i.e. heat
resistant, reinforced against drill attacks, etc.) They are usually expensive and require special resources. The GM determines the
details.
Flicker shields are an alternate branch of shield technology where individual shield generators can create impervious shields.
Unfortunately, these shields are power hungry and immediately collapse. The key to their operation is to rapidly cycle the shields.
Each shield generator has a 5% chance of stopping an attack. Multiple generators can be stacked together to yield better results
depending on the technology available to the player. The default maximum percentage is 60% and that limit can be increased
through research and development.
Rather than trying to provide a global defense or have gunboats run power full shields, the partial shield generator was developed.
This directional two point shield is effective at protecting gunboats during an attack run, but lacks the environmental protection of the
normal shield.
Four point shield generators that can repair themselves (if not damaged) after a battle. The default time to recover from a burnout is
one week.
This advanced shield generator can get knocked down, but it does not burn out. Unless the generator is disabled by weapons fire, it
will generate a new two point shield next round. In sufficient quantities, a base protected by resistant shields can not be harmed
without the application of overwhelming firepower.
Shipyard bays are construction facilities designed to create new vessels from external resources. Since they require a constant feed
of raw materials, most shipyards are located at a base with an adjacent colony. Shipyards can also draw CP from cargo bays or
nearby freighters. The shipyard bay is the only part that can repair destroyed components. +
Slave controlled units are robotic vessels that can not act on their own. Instead, they take orders from a designated command ship.
If that command ship leaves the map or has all of its control spaces disabled, the slaved vessel is also disabled. It is possible for
slaved units to be re-activated in combat by another friendly unit, but it takes one round. This component is mounted in the
controlling ship. Drones use normal control spaces (fighter cockpits and gunboat bridges.)
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Repair bays are designed for field repairs to damaged units. They are normally used for shield generator repairs and damage control
duty after a battle. Repair bays normally tap the CP they need for repairs from cargo bays since they are designed to operate beyond
the range of an empire's colonial infrastructure. +
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The SFG is a bulky emergency shield technology. Stasis fields and their contents are impervious to harm, but the unit inside the
stasis field is frozen in time. The SFG is usually activated when a ship’s shields are dropped in combat and it lasts for the remainder
of combat round. +
Survey bays house all the vehicles, special equipment, and personnel required for scouting and surveying planets. Due to the
number of personnel and equipment required, survey bays can not be scaled down. The standard system survey takes one month. +
Towing links are the cheapest form of towing technology available. They are mainly used by freighters, tugs, and asteroid miners. It
takes three combat rounds before a towing link can be completed. During that time, both units must maintain the same relative
position and velocity.
Tractor beams are an advanced form of maglock that uses gravity rather than magnetic force. They have more strength than
maglocks, but still need to be in the same hex as the target. Default rating is 2.
External ordinance racks are weapon racks and control systems that are bolted on to the outside of a ship. Normally, a single salvo
of missiles or one anti-ship torpedo is placed in these racks. If the technology is available, more advanced multi-mission pods can be
used as well.

SN

ST

SV

TL

TR
XO

Hand to hand weapons do not scale down the same way as other weapons. Small craft HTH weapons
function as point defense batteries but only usable versus other small craft and boarding parties.

Small craft mine launchers and layers can not store smart mines and they sacrifice their magazine
safety equipment in order to house the 50 conventional mines. It's generally a moot point since a single
point of damage destroys the entire unit.

*

!

@ This component expends ammunition (missiles, shells, etc.) and extended usage requires a magazine.

This component can not be miniaturized for small craft use.
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Snare field generators create massive webs of monofilament line called snare fields. Ships passing through a snare field get lashed
with thousands of these lines. Every exposed hull space in the direction of movement as the ship passes through the web takes one
point of damage. Shields can absorb some of this damage, but any remaining damage leaks through using the scatter damage
profile. Some space monsters are also known to spin webs.
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x-.10

x.10

x.15

x.10

x.10

x.10

x-.25

x.-25

x.10

x.15

x.15
x.15

x.15
x.15

CP

the unit does not need a living crew ~
ground units that can hide from detection
or evade bombardment ~
electro-magnetic or psionic invisibility ~
enhanced maneuverability or stealth that
subtracts 10 from the enemy's accuracy
the unit does not need a crew, usually
reserved for space monsters ~
unit can feed off the sun, biotech units can
re-supply by sitting still ~
price cut for ground bases, super tanks,
and wet navy units
each point of damage taken has a 5%
chance of causing system failure (VIBRO)
emission control and stealth coatings that
decrease the detection radius
allows movement in an atmosphere, one
hex per round for each level bought, max 3
a ground base gains a defense bonus and
target penalty based on depth
as above but for mobile units, can also fight
as a surface unit
ground facilities and planetoids can use rock
as a natural form of armor
weapons & magazines can explode when hit
(5%) for 1d6 pts applied to adjacent hexes
allied space monsters and AI units that act
in an independent manner ~

Notes

~ Some multipliers are only available if that race has the starting
technology/ability or later develops it.

Automation
Burrowing

0
0

Gen Systems

There are two set of multipliers. System multipliers affect the cost of the
whole unit. Component multipliers are only applied to the set of components
indicated such as a single weapon system or set of drive components.

Very Fragile

Fragile

Integrated

x-.20

x-.15

x-.10

Battle Computers x.20

CP

improved fire control adds 10 to the
accuracy of a weapon system
integrated components are all taken offline
when any one component is disabled or
destroyed, not available for individual parts
fragile components are marked as
damaged when they take any damage
very fragile components are marked as
destroyed when damaged

Notes

Integrated, fragile, and very fragile components are usually located adjacent
to each other.

0

0

0

0

Gen Components
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Militia
Infantry
Marine Infantry
Space Marines
Light PA Marines
Heavy PA Marines

Cargo
Colonists
Supplies
Fuel
Strategic CPs
Special CPs
Military Vehicles
Heavy Vehicles

0
0
0
0
1
2

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

a cargo bay can hold 20 CPs
a cargo bay can hold 20 CPs of colonists and their gear
a cargo bay can hold 20 points of supplies for free if at a colony
a fuel tank or cargo bay can hold 20 points of fuel
a cargo bay can carry 20 units (before conversion to CPs)
a cargo bay can carry 20 units (before conversion to CPs)
a cargo bay is required per battalion of mechanized infantry or armor
two cargo bays are required per battalion of heavy armor

* Advanced ammunition costs are determined by the special capabilities added on to the base cost.

1/
1/
0
.5/
2
5
-

6
10
12
16
20
26

lightly armed internal security (2/1), no external BP attacks
combat troopers (3/2), can use Assault Bays
heavy combat troopers (4/2), can use Assault Bays
space capable combat troopers (4/3), EVA capable or Assault Bays
space capable powered armor (6/3), EVA capable or Assault Bays
space capable powered armor (7/5), EVA capable or Assault Bays

basic missile, shell, mini-mine ammunition does 1 point of damage *
inflicts 2 points of damage and takes up two salvo spaces in a magazine *
basic missile, shell, mini-mine ammunition does 2 points of damage *
inflicts 4 points of damage and takes up two salvo spaces in a magazine *
basic missile, shell, mini-mine ammunition does 3 points of damage *
inflicts 6 points of damage and takes up two salvo spaces in a magazine *

ammunition
anti-ship missile
ammunition
anti-ship missile
ammunition
anti-ship missile

0
0
1
1
2
2

.1
.2
.2
.4
.3
.6

Notes

Gen Additional Equip. CP
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Once the ship hull size or template has been chosen, the player can fill that
hull with equipment. Unfilled hull spaces are considered lightly constructed
parts of the ship that may be upgraded later when new technology becomes
available. In combat, they are destroyed by a single point of damage.

To construct a ship, a player must first choose a hull size and possibly a hull
template (if choosing an established race or if templates are provided by the
GM.) As means of an example, we’ll construct a 2nd generation destroyer
that is thirty hull spaces in size.

Starships have a base acceleration of one G for every 10% of their ship that
is powered by a gravity drive. An under-powered ship (due to design or
combat damage) has a base acceleration of a half G. An un-powered ship
(due to combat damage) has no acceleration and can not fire high energy
weapons such as beams and energy torpedoes.

It is possible to also build huge main battle tanks and conventional wet navy
vessels. Use power drive components for the motive force and designate
whether it is a land based or water based unit. The units can also have
alternate movement systems such as burrowing or submersible operation.

Most units are intended to be mobile and that means employing some form
of drive system such as atomic rockets or a gravitic drive. Optionally, they
may include an FTL drive. Second stage drives require an initial velocity
before they can translate into HD space. While it’s possible to create an FTL
only ship, it wouldn’t go anywhere unless it had an alternate FTL technology.
Examples of that kind of ships can be found in Frank Herbert’s Dune. Ships
with only gravitic drives are called system ships. They are limited to the star
system in which they are constructed unless they are carried or towed to
another star by an FTL capable ship.

What makes a starship? All starship-sized units have some basic
requirements: a bridge and some form of drive or power system for mobility
and action. Ships require crew quarters unless they are automated or
sentient. Basic computer, communications, and detection systems are part
of the bridge component. Components such as assault bays, hangers, or
survey bays may house small utility craft. Actual fighter sized attack craft
are purchased separately. Crew quarters are an important part of the ship’s
design. They provide long term habitability and life support functions for the
whole ship. The Damage Allocation Template brings all these parts together.

8.2 Damage Allocation Template (DAT)

You can find a blank DAT and list of standard codes and icons for
components in the appendix.

The center of the DAT is dominated by a hexagonal grid. This is where you
can place components and record battle damage. The three number scales
(based on a 2d10 dice throw) are used to determine the placement of shots
based on any of the six directions that an attack can come from. In general,
the center of mass for your ship should be near the center of the hex grid.

Along the bottom is a place to write the ship's name and ID. It can also be
used for more generic titles such as 121st Strike Wing when groups are
represented. On the right hand side are several more entries. CP Cost is the
value of the ship in construction points. This is a composite value of a ship's
combat capability and its value to the empire. It is used to calculate fleet
strength and victory points in a scenario. Hull size is the number of hull
spaces used to construct the vessel. It is used as an aid when calculating
acceleration and maneuver ratings. Shields (if present) show the maximum
rating of standard and partial shields. The Ammo section is used to record
ammunition supplies and expenditures. The next four hexes are used to
indicate if the unit is rolling over and its current state. The hexagonal
diagrams beneath that are the firing arc symbols. They show 360 degree,
120 degree, and single hex row firing arcs.

The top line is the class designation. This could be as generic as "Destroyer"
or "Light Cruiser" or as detailed as "T'Fal class with B refit". Acceleration
refers to how fast a unit can change its current velocity. The Maneuver
rating determines how agile the unit is. Attack and Defense are modifiers
used in combat, and they are the sum of crew ratings, battle computers,
ECM systems and any other relevant technology. Crew represents the
quality of the personnel onboard the ship. Professional, well-trained sailors
are called regulars and are assumed to be the norm. Officers represent
skilled captains and specialists that can improve the capabilities of their
vessel. Further down is a column called Notes for recording additional
details such as any troops onboard or cargo carried. When the DAT
represents a flight of gunboats or fighters, specific information for each unit
in the flight is noted here.

On the following page is a sample starship. The design template also
doubles as a damage allocation template during combat.
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If you're designing ships as part of
a campaign, the GM may provide
you with templates that have gray
hexes present. These hexes
represent specific hull sizes and
designs available to a given race.
The default is a blank DAT which
gives you maximum freedom for
placing components. The York
Class Destroyer (DD) has a Hull of
30 and it is built on second gen
technology. As part of the design,
we want the ship to have a 2G
drive, a maneuver rating of three,
and be FTL capable. For a hull of
that size, we refer to the previous
table and see that we need three
second stage drive components, six
gravity drive components, and a
minimum of 18 points of maneuver
thrust. Second generation thrusters
provide three points of thrust each,
so we’ll need six of those. That will
leave us with 21 hull spaces
available. We used three for the
FTL drive and six by the gravity
drives. The six thrusters are
external components and do not
take up hull space even though
they are present on the DAT.
Additionally, we need one control
space and two crew quarters to
meet the minimum requires. That
leaves us with 18 unallocated hull
spaces.
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Beam Weapons
Missile Launchers
Magazine
Barracks
Assault Bay
Cargo Bays
Bridge
Crew Quarters
Maglocks
Second Stage Drives
Gravity Drives
Maneuver Thrusters

x3 = 18 CP
x3 = 12 CP
x1 = 1 CP
x3 = 9 CP
x1 = 1 CP
x1 = 3 CP
x1 = 1 CP
x2 = 2 CP
x2 = 2 CP
x3 = 9 CP
x2 = 12 CP
x2 = 12 CP

The 82 CP that it takes to build a York class DD represents its 'dry weight'.
Because it fires missiles, you also have to purchase ammunition for it. Each
launcher has an internal magazine with a 10 shot capacity, plus there is a
larger magazine with a 100 shot capacity that is shared. The maximum load
out for the York is thus 140 missile salvos (a salvo being one or more
missiles or shells that equate to one attack roll.) The starting missile cost is
.1 CP for missiles with a one point warhead. This works out to 14 CP (140 x
.1 = 14), thus the York costs 96 CP to build and arm. Troops are also
bought separately for each barrack component. One battalion requires one
barracks space. If the battalion is an armor unit, it might require one or
more cargo bays as well.

Ship costs are figured by adding together all of the ship's components.
That’s it. The base cost for a York class is 82 CP. If there are any special
systems such as stealth or streamlining, you will need to add up all those
modifiers and apply them. For example, if the destroyer has stealth systems
(x.10), its cost would 82 CP times (1.0 plus our .10 multiplier) or 90 CP.
Planetary units such as mega tanks and wet navy units are 25% cheaper
than their space capable cousins. An attack submarine (submersible +
stealth + planet bound disadvantage) would have a final multiplier of (1.0 +
.15 + .15 - .25) = 1.05.

6
4
1
3
1
3
1
2
2
3
6
6

The York is a part of the Colonial Marines and as such we want to include
storage space for troopers, equipment, and perhaps supplies for long range
missions. Let’s add three barracks, an assault bay, and three cargo bays to
the equipment list. That brings the total space up to 19 used and 11
remaining. And, we’ll round out the weapons suite with six beams, four
missile launchers, and a shared missile magazine.

Second Generation: Drive and weapon technology has significantly matured.
STL Fighters and carriers are available. Gunboats can be outfitted with crew
quarters and small FTL drives. Gunboat tenders change role to provide long
range support as well.

First Generation: This race/culture has developed FTL technology. While
fighters, carriers, and gunboats are available, almost all fighters and
gunboats are still short ranged/slower than light vessels. Gunboat tenders
can extend the range of patrols to the outer edges of the system.

Zero Generation: Few zero gen cultures deploy fighters or gunboats unless
they have specifically gained that technology during race design (even then,
carriers are almost non-existent.) By definition, zero gen races do not have
Second Stage Drives or other FTL technologies.

A GM may decide that a particular component would require more than one
hull space. Examples of over-sized designs might include orbital habitats,
starships that carry other starships internally, dimensional gates, and artifact
weapon systems.

Most components occupy one hull space on the DAT. For example, a second
gen beam weapon projector that does three points of damage would occupy
one equipment space. While higher tech gear tends to increase in power,
there is generally no increase in component size. For example, a first gen
two point beam and a second gen three point beam would both occupy only
one hull space. The same goes for external components such as maglocks
and maneuvering thrusters. Ship multipliers such as stealth, cloaking, or
streamlining are part of the hull and they do not take up a significant amount
of internal space.

Technology levels are defined by generations. Pre-FTL (zero generation)
cultures tend to have bulky or expensive components while later generations
offer smaller, cheaper, or more powerful equipment. Some components are
limited to a given generation or higher. Determining which technologies are
allowed give the GM the ability to create a certain theme or feel to their
gaming universe. See the R&D rules in Cluster War for more information on
how technologies in the game are discovered, researched, and developed.

8.3 Starship Design
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For example, a Thunderstrike Class Gunboat is a second gen design and it
has eight gunboat sized hull spaces (.8 starship hull spaces.) It has a bridge,
two fighter IV engines (providing 2G of acceleration for gunboat sized units),
two beams, two shield generators, one missile launcher, three XO racks, and
three maneuver thrusters providing six points of thrust. - Cost: 32 CP (dry).
Just like starships, add up all of the components, multiply the result times
1.0 plus additional modifiers, and add munitions.

Once the gunboat hull size has been chosen, a player must fill that hull with
equipment. Unfilled equipment spaces are considered light structure and
can stop a little damage, but this is a moot point since a single starship scale
point of damage will destroy an unshielded gunboat.

The basic control system for gunboats is the bridge. This hull space contains
the majority of the crew. The command deck or bridge also houses limited
crew facilities, navigation and communication systems, airlocks, and basic life
support. Long haul gunboats require a crew quarters component.

Most zero gen races can not build gunboats since they do not have the
capability to scale down starship grade components. First gen races can
build gunboats ranging from .6 to 1.0 hull spaces in size. FTL gunboats are
not the norm, but they can be researched. Second gen races can build
gunboats and FTL drive equipped ones are fairly common. Specialized
versions such as scout GBs start to displace the role of smaller starships.

Gunboat hull spaces are 1/10th the size of a starship hull space. They can
achieve this compression by using expensive and hard to maintain
components. They’re cramped, have a minimal damage control capability,
and are usually short on supplies and spare parts. While most 1/10th scaled
weapons function at starship scales, many units can not be compressed
without a loss of some functionality. Barracks, assault bays, cargo bays,
hangers, survey bays, and all forms of industry operate at 1/10th capacity.
Armor is generally a waste for gunboats and fighters since it would only stop
1/10 of a point of damage.

Gunboat is the generic term for small craft that are smaller than starships
but larger than fighters. Their wet navy analog is the torpedo boat or the
modern day strategic bomber. Depending on the technology level of the
player, they are capable of FTL travel and short range missions. Their
deployment restrictions are covered in detail in the Cluster War rules.
Basically, gunboats need to operate from bases and gunboat tenders.

8.4 Gunboat Design

Bridge
Fighter IV Drives
Beam Weapons
Shield Generators
Missile Launcher
XO Racks
Maneuver Thrusters

x1 = 1 CP
x2 = 4 CP
x3 = 6 CP
x3 = 6 CP
x3 = 3 CP
x3 = 6 CP
x2 = 6 CP
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It is common for gunboats to fly as a formation and for ease of use a single
counter and a single sheet is used to describe the whole flight.

A quick comment on XO racks, some ship designers might be wondering why
they cost so much for such a limited ammo capacity. There are several
reasons for that: They are zero space weapons and thus do not add to a
gunboat’s hanger space requirements. XO racks are also quick and easy to
refit with missiles, sensor pods, weapon pods, or re-arm in combat. XO
Racks also include integrated fire control and power supplies which makes
them harder to disable.

Gunboats have small crews of one or two people per gunboat-sized hull
space. Their basic design is similar to star ships but at 1/10th scale.
Gunboats and fighters typically deploy XO racks.

The Thunderstrike can carry up to 13 missiles, 10 in the launcher and 1 in
each XO rack. As a cost saving measure, the missile launcher only carries
three missiles and the XO racks have one each. These are 3 pt warheads
and cost .3 CP. This brings the war ready cost of the Thunderstrike GB up to
34 CP (32 + (6x .3)).

Some of a gunboat's weaponry can be carried outside the hull on external
ordinance racks (XO racks) under normal circumstances. These racks are
figured into the cost of the gunboat, but are not counted against the
hull/equipment space total. Basic XO racks carry a single salvo of missiles.
Advanced XO racks and pod based weapons can be researched and
developed as part of a campaign. The total number of XO racks that a
gunboat or fighter can carry depends on the unit's size and layout. An XO
rack must touch part of the hull. As an example, a two hex fighter has eight
surrounding hexes that are adjacent to the hull. The maximum number of
external components that such a unit could carry is eight, one for each
adjacent hex.

1
2
2
2
1
3
3

Fighters can move also in formations. If gunboats and fighters are together
in the same formation, fighters must obey the movement restrictions of the
slowest/least agile unit in the formation. Most formations are separated by a
one hex gap and need to be centered on that DAT. If a flight loses two or
more units, it should be re-balanced.

The gunboats are essentially operating as a dispersed warship. There are
advantages to this, besides easier control, the flight can add its shield values
together so they can collectively take more of a beating. The primary
disadvantage to tight formations is that that whole flight is more vulnerable
to damage after the shields have all fallen. Sweep and scatter attacks can
possibly strike multiple gunboats or fighters and destroy them. Ammunition
expended is tracked for each unit using the Notes column on the flight DAT.

One variant of the fighter is the smart mine. It is built like a fighter, but it
usually has no engine and uses an AI as its control space. The minimal
smart mine design is an AI component with one to six XO racks. Many smart
mines employ missile launchers (up to ten salvoes) or a beam weapon.

Fighter technology is not a starting technology for zero gen races and is
uncommon for first gen races. Second gen fighters do not start with any
partial shield technology.

Where gunboats are considered small starships for most practical purposes,
fighters are small, fragile, limited endurance craft specially designed for
short-ranged hops and close-in fighting. Fighters usually have from two to
five 1/10th scale hull spaces. No matter how many hull spaces a fighter has,
a single point of damage destroys or cripples it. Like gunboats, 1/10th scale
objects have limitations on which components can be compressed and still
function as a starship grade item.

All fighters require a pilot of some kind. The cockpit space can be configured
to hold a few additional crewmen or passengers. The minimal design of a
fighter is a cockpit component, a fighter drive, and a maneuver thruster
package. Civilian models will frequently hold a pilot, a co-pilot, and up to
eight passengers for use as fast interplanetary shuttles. XO racks allow
simple designs to have some teeth.

Fighters require a cockpit instead of a bridge. The lack of crew quarters
severely limits the endurance of a unit: most fighters can only last a few
days while a heavy fighter might survive up to a week without touching base
for rest and re-supply. Fighters are constructed in a similar manner to
gunboats. Fighters are usually constructed at specialized facilities called
factories. Shield generators are not a baseline fighter technology.

8.5 Fighter Design
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The total cost of the facility is 241 CP. To totally fill it with cheap missiles for
the missile launchers and fighters would cost an extra 56 CP for 560 missiles
(six launchers and five magazines.)

Our example underground base is of the Defiance class. These bases are
usually built adjacent to a civilian operation such as a mining colony, a scout
base, or a star port. They are built without crew quarters but have barracks
to house security forces.

While designing orbital bases, an overhead view is generally assumed.
Bases built on the surface of a planet or large moon are abstracted to a side
view, which better reflects their use in orbital combat. This forms a blind
spot created by the bulk of the planet surface. Even missiles have a limited
firing arc since the planet prevents their launch and movement.

Below ground bases share the benefits of other ground bases plus they can
gain substantial benefits in the form of rock as armor. The quality of the
armor varies from site to site. Swampy soil is a poor defense compared to
solid granite.

Floating bases are similar to ground bases, but they require power drive
components in order to stay in position on the ocean’s surface. They may
gain some defensive bonus from they atmosphere, but they rarely gain the
ground clutter bonus. In theory, you can build floating bases in the air.
There are some advantages in doing that for mining stations that need to
operate above gas giants or for military bases that could benefit from the
mobility. In order to avoid falling, they require the more powerful (and
expensive) gravity drive components.

When determining the power requirements for an underground base, only
count the hull spaces that have equipment. Rock does not require electrical
power in order to function. However, when determining mobility
requirements (such as gravity drives, power drives, and maneuver thrusters)
you need to count any rock/armor since the drives must work against the
mass of the armor.

Building a base requires construction points and manpower. So, most bases
are limited to colony worlds or star systems where there is a populated
world. Anywhere else and they need to be towed there or reassembled on
site. A base or ship can house troops using barracks components, but it can
not raise or train them.

Asteroids and bedrock may be a natural resource that seems easy to exploit,
but by the time you’re done surveying, towing, tunneling and reinforcing the
rock, you’ve nearly spent as many CPs as if you would have bolted on some
armor plating. To reflect this expense, rock has two costs: free or the same
price as armor. If the rock blocks your line of sight and you can not fire
through it (such as the rock under a ground base), it is free. If the rock acts
like armor and you can shoot through it like armor, you have to pay for it like
armor. Basic rock armor stops two points of damage and costs 1 CP per hull
space. First and second gen races can reinforce the rock to absorb three
and four points respectively. The cost to do so is 1.5 or 2 CPs, the same as
armor. Of course, more advanced forms of rock/armor are possible once
they are researched.

Bases may also be constructed using asteroids that are moved into position
by tugs. Bases that are constructed using asteroids may be any size that fits
on the DAT. Objects above this size are treated as planetoids or moons and
broken up into multiple installations (even if the moon is artificial in nature.)

Above ground bases are the cheapest to build since their requirements are
the lowest. They can use power systems to generate internal power or if
they are a civilian facility like a factory, they can even draw power from the
local power grid. If there are cities near by, ground bases can ignore basic
requirements such as the number of crew quarters required to man the base
or facility. These bases gain a defensive bonus for ground clutter, a thick
atmosphere, or being submerged.

Orbital bases are essentially starships that don’t go anywhere except in a
predictable orbit around a planet. This makes them economical to build and
gives them a wider firing arc than planetary bases. The down side is that
they gain none of the defense advantages either. If the orbital base is built
in deep space or at a Lagrange point (such as L4 or L5), they only requires
power system components to function. If they reside in low orbit, they
require power drive components in order to maintain orbit.

Bases come in several categories; orbital, above ground, below ground,
floating, and asteroid.

Bases are constructed at the same scale as starships, but they do not require
shipyard bays. They are considered standalone installations and, once built,
may not be moved unless dismantled, transported, and then reassembled.
Bases require control spaces just like a starship. For a ground base, this is
called a command post (CP) and it is interchangeable with a ship’s bridge
(BR) for control purposes. The flag bridge (FB) and headquarters (HQ)
components perform in a similar manner to each other. At the campaign
level, there are some differences. The bridge component has navigation
functions and the command post has additional communication channels for
controlling ground units.

8.6 Base Design
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Qty Equipment
Cost Total
Weapons
3
64
12 Shield Generators
3
36
6
Missile Launchers
3
18
5
Magazines
1
5
2
Point Defense Batteries 3
6
6
Barracks
3
18
1
Command Post
1
1
1
Headquarters
3
3
8
Cargo Bays
1
8
9
Hangers
3
27
1
Long Range Sensor
3
3
1
Medical Center
3
3
1
Science Station
3
3
1
LR Communications
10
10
33 Rock armor (2 pts each) 1
33
8
Power Systems
.5
4
(power requirements are for a hull of 80)
---241 CP

18

Beam

The damage allocation template represents a unit's design and how it takes
damage. The rock below the base does not count as armor for cost
purposes. The following DAT represents how the weapons are protected by
the top layer or rock/armor. While it may appear to be a large bull's eye, it
would take repeated pounding to dig down to the command post and
headquarters.

The price does not include fighters (up to 90 hull total) or ground troops (up
to 6 battalions with cargo capacity for eight regular or four heavy armor
battalions.) Costs for digging and tunneling are factored into the cost of the
rock armor.
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Beam Weapons
Shield Generators
Missile Launchers
Magazines
Point Def Battery
Command Post
Long Range Sensor
Crew Quarters
Hangers
Ablative armor (1 pt)
Power Generators

8
11
3
1
2
1
1
4
3
2
4

3
3
3
1
3
1
3
1
3
.5
.75

24
33
9
1
6
1
3
5
9
1
3
--95 CP

Cost Total

The three hangers and missile launchers share a
central magazine (with 130 missile salvos.)

Equipment

Qty

The base is designed for harsh environments.
So, crew quarters are required for the
personnel. There are three hangers capable of
housing 15 .2 hull sized fighters. A .2 fighter is
a cockpit strapped to an engine. Such fighters
usually have missile only attacks from XO racks.
Normal combat doctrine for these fighters is to
launch missiles and run back to the hangers for
reloads. The price does not include gunboats,
marines, or ammunition.

The second base design example is a small
outpost built on the surface of a moon or
planetoid. The post is essentially an above
ground facility. Since all the components are
built on top of the rocky core, the player can
not shoot through the foundations. If this was
an orbital base, the mass of the rock would
need to be to be taken into account in order to
determine the engine requirements.
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Due to the limitations of a hex
map, it is possible for a ground
base to be pointed at the corner of
a hex rather than the side. This
has the effect of shifting the angle
of attack and firing arcs. In the
following example, the orbital
weapon arcs for the ground bases
would use the red arcs in order to
determine if they can attack a unit
in space. Similarly, space based
attacks against the base coming
from within the red arc would be
counted as coming in from the top
(direction one). Here we can see
that base 1 can attack ship A.
Bases 2 and 3 can attack ships B to
E. Even though the surface hexes
could block LOS, they do not
reduce the firing arc for base 3.
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The following types of ground forces are available to most races. The details
may vary from race to race, but their AR and DR ratings abstract that in
order to simplify game play:

Mechanized, armored, aerospace, and PA battalions also need factories
dedicated to them in order to build the equipment that they need. In one
month, a single factory can create enough gear to build one light or medium
armored battalion, one mechanized infantry battalion, one light PA battalion,
one space marine battalion, or one light aerospace fighter squadron. It
requires two months of production (or two factories one month) to make the
gear needed for one heavy PA battalion, one heavy armored battalion, or
one heavy aerospace squadron. Factories have a flat cost of 40 CP. They
need to be located near the training base, and they take one month to retool
when switching assembly lines from one type of defense force to another.

Defense forces require time to recruit and train just as starships and bases
require time to construct. For game purposes, this default training time is
only one month. Like starship crews, the personnel are drawn from a pool of
recruits and the last month represents intense job specific training.

Defense forces are not built so much as they are recruited and trained at
special military facilities. The facilities for building ground, naval, and air
forces are called training bases. A training base can house a number of
battalions, based on their size. Training bases cost 125 CP and are 24 hull
spaces in size. This size rating is comparable to barracks spaces on a
starship or base, but it’s a little more flexible in its usage. So, one training
base could train and house up to 24 battalions of infantry, 12 armored
battalions, or 8 heavy battalions. Training bases are dispersed facilities
consisting of many smaller buildings. They are generally constructed on a
planetary surface (although space marines and powered armor can function
in hostile environments such as the Moon.)

Ground combat is a bit of a problem for the invading forces. From orbit, you
can only destroy units. It is close to impossible to capture a city or colony
with a directed energy weapon. Ground combat moves at a slower, if no
less deadly, pace. Within the scope of Tactical Command, the primary
concern is with attacking ground targets or establishing a landing zone. For
the duration of most TCOM battles, planetary ground forces are stationary.

8.7 Defense Forces
0
1
2
2
3
3
5
1
1
1
1

Crew Members
2
3
4
4
6
7
2
1
1
1

24
(1)
(1)
1
1
1
1+1
1+1
1+1
1+2
1+1
1+2
1+1
1+1
1+2
1
1
1
1
1
1+1
1+1
1+2

Training Base
Civilians
Crew Members
Militia
Infantry
Marines
Mechanized Inf.
Light Tank
Medium Tank
Heavy Tank
Missile Tank
Hvy Missile Tank
Light Artillery
Medium Artillery
Heavy Artillery
Space Marines
Lt Power Armor
Lt PA Marines
Hvy Power Armor
Hvy PA Marines
Drop/Grav Tank
Lt Aero Fighter
Hvy Aero Fighter

125
0
0
6
10
12
18
24
30
42
38
46
10
16
26
18*
18
20*
24
26*
33*
8
18

CP

a non-combat facility
uses 1d6 for combat
free with vessel
3
5
6
9, cargo
12, cargo
15, cargo
22, cargo
19, cargo
22, orbital fire, cargo
5, cargo
8, cargo
12, orbital fire, cargo
8, no cargo needed
9, 1st gen or higher
9, 1st gen or higher
12, 2nd gen or higher
12, 2nd gen or higher
15, 2nd gen+, cargo
4, cargo
8, orbital fire, cargo

Stats
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The Stats column reflects the capabilities of the unit and the points that can be assigned to their
attack and defense ratings. For example, an infantry battalion can be built as rifle infantry with
an AR 3 and a DR of 2. But, it could easily be 4/1 or 2/3 depending on if the race favors
offense or defense. Generally, artillery and aerospace fighters favor a high attack and low
defense rating while infantry and armor focus more on survivability. Note that some armored
units have a much lower rating in boarding party combat. This is because the vehicle crews can
not use their equipment to its fullest capability during boarding party or hand to hand combat.

* Drop capable units (x.1 factored in)

Size

Defense Forces

0
no offensive capability Militia
no offensive capability Infantry
can use Assault Bay Marine Infantry
can use Assault Bay Space Marines
uses EVA or Assault Bay Light PA
uses EVA or Assault Bay Heavy PA
uses EVA or Assault Bay Mech. Infantry
no offensive capability Tank Crew
no offensive capability Missile Crew
no offensive capability Artillery Crew
no offensive capability

AR DR Notes

Onboard Units

Outside of boarding combat, defense forces may influence starship combat
only when the ship enters orbit. Defense forces capable of orbital attack can
fire at orbiting spacecraft that are not blocked by the planet surface.

8.8 Other Types of Construction

All ground and space forces are battalion-sized units of 250-300 men and
possibly 20-40 vehicles each. Units may be combined to form larger units
such as regiments, brigades, and divisions, etc. Power armor and vehicle
crews only make up a fraction of the manpower in a mechanized unit.
Additional personnel fill the role of crew chiefs, administrators, armament
specialists, and other support personnel. These support troops are not
factored into combat, but are mentioned for completeness with regards to
housing and transporting of mechanized forces.

While these rules assume you're using conventional technology to build
units, nearly all of the equipment is available using alternate technologies
such as bio tech, crystal tech, or advanced psionic constructs. If your race
starts with one of these alternate tech bases, the GM is responsible for
providing a list of available components, multipliers, and costs.

When these oversized units need to be transported to another planet, they
require disassembly (one month), transportation, and re-assembly (one
month) at an appropriate heavy industrial complex or wet navy shipyard. If
there are significant differences in environment between the two worlds, the
GM can also require that the player refit the engines in order for them to
operate

A 20th century nuclear attack submarine is a 1/10th scale unit that varies
from 10 to 18 hexes in size. Using two advanced missile racks (holding 10
salvos each), it is easy to model their ballistic launch capability. These
oversized 'gunboats' are still crippled or destroyed by a single point of
damage. Based on their traditional displacement in tons, cruisers and
aircraft carriers vary from five to eight starship hull spaces in size.

Starship grade wet navy forces must be built in a wet navy shipyard. They
cost 5 CP per point of ship hull capacity. Gunboat or fighter scaled wet navy
units can be built in any coastal factory dedicated to the task. Starship
grade battle tanks or CSUs require a similar facility called a heavy industrial
complex. Small craft scaled battle tanks require a factory on the surface
dedicated to the production of these super tanks.

Possibly fighting along side a planet’s defense forces are small craft and
starship grade units such as super main battle tanks, continental siege units,
and various naval units ranging from destroyers on up to aircraft carriers. All
these units can benefit from the planet bound price break, but their utility
during an interstellar war is limited unless the GM’s campaign revolves
around ground combat.

Spacecraft can return fire and attempt to land drop capable troops. Nondrop capable units require the spacecraft to land and unload troops.
Unloading troops from a spacecraft grounds the vessel for thirty minutes or
six combat rounds. During this time, it is placed on the planet map and can
only fire at hostile orbital targets or enemy units within the same or adjacent
surface hex. Of course, defense forces can return fire.

This list is far from complete and players may suggest their own specialized
types of units if they cannot find one that suits them. One possibility is to
replace one or more points of AR with a one shot missile launcher. The
player has to pay for the missile ammo separately, but if the player has
advanced missile capability, they can get a larger first round attack bonus to
their die roll.
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point defense
dispersed shotgun
fighter scale weapons
most starship weapons
missile lock-on for fighters
16 hexes minesweepers and spinal
beams, normal missiles
anywhere jump mines

0 hexes
1 hex
4 hexes
8 hexes

Most attacks at range 0 have a +20% bonus to hit.

Global:

Long:

Point Black:
Close:
Short:
Standard:

Weapon Ranges:

1. Reinforcement phase
2. Movement phase
3. Combat Phase
1. Units select targets & allocate weapons.
Boarding party attacks are included.
2. Resolve any point defense attempts.
3. Remaining weapons fire is resolved.
4. Damage is applied, shields then DATs.
5. Resolve any boarding party attacks.
6. Damage is recorded.
4. Resolution Phase

Turn Sequence:

Rule of predictability (fixed objects go first.)
Rule of advantage (tailing
range is 8 hexes.)
Rule of tie breaking (1d10+mods, highest wins.)

Initiative:

1. Select a scenario.
2. Deploy units.
3. Play out the battle using the rules for movement and combat.
4. Determine if there is a winner. Otherwise, repeat steps 2-4 until the
battle is over.

Game Overview:

One hex = 450 kilometers

One combat round = 5 minutes

Game scale:

Appendix A: Charts and Tables

Update vector marker position.
Move the ship to current marker position.
Move the marker to next future position.
Repeat every round.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Pivot
Fire / Opportunity Fire
Burn and Move
Fire / Opportunity Fire during the move
Final Pivot
Final Fire / Opportunity Fire.

Advanced Combat Sequence:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Movement is a simple sequence of events:

Vector Movement:

Scatter Diagram, across the hex grain (roll 2d10):

Scatter Diagram, with the hex grain (roll 2d10):
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Damage
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Left
0
0
1
1
1
2
2
2
3
3
3
4

Center Right
1
0
2
0
1
1
2
1
3
1
2
2
3
2
4
2
3
3
4
3
5
3
4
4

There are four major weapon profiles: sweep,
drill, scatter, and explode. The normal
distribution for damage points for an explosion
is three hexes wide.

Resolving Damage:

1. Determine the base accuracy. The base accuracy is 50%.
Hard War (optional) has a base accuracy of 99%.
2. Modify the base accuracy by modifiers such
as ECM, battle computers, terrain, etc.
3. Roll percentile dice (1d100). A roll of 1% is
always a hit, a roll of 100% is always a miss.
4. Determine the angle of incoming attacks and
apply defenses such as shields and PDBs.
5. Any damage that gets through the defenses
is applied to the DAT.

Combat Resolution:

Armored Missile

Coolant Leak, a random component (but nothing solid) is filled with
toxic gas and the component is taken off-line.
Fire: Level 1, one random component takes two hits.
Fire: Level 2, one random component takes 2 hits plus an adjacent
component takes a single point of damage.
Fire: Level 3, one random component takes 2 hits plus two
adjacent components take a single point of damage each.

One random component space takes two points of damage.
Random crew quarters or barracks space takes two hits of
damage.
Explosion amidships, one random component is destroyed plus
one adjacent component takes a point of damage.
Explosive chain reaction, one random component is destroyed plus
four random adjacent components (if present) take one point of
damage each.

76 -100

51 – 75

1 – 25
26 – 50

Random power system or drive component takes two hits.
Hull Breach, random external component (on the outside the edge)
takes two hits.
Superstructure hit, one random internal component takes two hits
of damage.
Structural Collapse, one random component takes two hits plus
three adjacent components (if present) take one point of damage
each.

Gravitic and Vibration effects:

81 -100

41 – 80

1 – 20
21 – 40

Meson, Tachyon, and Phantom Weapons:

76 -100

26 – 50
51 – 75

1 – 25
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Drive systems fail next round, no turning, acceleration, or
controlled deceleration.
Power systems fail next round, no energy weapons fire
Shield generators go offline, shield rating of zero next round. Any
undamaged shield generators will reactivate the round after next.
Main computer is offline for next round.
This is the same as no drives and no weapon power, but a unit
with an aux bridge (CIC, HQ, flag bridge, etc. will continue to
function normally.) A second
DIS hit on the same round that rolls this result would take out both
sets of controls.

Thermal Weapons:

76 -100

26 – 50
51 – 75

1 – 25

Disabling Charges:

Anti-ship missile
Boarding Party EVA
Standard Missile
Unshielded Gunboat
Unshielded Fighter
Assault Shuttle
Ramship
40% (1-4)
Smart Missile

Target

Intercept% (1d10)
60% (1-6)
60% (1-6)
50% (1-5)
40% (1-4)
40% (1-4)
40% (1-4)
40% (1-4)
30% (1-3)

Special Weapon Effects:

Point Defense Intercept Table:

Same as above, but there is 10% chanceper round that a large
chunk of debris falls in and releases an energy burst that temporarily
blinds all weapons facing the black hole next round.
A steady in fall of material results is a deadly radiation zone that will
kill or incapacitate any fighter or gunboat crew that is not inside of a
ship. Subtract 20 from base accuracy. Datalinks automatically fail.

51-70

71-90

Smack! Paint scraper, but no other effect on hull.

Small rock (1 point attack), roll on the DAT.
This can be intercepted by point defense.

Large rock (3 pt drill attack), roll on the DAT.
This can be intercepted by point defense.

Huge rock (5pt explosion), roll on the DAT.
This rock is too large for point defense to destroy.
Direct fire weapons can be used.

Giant rock (11 pt explosion), roll on the DAT.
This rock is too large for point defense to destroy.
Direct fire weapons can be used.

Ship killer (30 pt explosion), centerline hit.
This rock is too large for point defense to destroy.
Direct fire weapons can be used.

01-15

16-55

56-85

86-95

96-99

100+

Asteroid Intercept Table:

Level 4 radiation blinds ships sensors, and kills or incapacitates any crew
member not in a shielded or armored hull. Datalinks automatically fail.

Level 3 radiation will kill or incapacitate any small craft crew that is not inside
of a ship or base. Subtract 40 from the base accuracy. Datalinks
automatically fail.

Level 2 radiation will kill or incapacitate any small craft crew that is not inside
of a ship or base. Subtract 20 from the base accuracy. Datalinks
automatically fail.

Level 1 radiation subtracts 10 from accuracy. Datalinks automatically fail.

Radiation Zones:

91-100 Same as above, but there is 20% chance per round that a large
chunk of debris falls in and releases an energy burst that temporarily
blinds all weapons facing the black hole next round.

Small bits of debris rain in from space and the area around the black
hole is charged with small bursts of energy. Subtract 10 from base
accuracy. Datalinks automatically fail.

16-50

Deployment
no external BP attacks
no external BP attacks
Assault Bay
Assault Bay
EVA or Assault Bay
EVA or Assault Bay
EVA or Assault Bay
no external BP attacks
no external BP attacks
no external BP attacks
no external BP attacks

The area around the black hole is relatively safe as long as the hyper
mass is avoided.

DR
0
1
2
2
3
3
5
1
1
1
1

01-15

AR
0
2
3
4
4
6
7
2
1
1
1

Troop Type
Crew Members
Militia
Infantry
Marine Infantry
Space Marines
Light PA
Heavy PA
Mech. Infantry
Tank Crew
Missile Crew
Artillery Crew
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Hyper Mass Hazard Table:

Boarding Parties:

ECM/jammers disrupt the ability of the enemy to lock on or scan your ship. Each jammer reduces the enemy's chance of hitting by 10%. The down side is that
ECM/jammers broadcast your general location to the enemy and prevent any chance of ambushing or surprising the enemy. It can be bought multiple times.

DAT is short for damage allocation template, the hexagon grid that sits right in the middle of the record sheet. The DAT is the core of the system. You use it to
design units, create formations, and determine the point of impact / weapon spread, and record damage.

Crash built units can be constructed faster than conventional units. The player has to either spend double the CPs for half the time or pay full price and sacrifice
quality construction. Each month, a low quality crash built unit has a 10% chance of a random failure. Beam weapons overheat, launchers jam, shields buckle,
and engines can burn out. Failed systems are off line until repaired at a shipyard.

CP or construction points are the coin of the realm. They represent work, wealth, and resources in an abstract manner. They are also used to represent the
general value of combat units.

Combat teams are parts of a battalion organized in strike units suitable for boarding party combat. In order to avoid confusion, traditional terms such as squad,
platoon, and company have been avoided. A combat team can range in size from several dozen light skirmishers to only a handful of very tough cybernetic
soldiers or powered armor suits.

Cloaking renders the unit electronically or mentally invisible depending on the race that uses it. Actual usage of cloaks is covered under the combat and
movement sections of the rules. Strategic use of cloaking technology can significantly alter the starting conditions of a battle.

Breeders are the biological equivalent to assemblers in that they allow the creation of more space monsters by consuming resources. Breeders do not spawn
whole units like assemblers. Instead, they create weaker ‘youths’ that need to feed and eventually grow into adult space monsters. These growth vats or wombs
spawn small craft sized units whose primary function is to feed on planets, asteroids, bases, or passing ships. Typically, a youth will have at least one hand to
hand teeth component and a biological cargo bay. When the cargo bay is full, the youth metabolizes the CPs and growths a new component space.

Battle computers add 10% to the accuracy of all weapon systems. It can be bought multiple times and affects all shipboard weapon systems with the
exception of boarding parties and point defense. All units have some fire control capability. Battle computers represent exceptional systems.

Battalions represent a fighting force capable of projecting enough fire power that can harm starship grade components either in bulk or via specialized strike
teams. Tentatively, this is several hundred men equipped with modern small arms and hand held explosives. Not every member of a battalion is a fighter. Some
warriors carry heavier weapons but require more maintenance and support. Generally, if the warriors are larger and more powerful than humans, they will have
less numbers, but about the same level of firepower.

Barracks are more expensive than crew quarters because they are treated as a weapon system. They have a higher equipment cost due to additional military
functions such as an armory, training facilities, and specialized airlocks for rapid loading and unloading. A barracks component is roughly equivalent to a missile
launcher. It can ‘launch’ one combat team per round and can hold one battalion (10 combat teams per battalion.)

Assemblers are any class of mobile unit that can mine resources and convert them into other units. Player built assembling units tend to rather bulky since they
need cargo bays, hangers, mining stations and light industry components. Certain non-player units such as von Neumann devices have custom built replication
components that combine resource collection and construction into a since component. Assembling is a macro-level technology. Using nanotechnology to
perform hostile replication and hijacking of enemy systems requires the racial ability metavore combined with mechanical life.

Assault shuttles are battlefield taxis used by boarding parties to attack enemy vessels. Their purpose is to deploy marines and power armor and then return
(with or without the marines.) They also provide some protection against point defense batteries.

All aspect weapons are a blanket term for weapon systems with a global 360 firing arc. Self-directed weapons such as missiles and anti-ship torpedoes fall into
this category. It also includes short range systems such as boarding parties, assault shuttles, tractor beams, and point defense batteries.

Appendix B: Glossary
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Wild units (i.e. living creatures and rogue AIs) can not be ordered around like star ships and tend to attack the closest thing that is alien to them. Some races
have learned to herd space creatures and can push them into a battle even if they can not directly control them.

Von Neumann devices are self replicating technological constructs. Named after John von Neumann, von Neumann devices are units that have taken this idea
to the extreme. Fred Saberhagen’s Berserker series is also an inspiration for these machines. While not always hostile to organic life, most VNDs reach the logical
conclusion that the universe would be better off if mechanical life was the dominant species in the galaxy.

Streamlining is a combination of technologies (air foils, wings, lifting bodies, heat shields, and other re-entry packages) that allows space craft to enter and exit
a planetary atmosphere without burning to a crisp. Currently, up to three levels of streamlining can be purchased. This reflects supersonic, hyper sonic, and
scram jet levels of thermal protection and aerodynamics. If shield technology exists in your setting, additional levels of streamlining can be purchased.

Stealth technology decreases the effective detection radius of enemy sensors. Stealth primarily benefits strategic movement and has no effects on combat.
However, if used properly, it can have a major impact on establishing the conditions of a scenario (levels of surprise, enemy unit deployments, availability of
reserves and reinforcements, etc.)

Shield technology reflects a number of science fiction defensive systems that provide a barrier to incoming attacks. Most hard sci-fi settings do not have shield
technology or only make it available later within the campaign after they have been discovered or researched. Shields do not appear on the DAT, only the
generators for them. Due to their large radius, they’re automatically hit before damage enters the damage template. Shields usually do not impede outgoing
attacks. Hitting the ‘back’ of a partial shield does not degrade it.

Ramships are one way transports designed to breach an enemy's hull and deploy boarding parties for attack. The marines and power armor sent over are
expected to take and hold territory or work their way to the bridge and capture the enemy unit.

Mecha is a generic term that is most commonly associated with giant robots and the like. Mecha can be built at fighter, gunboat, or starship scales. The best
way to simulate mecha features such as hand held weapons is to give them an appropriate number of XO racks. The player or GM can design a number of rifles,
rocket launchers, shields, and other devices as pods that the XO rack/hand can use in combat.

Magazines are specialized storage facilities for missiles, shells, mini-mines, and other types of ammunition. A single magazine can feed multiple weapons
systems. They are also capable of holding a variety of ammunition types and supplying them on demand. For example, a gauss cannon might have an external
magazine with explosive, armor piercing, and incendiary round. The magazine system is sophisticated enough that it can deliver any of the above shells as
needed. It can even handle variable configurations such as a half magazine of missiles and a half magazine of shells that could service multiple adjacent weapons
systems or hanger bays.

Horrible threats are powerful elements in the GM's arsenal of tools. They are frequently used if the GM wants to include a story line or a little mystery within a
given campaign. Usually, an HT is an advanced alien race bent on destruction. If HTs are used, they tend to be so powerful and so evil that players will have to
band together to fight them.

GM is the standard abbreviation for Game Master. The Game Master is an impartial judge or referee. They are the driving force behind a campaign game and
handle the details of running the 'universe' that the players are part of. It can be a big job since they have to juggle the details of mapping, exploration, nonplayer races, diplomatic messages, and plot devices such as horrible threats.

Gauss Cannons are electromagnetic cannons that fire shells at high velocity. Gauss Cannon shells contain several squibs, self-contained explosive charges,
which are used to steer the shells. Right before impact, most shells split into several fragments in order to increase the chance of a hit and perhaps damage
several components. Shells that are not designed to explode are called slugs. If a slug hits, it uses the drill profile.
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Naval movement can vary considerably in time and distance scales due to
the mediums involved. But, the game mechanics of combat rounds and hex
movement are very similar.
In naval movement, a unit can have several ratings; their current speed,
their ability to accelerate, their ability to decelerate, a turning class, and
possibly a top speed. Unlike ground movement which is similar to a board
game, naval units manipulate their unit’s position by increasing and
decreasing their current speed as they maneuver around the map.

The Tactical Command system is designed to be tweaked for the enjoyment
of the players and so that they can set up the kinds of battles that they want
to play. The most common mod is to use an alternate movement system.

Ground Movement

At any time during movement, each unit needs to determine which hex side
they are facing since this can impact which weapons come to bear and how
damage is applied. Units such as ground troops are omni-directional.

Any unit that is still mobile can move at least one hex per round regardless
of the terrain cost as long as it is not impassible. If a sluggish ground unit
was standing in a hex next to a jungle hex, they could (as their only move
action) enter the jungle hex even if their normal move was a two.

As a unit moves and expends movement points, it might be limited as to
what terrain it can enter. For example, a company of troops with a
movement rating of three wants to cross two hexes of open fields and enter
a hex filled with light woods. The unit has enough movement to cover the
open terrain, but has to wait until next turn in order to have enough
movement to enter the woods. A ground unit’s movement rating does not
accumulate from turn to turn but it does regenerate every turn.

Inaccessible or impassible terrain can not (or at least should not) be
crossed. Radioactive craters, lava fields, deep rivers and lakes all present
hazards that most ground units can not deal with in combat.

Hostile terrain requires serious effort to cross. It costs three movement
points to enter a hostile terrain hex. Examples of hostile terrain include
loops of barbed wire, heavy woods, dense jungle, rocky slopes, or swamp.

can turn in same hex
move 1 hex forward before turning
move 2 hexes forward before turning
move 3 hexes forward before turning
can not turn
can turn in same hex
move 1 hex forward before turning
move 2 hexes forward before turning
can not turn
Speed 0 – 10
Speed 11 – 20
Speed 21 – 29
Speed 30+

can turn in same hex
move 1 hex forward before turning
move 2 hexes forward before turning
can not turn

Class A: Fighters, cruise missiles, and PT boats.

Speed 0 – 8
Speed 9 – 16
Speed 17 – 24
Speed 25+

Class B: Corvettes, escorts, bombers, and gunboats.

Speed 0 – 6
Speed 7 – 12
Speed 13 – 18
Speed 19 – 24
Speed 25+

Class C: Most capital ships, cruisers, and battleships.

can turn in same hex
move 1 hex forward before turning
move 2 hexes forward before turning
move 3 hexes forward before turning
can not turn

Class D: Barges, container ships, super tankers, carriers.

Rough terrain costs two movement points to enter. Rubbled buildings,
broken ground and cratered fields, light woods and brush are considered
rough terrain.
0–4
5–8
9 – 12
13 – 16
17+

As a ship moves faster in combat, it takes more space and time for it to
make a hex facing turn. A slower ship can turn tighter then a fast moving
one. The minimum movement needed to make a facing turn is:

Clear terrain costs one movement point to enter. Examples include roads,
cities, open fields, etc.

Speed
Speed
Speed
Speed
Speed

The base cost to travel one hex is one point of movement based on the
vehicle’s current speed. Each 60 degree change in hex facing also costs one
point. The faster you move forward, the more difficult it is to alter your
course. Within these guidelines fighters and gunboats tend to be more agile
than starships and can turn at higher speeds.

A ground unit’s movement rating reflects the maximum number of hexes of
clear terrain that they can cover in one round during combat. Terrain
generally comes in one of four ratings; clear, rough, hostile, or inaccessible.

The easiest of the movement systems is ground movement. Each hex
usually represents a small scale such as 100 meters although large time and
distance scales can be specified by scenario or campaign source book.

Naval Movement

Alternate Movement Systems

Appendix C: Modifying the Rules
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8-9
10
11-12
6-7
8
9-10
6
5
4

Low Tech Fighter
Standard Fighter
High Tech Fighter
Low Tech Gunboat
Standard Gunboat
High Tech Gunboat
Fast Escorts
Standard Cruisers
Tugs, Battleships

A ship moving at a speed 7 decides to accelerate up to speed 12. Following
the blue path 'A', it moves forward 3 hexes (movement cost = 3), turns one
hex-face (movement cost = 1 for 4 total), moves forward 3 more hexes
(movement cost = 3 for 7 total), makes another 1 hex-face turn (movement
cost = 1 for 8 total), and finishes its move by moving forward 4 more hexes
(movement cost = 1 each for 12 total movement points expended.) Looking
at the green path 'B', the ship was able to move one hex more because it
performed only one turn. The red path 'C' is an example of an illegal move.
The ship has counted out the right number of movement points. But at

Example of Naval Movement

While the above reference is to ships, it applies to other units as well as
small groups of units operating as a single unit. So, a small task force, a
flotilla of gunboats, or a flight of fighters would move as a single ship while
obeying the movement restrictions of the biggest/slowest unit. (A mixed
flight of gunboats and fighters would be limited to the acceleration and
deceleration ratings of the slowest unit.)

Tactical Command makes no distinction between moving and turning and/or
turning and moving as long as the required movement restrictions have been
applied for high speed turning.

Ships can change their base acceleration/ deceleration ratings by taking a
mobility advantage or disadvantage during the ship design process.

Acc/Dec

Unit Type

How fast a unit can accelerate or decelerate and thus change their current
speed is determined at design time. The greater the range, the more flexible
the unit is tactically. Generally, smaller ships can change their speeds
quicker than heavier ships. Here are some example ratings:

All ships must move the full amount of their current movement for the
round. While this is not a serious limitation to a fully functional ship, ships
that have suffered internal damage stand a chance of moving uncontrolled
into mine fields and other hazards.

Micro Jump Drives: Normally, jump drives make massive leaps from
one star system to the next. Some races use jump drives for in-system
use. Micro jumpers usually fall into one of two categories, skippers and
leapers. Skippers make small jumps up to 10 hexes every round.
Leapers can make larger jumps, up to 30 hexes. But, they must spend
one round charging their drives before they can leap. When a ship
performs a micro jump, they can choose whatever facing they want
when they reappear. While this can make them fairly agile in combat,
they have a low top speed and are not very effective in searching for
hidden units.

Shuttle Warp: Shuttle warp drives are the hot rods of Tactical Command.
All shuttle drives have huge acceleration/deceleration ratings, 15 for ships,
20 for gunboats, and 25 for fighters. But, they have no reverse or turning
capabilities. Their movement technique is to optionally pivot using up to 2
movement points, run forward X number of hexes, and optionally pivot using
up to 2 movement points at the end of the run. If the ship sits in place, it
can use its two pivots to effectively turn around. While a ship with a
‘cockroach drive’ can be hard to pin down, they tend to be vulnerable to
mine fields.

Here are a few alternate drive types and configurations for Tactical
Command.

Space Movement

speed 12, it must move one hex forward before it can change its hex facing.
The yellow path ‘D’ is an example of a wider turn.
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Torch Drives: Depending on the desired setting, it’s possible that the GM
will want to keep vector movement and add more detail such as fuel tanks.
This is an area that can lead to some complexity since fuel expenditure is
directly related to a ship’s mass. And, every kilogram of fuel burned actually
changes the ship’s performance.

When not used for whipping beam riders around, the mother ship can use
the beam rider system to tow the beam riders from one system to the next.
Each BRS module can tow up to its MP rating in beam riders (half that for
gunboat sized riders.) The base cost for a BRS component is 3 CPs.

Beam Riders: Riders are small craft that are pushed and pulled around by a
larger ship or base via an advanced tractor beam system. The riders are
cheap since they have no drives (just minimal power systems.) Each beam
rider system has a pool of movement points it can spend on moving units
within its range. Generally, the BRS has 20 MPs and a range of ten. The
BRS can move five beam riders up to four hexes each, or any combination
that totals twenty hexes. Gunboat sized units are possible, but they would
cost two movement points to move one hex.

Fortunately, vector movement is additive. This means a ship can thrust in
many directions and all you have to do is apply all the accelerations together
to get a correct vector change. For example, the USS Percy has a fantail
configuration. If it was facing direction one and the captain ordered a
maximum burn, it would move in direction one even though some of the
engines point in direction two and others point in direction six. Plot it
yourself; 2 hexes in direction one, plus 2 hexes in direction two, plus 2 hexes
in direction six, equals a net acceleration of four hexes in direction one. No
matter how you add up the thrusting you’ll get the same vector change.

There are several common configurations, but they are not the only ones
possible. Braking engines; this arrangement has engines aft and fore that
allow a ship to decelerate without needing to rotate 180 degrees. Fan tail;
the engines are aligned for aft, left rear, and right rear. The fan design
allows a ship to sideslip to the left or right without turning. Y configuration;
either standard or inverted, these engines are aligned along the three major
axes. They allow a ship to combine thrusts to move in any direction without
turning. Omni directional/hex; the ship can perform simple or combined
thrusts in any direction and normally uses three engines at a time to thrust
in a given direction.

Off axis engines: This design option gives a ship the ability to change the
direction of their vector without turning. This can give a ship added agility,
but at greater expense.

Larry Niven’s Kzinti Lesson states, "A reaction drive's efficiency as a weapon
is in direct proportion to its efficiency as a drive." If the GM allows it, a torch
drive can be used as a range zero beam weapon. Used in this manner, the
drive inflicts one point of damage for every drive component used (assuming
fuel is available.) Fighter and gunboat torch drives can not be used as
weapons at this scale. Normal movement rules apply. If you execute a 2G
burn in an attempt to fry your enemy, you have to plot the acceleration as
well.

The design goal for these rules is to create a feel for space movement
without digging into fuel fractions, ISP, remaining delta V, and other number
crunchy terms that rocket scientists use. For rocket fuel, assign a fixed
number of fuel points to cargo bays. (Twenty has about the right feel to it
and is consistent with other rules about cargo space.) A ship then burns one
fuel point for every drive component used on a given round. These drives
are now reaction drives. When a ship runs out of fuel points, it can no
longer use main thrust to change its movement vector. The ships are still
executing one G burns.
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Example one, a camouflaged destroyer is waiting for a passing convoy so it
can jump them from behind. At the end of movement, the stalker pivots into
attack position, raises shields, and opens fire. Any of those actions would
cause it to reveal itself. The enemy has achieved tactical surprise, the target
units can raise shields (if present) and use point defense. But, they can not
return fire with their main weapons or execute other combat actions.

A hidden unit must have its starting position on the map written down at the
start of the battle. A hidden unit can coast on the map, if vector movement
is used and it does not use its thrusters or drives to reveal its position. In a
pickup fight, both players must agree to the use of hidden units.

A unit can be involuntarily revealed by close proximity to enemy units during
the movement phase. Powered down stealth and camouflaged units can be
detected if a ship passes within five hexes of the hidden ship's location. A
cloaked unit can only be detected if the enemy actually enters the same hex.
An involuntarily revealed unit can raise its shields, use point defense, and
engage in combat after it has been revealed.

A hiding unit can voluntarily reveal its location, by using its drives, raising
shields, or firing on enemy units. In the case of a warship disguised as a
civilian vessel, using any detectable systems beyond the capability of a
civilian transport would reveal that it is not what it seems.

Cloaking devices (if present) require enormous power from the unit with the
cloaking device or intense concentration by the psionic who enables the
cloak. In order to hide, the ship must lower its shields and power down
active systems like ECM and beam rider projectors. This requirement
prohibits a ship from hiding in a radiation zone unless the crew and
electronics are immune to radiation.

On the combat round after one or more hidden units are revealed, they are
treated as normal combat units. A revealed ship may not hide again for the
duration of the battle. It would have to move out of contact with all enemy
units.

It is possible to mix the two types of surprise. One task force might be
moving to attack and the other group could be waiting in ambush. Only the
units in the ambushing group would gain the tactical surprise advantage
where they could not be fired upon.

ECM systems are incompatible with cloaking/stealth technology and all ships
are automatically detected when ECM is used. ECM, also known as jammers,
use active systems to mislead and confuse sensors and fire control
computers. It is like a thunderstorm walking down the middle of the street.
You may not see what is inside the storm, but you know something is there.

There are several ways to hide units. Cloaking uses advanced technology or
perhaps psionics to hide from enemy sensors and crew. Not every campaign
will offer cloaking technology. Stealth involves using special materials and
practices that reduce the signature of the hiding unit. Camouflage is the art
of hiding in plain site. Painting a ship black will not do since waste heat will
make most units easily visible in the infra-red spectrum. Camouflaged units
look like something that is relatively harmless: space junk, an asteroid, a
comet, the barren surface of a moon, or perhaps a civilian transport.

Example two, during the initiative phase, a stealthy flight of corvettes reveals
itself and declares that the entire convoy is predictable. The convoy moves
first, the corvettes jockey for position, and combat occurs normally. If the
players are using the advanced combat rules, the convoy can not fire until
the end of the round.

Cloaking devices and stealth construction can earn significant benefits for the
side that uses these technologies to their best advantage. All ships are
assumed to be utilizing light speed sensor systems (radar, laser ranging,
magnetic anomaly, and infra-red detectors.) They can detect nearly
everything within a 1 light hour radius given enough time.

Appendix D: Cloaking and Stealth
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CP
3
1
1.5
2
5
10
1

1
3
6
3
2
6
6
6
1
1
1
3
1
10
1
1
.5
.5
1
1.5
2
2
1
3
6
1
2
6
3
2
6
6
6
3
.5
4
2
4

Components
Agro Station
Armor (ablative)
Armor (ablative)
Armor (ablative)
Armor, Regen.
Armor, Resistant
Artificial Intelligence

Assault Bays
Barracks
Beam (turret)
Beam (standard)
Beam (fixed)
Beam (spinal)
Beam EMP
Beam Meson
Bridge
Cargo Bay
Cockpit
CIC
Command Post
Comm. Center
Crew Quarters
Docking Arm
Drive, Conv.
Drive, Fighter I
Drive, Fighter II
Drive, Fighter III
Drive, Fighter IV
Drive, Gravity
Drive, Power
Drive, FTL
Drive, Skip
Drive, Torch
ECM Pod
E.Torpedo (turret)
Energy Torpedo
E.Torpedo (fixed)
Plasma Torp
Gravitic Torpedo
Hellfire Torpedo
Flag Bridge
Fuel Tank
Gauss (turret)
Gauss Cannon
Gauss (fixed)

0
0
0
0
0
1
3
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
2
3
3
0
0
0
0
0

Gen
0
0
1
2
3
4
0

Description
Agro stations can be used to extend the endurance of long duration flights. +
Zero gen armor stops two points of damage before it is destroyed. +
First gen armor stops three points of damage before it is destroyed. +
Second gen armor stops four points of damage before it is destroyed. +
Four point armor that slowly regenerates after a battle. +
One point of resistant armor is immune to beams and scatter weapons. +
Artificial Intelligence modules are computer control systems or organic brains used for
mines, autonomous combat vehicles, and robotic starships.
Assault bays can launch combat team boarding party actions.
Barracks are used to house troops for security duty or transportation.
Standard ship to ship beam weapon with a 360 firing arc.
The standard beam weapon has a 120 degree arc of fire.
The fixed beam weapon can only fire down a single hex row.
Specialized version capable of firing out to a range of 16 hexes. +
An advanced beam with a powerful disabling electro-magnetic pulse.
An advanced meson radiation beam.
Bridges provide basic sensors, navigation, communication, and fire control.
Cargo bays offer advanced storage and loading/ unloading facilities.
Cockpits are specialized control spaces for fighter sized units.
Combat information centers are command & control systems for task forces. +
Command posts provide sensors, communication, and fire control for bases. +
Communication centers are an essential part of an empire's infrastructure. +
Crew quarters encompass bunks, dining, life support, and rest facilities.
An external docking arm that allows for a ship to easily tow small craft & cargo.
Conventional drives represent air breathing engines uses to power navy units.
A compact drive (0.5 G) that is used to power small craft such as fighters.
A compact drive (1.0 G) that is used to power small craft such as fighters.
A compact drive (1.5 G) that is used to power small craft such as fighters.
A compact drive (2.0 G) that is used to power small craft such as fighters.
Gravity drives provide motive power for starships.
Power drives are used by large ground and naval units.
Second stage drives are faster than light drives.
A skip drive integrates FTL and real space movement into a single component.
Torch drives represent chemical and nuclear reaction drives.
ECM pods employ active jamming, chaff, and flares, but they have no offense.
Energy torpedoes are a cross between beams and missiles. Turrets are 360.
The standard energy torpedo has a 120 degree firing arc.
The fixed energy torpedo is more economical, but has a limited firing arc.
Plasma damage then flows along the exterior of the hull.
The gravitic shockwave torpedo does normal torp damage with gravitic crits.
Hellfire torpedoes can cause spontaneous fires and explosions to break out.
Flag bridges are command and control centers for graded officers. +
Fuel tanks are required for the operation of conventional and torch drives.
Gauss cannons are an alternative to missile launchers with a 360 turret. @
Gauss cannons have firing arc limitations like beams and require ammo. @
Fixed gauss cannons trade flexibility for longer range. @

Appendix E: Component Price List
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4
3
2
1
3
3
3
1
1.5
4
2
3
3
3
15
2
4
.75
3
3
0
3
2
3
4
6
6
1
6
12
3
1
6
20
3
.5
2
3

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
2
2
4
1
3
4
0
0
3
4
0
0
2
0

The multi-mode gauss cannon can fire in beam, scatter, or drill modes. @
Hand to hand energy weapons are range zero attacks. *
Hand to hand weapons, claws, and long spines that are melee weapons. *
Hand to hand teeth covers close quarters melee weapons. *
Hangers are specialized launch and maintenance facilities for small craft. +
Light industry covers a range of machinery that can manufacture common goods. +
Long-range sensors enhance the basic sensor package that comes with a bridge.
Magazines are specially compartmentalized storehouses for missiles, shells, or mines.
Maglocks are an external docking collar and electro-magnetic grapnel designed to tow.
Mine launchers are capable of deploying mines in a 120 degree rear arc. @!
Mine layers are passive ordinance launching systems. @!
Mine sweepers are long ranged cousins of the point defense battery
Mining stations are large bays devoted to extracting ore and processing. +
The standard launcher is either a breech loading tube or uses a rotary. @
The advanced launcher is capable of firing in barrage mode. @
Point defense batteries are a cluster of small weapon.
External point defense pods employ a small turret and a low power weapon system.
Power systems provide self contained energy for ground bases and buildings
Psionic amplifiers allow groups and individuals to expand their psionic.
Repair bays are designed for field repairs to damaged units.
Technically free armor, but limited in availability and usage. +
Science stations are self-contained laboratories designed for research & development.+
Shield generators are designed to absorb and deflect incoming attacks.
Improved shield generator that can absorb three points of damage before burning out.
Improved shield generator that can absorb four points of damage before burning out.
Advanced shield generators cover a wide range of specialty.
Flicker shields are an alternate branch of shield.
This directional two point shield is effective at protecting gunboats during an attack.
Four point shield generators that can repair themselves after a battle.
This advanced shield generator can get knocked down, but it does not burn out.
Shipyard bays are construction facilities designed to create new. +
Slave controlled units are robotic vessels that can not act on their own.
Snare field generators create massive webs of monofilament line called snare fields
The stasis field generator is a bulky emergency shield technology. +
Survey bays house vehicles, special equipment, and personnel required for surveying.+
Towing links are the cheapest form of towing technology available.
Tractor beams are an advanced form of maglock that uses.
External ordinance racks are weapon racks and hard points for extra equipment.
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+ This component can not be miniaturized for small craft use.
@ This component expends ammunition (missiles, shells, etc.) and extended usage requires a magazine.
* Hand to hand weapons do not scale down the same way as other weapons. Small craft HTH weapons function as point defense batteries but only usable
versus other small craft and boarding parties.
!
Small craft mine launchers and layers can not store smart mines and they sacrifice their magazine safety equipment in order to house the 50 conventional
mines.

Multi-Mode GC
H-t-H, Energy
H-t-H, Melee
H-t-H, Teeth
Hanger
Light Industry
LR Scanners
Magazine
Maglock
Mine Launcher
Mine Layer
Mine Sweeper
Mining Station
Missile Launcher
Advanced Launcher
Point Def. Battery
Point Defense Pod
Power System
Psionic Amplifier
Repair Bay
Rock
Science Station
Shield Generator
Shield Generator
Shield Generator
Advanced Shield
Flicker Shield Gen.
Partial Shield Gen.
Regen. Shield
Resistant Shields
Shipyard Bay
Slave Controller
Snare Field Gen.
Stasis Field Gen.
Survey Bay
Towing Link
Tractor Beam
XO Rack

x.15
x.15
x.15
x.15
x.10
x.-25
x-.25

Automation
Burrowing
Cloaking
Evasion
Photovore
Planet Bound
Poor Quality

Sentient
Stealth
Streamlined
Submerged
Submersible
Subterranean
Volatile
Wild

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

the unit does not need a living crew ~
ground units that can hide from detection or evade bombardment ~
nd
electro-magnetic (2 gen tech) or psionic invisibility ~
maneuverability/stealth coatings that subtracts 10 from enemy's accuracy
unit can feed off the sun, biotech units can re-supply by sitting still ~
price cut for ground bases, super tanks, and wet navy units
built by the lowest bidder, each point of damage taken has a 5% chance of
causing multiple system failures (roll as a VIBRO special weapon damage)
the unit does not need a crew, usually reserved for space monsters ~
emission control and stealth coatings that decrease the detection radius
allows movement in an atmosphere, one hex per round for each level bought
a ground base gains a defense bonus and target penalty based on depth
as above but for mobile units, can also fight as a surface unit
ground facilities and planetoids can use rock as a natural form of armor
weapons and magazines can explode when hit (5%), 1d6 pts to adjacent hexes
low moral penalty for non-player space monsters and rogue machines ~

Notes

~ Some multipliers are only available if that race has the starting technology/ability or later developed it.

x.15
x.10
x.10
x.10
x.15
x.10
x-.10
x-.10

CP

Gen Systems
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I’ve gone so far as to remove specific energy values and masses from the
descriptions of components. The rational for this is that I want the players
to take these values on faith and enjoy the game the way it is presented. If
the values do not work for you, you’re welcome to change them. My desire
is to present a game that feels right for the universe you want to play in.

How massive are my capital ships? Some folks like to reverse engineer
a game design down to the final kilogram of mass and joule of power. It’s
their way validating a set of game mechanics or science fiction background.
That’s fine and dandy for a simulation that nails everything done to four
decimal places. Tactical Command is not that simulation. There is some
intentional coarseness to the game model as determined by the DAT.

Given modern sensor technology, shouldn’t the opposing player be
informed when reinforcements arrive? I want to leave that up to the
scenario since different FTL technologies involved can lead to more than one
answer. If the ships are arriving via normal space, they can easily be seen if
they are not stealthy. Technologies like the second stage drive translate in
and out of higher dimensions and these reinforcements can literally pop out
of no where. The downside to doing so is that your ship is moving at
translation velocity. The optimal velocity varies with the drive rating of the
vessel, but for FTL jumps this can be 7-27% of the speed of light and for
inter system jumps the minimum translation speed is 30 km/s or 20 hexes
per five minute combat round. Depending on the nature of the mission and
the logistics, reinforcements can range from predictable waves of units, to
blazingly fast strikes that race across the map in a couple of combat rounds.

Is Tactical Command a simulation or a game? TCOM strives to be a
game first and a simulation second. While space combat simulations can be
interesting, they do not lend themselves to easy rules or processes. The
rules streamline some of the details that you would expect to find with
rocket science in order to make the game playable in a single sitting without
the need for slide rules and calculators. For example, we could have spent a
lot of time mired in impulse movement systems and try to track every single
second of ship activity. But, that would really drag the game out and I don’t
think that would be interesting for the players.

There were lots of ideas and late night chat sessions that went into the
development of this edition of Tactical Command. I’d like to time to address
some of those points and explain the rationale behind them.

Appendix F: Designer Notes

In all the papers that I have read on Heim-Dröscher theory, I have not seen
of any details on the translation effect as it relates to detection. I can see
where moving to and from FTL space could release a burst of energy that is
detectable. This translation back to normal space might produce a heat
pulse, a burst of radio noise, or a brilliant flash of visible light for the
Hollywood types. Such a plot device would make things much easier to deal
with since you'd only need a web of flash detecting satellites like we have
now, but pointed outwards looking for unscheduled FTL translations. The
best defense is never to let the enemy know where you home world is and
to colonize far and wide in case the worst does happen.

Big thanks to the authors of The Killing Star, Charles Pellegrino and George
Zebrowski, for exploring this possibility. Any reasonably paranoid race would
have significant resources invested in early warning stations, IR telescope
observatories, radio listening stations, etc. I have not detailed that in
Tactical Command, but I would consider that a good starting point for was
defines a colony compared to an outpost.

Given a universe based on Second Stage FTL technology, what’s to
prevent a hostile race from dropping a dinosaur killer on your home
world? Not much. A universe based on realistic physics is simply a scarier
place than most science fiction authors give credit for.

A classic example of built in factors is the small craft vs. starship scale
components. In the rules, ten hull spaces of fighters and gunboats can fit
into one starship scaled hanger. Unless the fighters are regular polygons like
a brick, you can’t have a perfect fit. And even then, there’s no space for
airlocks and crew that make a hanger work. This is where rounding values
up and down come into play. A hanger could easily be 120% larger in
volume without changing its mass. After all, it’s mainly empty space. On the
other hand, fighters might be 90% of the listed size with little open space
internally. The net result is that a packed hanger is a tight fit but there’s still
plenty of room for pilots and maintenance crews. Without runways or
launch catapults, a hanger takes on the feel of a busy garage.
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Some of the downsides, level one nukes are essential nuclear firecrackers
that generate a lot of noise. In close contact mode, they could wipe out one
flight of fighters or unshielded gunboats.

In close contact, a level 1 nuke would do one point to each component that
faced the blast, level 2 would do 2 points, etc. For shielded units, each level
of nuclear warhead strength would inflict 20 points (roughly the width of the
DAT or the shield bubble.)

Rules-wise, I think a lot of this can be handled by the radiation zone rules. If
nukes were given a rad-zone/damage rating, the existing rules would help to
make things standardized. I figure nukes would be set to either area effect
or close contact. Area effect nukes explode before getting into PDB range
and fill the local hex with radiation based on the warhead size. The
surrounding hexes would get lesser amounts of radiation. These effects
would last for one round after detonation. Close contact attacks have to
survive point defense. If the point defense fails, the target is inside the
nuclear fireball and the ship's components take damage. A miss, if it wasn't
shot down, could still explode as a fail safe and release its radiation as an
area effect attack.

Some things that I know about nukes in space: The initial blast and over
pressure are minimal since there is no atmosphere. No atmosphere also
limits some ionizing radiation effects. There is a thermal/radiation pulse that
can burn off the outer layers of a spaceship hull. The burn off can generate a
plasma layer depending on proximity and create secondary surface blast
effects as the plasma expands/burns. Crew and electronics are still
vulnerable to neutron radiation.

The current edition on the other hand is a little bit harder in its science and
things are scaled down a bit. One item that got set aside in the conversion
was the use of nuclear weapons for bombardment and tactical combat. Now
that a typical hex is only 450 km across, it’s entirely possible to create nukes
that can cripple a ship, fry a whole hex, and perhaps flash all nearby hexes.
This can happen outside of the range of normal point defense batteries, so
this requires some thought on how to handle the rules, determine the costs,
and maintain game balance.

In TCOM2, the game scale was more like space opera and everything was
essentially rated as small tactical nukes in scale. So, making a strategic nuke
was just a matter of making a really big tactical weapon.

What happened to nuclear weapons? The rules don’t make any
specific references to them. Nukes are messy, area effect weapons, that
don’t quite fit the style of TCOM combat. But, if the GM allows it, they can
be modeled in the game.

Another, more sci-fi like option, would be research and development into
field effect defenses such as Traveller's "nuclear dampers". Stasis snap
shields and other advanced defensive system could also be looked into. The
Cluster War rules on R&D are open-ended and allow for a lot of flexibility.

A couple of ideas to keep nuclear weapons in balance: Allow research on
enhanced point defense systems that can counter missiles at longer ranges;
first 1-hex range, then 2-hex at the next stage of development. This
technology could form the basis of an Aegis cruiser design.

Remember, unrestricted use of nuclear weapons (or other WMDs) can have
negative effects on the stability and morale of your people, the enemy, and
your allies as determined by the GM.

Ground bursts inflict their rated damage on a colony, but their radiation and
EMP is limited to a single hex. If the damage exceeds the defenses of the
city, the radiation effects will apply. Level 2 or higher warheads will 'mission
kill' a city.

Air bursts continue to have their long range jamming effects, but their lethal
radiation is severely limited. But, they now project an electro-magnetic pulse
that will now knock out any city within the normal radius of the weapon. EMP
has no effect on modern military units since they are hardened against it.
Any city nuked in such a manner is incapable of generating CPs until half of
its base CP cost is paid in repairs. Disabled colonies on hostile worlds have to
be abandoned as the tech required to keep the people alive has failed.

Level 1, 20 point warhead + rad 1 = 5 (20 x .1 x 2.5)
Level 2, 40 point warhead + rad 2 = 20 (40 x .1 x 5)
Level 3, 60 point warhead + rad 3 = 45 (60 x .1 x 7.5)
Level 4, 80 point warhead + rad 4 = 80 (80 x .1 x 10)

Costs won’t be cheap due to game balance if nothing else. Their default size
is the same as a conventional anti-ship missile.

Level 2 nukes are the uber fighter killers since they don't have to hit in order
to mission kill unshielded small craft. Level 3 nukes are bug bombs and will
even fry pesky boarding parties. They are also city killers since most cities
are not rad-shielded. Level 4 nukes will automatically blind a ship/base and
prevent it from attacking next round. They also have an impressive footprint
since there would be a hex of level 4 radiation, a hex ring of level 3, a bigger
ring of level 2, and a final ring of level 1 radiation.
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I also help to moderate the English speaking discussion group on Yahoo.
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/dogacga/.

Most of the computer graphics were created with DōGA CGA L3. You can
find the DōGA web site at http://www.doga.co.jp/english/.

Art Credits

Special thanks to Ed Irani, Sonia Greer, Eric Sprague, Bill Eklund, and
Michael Hoxie for proof reading of these rules and offering their many
suggestions. Many of the mathematical formulae used to develop Tactical
Command where lifted from Winchell Chung’s awesome web site, Project
Rho. You can find the Atomic Rocket main page here:
http://www.projectrho.com/rocket/.

Game Development Credits

Can I make something like an unpowered space shuttle as a troop
lander? Sure, three levels of streamlining is equivalent to the protection on
a 20th century space shuttle. The trick is how do you get from something
like a five hex per round orbit down to the three hexes per round speed
limit? The shuttle performs a special atmospheric braking maneuver to do
this. The trade off for this free deceleration is that your shuttle is easier to
target while in the air (+10 to enemy attack rolls) and the inherit design
limitation that the shuttle has no power to move after it has landed.

Where are stars and solar flares as terrain features? These objects
are so monumentally huge that they defy quantifying at the tactical scale.
The radiation zones that surround a star extend for thousands of hexes and
effectively covers the entire map with one of the four radiation levels
mentioned in section 5.6.
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